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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of the master project. Section 1.1 describes the
business and organization background where the master project was carried out.
Section 1.2 introduces the Allura Xper Series products whose fault behavior is
analyzed in this project. Section 1.3 gives an overview of system diagnostics,
the current diagnosis process, and some issues in the diagnostic process. Section
1.4 describes the framework and toolkit developed to deal with some of the
diagnostic issues.

1.1 Business Context

1.1.1 Royal Philips Electronics

Royal Philips Electronics of the Netherlands consists of three independent busi-
ness operating sectors, viz., Healthcare, Consumer Lifestyle, and Lighting, as
illustrated in Figure 1.1 (the highlighted blocks indicate the business unit (BU)
where the project was carried out) [1] [2]. Founded in 1891, the company started
from producing lamps and other electrical products. Nowadays, it has become
a leading company in the global market in medical systems, consumer products,
and lighting areas. In 2008, the sales were e26.4 billion. Philips has about
116,000 employees across 60 countries.

Royal Philips Electronics

Healthcare
Consumer

Lifestyle
Lighting

Figure 1.1: Business Subsidiaries of Royal Philips Electronics

With the brand promise, “sense and simplicity”, the company conveys its be-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

lief in the fact that technology innovations should bring simple and efficient
solutions. Innovation solutions should focus around making people’s daily lives
more enjoyable, and productive through understanding people’s real needs, and
designing suitable products.

Philips characterizes itself as a market-driven and people-centric company. The
overarching theme for the whole company in 2010 is the Health and Well-being
of the customers.

1.1.2 Philips Healthcare

The starting point for the healthcare business was in the late 1890s when
Philips took over CHF Muller of Hamburg, and the first medical X-ray tube
was introduced in 1918. Nowadays, headquartered at two places, Andover, Mas-
sachusetts, USA, and Best, Netherlands, Philips Healthcare achieves an annual
sales of approximately e7.6 billion and hires about 32,500 employees. Philips
Healthcare has around 40 research and development (R&D) centers of medical
care and technology globally. Philips Healthcare is a global market player in the
business areas, Home Healthcare, and Professional Healthcare (including Clin-
ical Care, Customer Services, Healthcare Informatics, and Imaging Systems).
It provides various kinds of solutions for the whole process of medical care,
throughout disease prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and monitoring.

The business structure of Philips Healthcare is shown in Figure 1.2, and the
highlighted business divisions are related with the project. The Imaging Systems
business module offers solutions to the doctors, which will help them to diagnose
a problem by taking images of the patient’s body at various levels of detail.
Philips Healthcare is the market leader in the Cardio/Vascular X-Ray (CV)
and General X-Ray (GXR) domains.

Philips Healthcare

Clinical Care

Systems
Customer Services

Healthcare

Informatics
Home Healthcare Imaging Systems

Cardio/Vascular

X-Ray (CV)

Computed

Tomography

(CT)

Nuclear Medicine

(NM)

General X-Ray

(GXR)

Magnetic

Resonance (MR)

Generators, Tubes

& Components

Refurbished

Equipment

Radiation

Oncology

Figure 1.2: Business Divisions of Philips Healthcare
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1.1. BUSINESS CONTEXT

1.1.3 Cardio/Vascular X-Ray

As one of the larger BUs, CV X-Ray (its organization structure is shown in Fig-
ure 1.3 with business modules related with the project highlighted) has delivered
more than 800 products in 2008, with equipment revenue of e600 million, and
customer service (e.g. system installation and repair) revenue of e264 million.
CV X-Ray develops medical equipments and does research in five clinical areas,
viz. interventional cardiology, interventional radiology, interventional neuro-
radiology, pediatric cardiology, and electro physiology. Interventional solutions
provide high resolution live images to aid minimally invasive procedures carried
out for the heart, and vessels.

Cardio/Vascular

X-Ray (CV)

Customer

Services

Clinical Science
Research &

Development

Finance &

Accounting

Interventional

Patient Care

Marketing &

Application

Business

Program

ElectroPhysiology

(EP)

CS Shared

Services

Quality,

Regulatory &

Sustainability

Innovation

Programs

Resource &

Process

Departments

Components

Development

Groups

X-Ray Imaging
Imaging

Applications

Multimodality

&Geometry
Ease of Use Service

Figure 1.3: Business Modules of CV X-Ray

Among the sub-departments in CV X-Ray BU, the R&D division is responsible
for designing, architecting, and developing systems, as well as integrating and
validating systems under development.

The R&D division consists of three major blocks in cooperation, i.e., Inno-
vation Programs, Resource & Process Departments, and Components Devel-
opment Groups. Innovation Programs come up with new ideas according to
the needs of customers, and formulate those ideas into practical requirements.
These requirements will be the inputs for the Components Development Groups
for realization in the actual product. At the same time, Resource & Process
Departments will support the whole process going smoothly, resources being
allocated properly, and competences being solved appropriately. The way of
their co-work is displayed in Figure 1.4.

The Innovation Programs Department proposes practical concepts and require-
ments from multiple perspectives—Service, Clinical Science, and Marketing.
There are five sub-departments catering to X-Ray Imaging, Imaging Applica-
tions, Multimodality & Geometry, Ease of Use, and Service. The Innovation
Service Team, where this project was carried out, addresses reliability, instabil-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

CV Research & Development

Innovation

Programs

(5 Programs)

Components

Development Groups

(8 Groups)Requirements

Resource & Process Departments

(11 Departments)

Customer

Needs
Products

Figure 1.4: Cooperation in Research & Development Division

ity, and enhancements of services (such as upgrade service, and repair service)
for the CV systems.

1.2 Allura Xper Series

CV sells various kinds of medical equipments, of which Allura Xper Series is
the most popular one. This type of products are flat detector (FD) systems
(Figure 1.5), which aim at providing complete solutions for cardiac care. With
the advanced live 3D imaging techniques, and featured rotational scan, doctors
can gain insights of the vessels in multiple dimensions. The monoplane systems
such as FD10 and FD20 only have one frontal arm. The biplane systems have
both frontal and lateral arms. Examples are FD20/10, FD20/20, and FD10/10
(the numbers following “FD” in the product name, i.e., 10, and 20, represent
the size of the detector expressed in inches). For each Xper system, the software
operating in it is related with a particular version. The system version consists
of two components, software release and service package. In the lifetime of a
system, there can be a change of versions, usually due to upgrades.

During the daily operations, the system continuously logs events that are trig-
gered by the environment as well as events triggered from/within the system,
like the commands executed, errors and warnings, etc. The log information is
embedded in the system, and most of the information is retained for a certain
period. After restoring a backup or upgrading the system, the information will
be lost. However, the log files can be collected remotely if an agreement is made
between the customer hospital and Philips. In Section 1.2.1, the top-level infras-
tructure of data collection in the current organization, which offers original data
for the analysis in the project to deal with the diagnostic issues, is described.

1.2.1 Philips Remote Service (PRS)

Philips has many Xper systems installed around the world. If the customer
hospital agrees on the remote service package, the system will be connected
to Remote Service Network (RSN). RSN helps storage of log data, and data
transmission between hospitals and Philips as the network backbone of PRS.
At regular time intervals, the log information is normalized into a proprietary
Common Data Format (CDF) and stored in the Remote Service Data Ware-
house (RSDW). The log files in RSDW are retrieved by Questra and Remote

4



1.3. CURRENT SITUATION OF SYSTEM DIAGNOSIS

Figure 1.5: Allura Xper FD20/20

Analysis, Diagnostics And Reporting (RADAR) system respectively. Questra
offers excellent Intelligent Device Management (IDM) products. IDM is a kind
of Internet-based event-driven application, used for real time device access, effec-
tive device monitor/management, and proactive service delivery. While RADAR
system uses the retrieved log files for multiple applications like monitoring the
system performance, patient throughput etc and also converts the CDF log file
into XML. The major functionality of RADAR is system malfunction analysis.
RADAR contains a knowledge database populated with relevant log messages,
possible causes, and solutions for a limited number of customer calls. If any
signs of system defect are detected, further analysis can be performed using
the knowledge base. However, the knowledge database is built according to the
experience of development specialists, Field Service Engineers (FSEs) and Zone
Technical Specialists (ZTSs), i.e., it is based on successfully solved customer calls
in the past and suggestions from the developers. The top-level infrastructure
of remote collection of log files is shown in Figure 1.6 (there are two connected
hospitals in the diagram, and the part related with job sheets will be explained
in Section 1.3).

1.3 Current Situation of System Diagnosis

The CV products are sophisticated machines with nearly 10,000 different parts
when considering the finest level of granularity, and these parts can be associated
to one or more high level units/components/modules. Just like any other large
scale system, the Allura Xper system also malfunctions during its life time and
customers will complain when faults occur during the operation of the system.
Basically, there are three kinds of reasons leading to the malfunctioning of a
machine:

• The hardware components and/or software systems are not composed
properly, e.g., some hardware is not compatible.

• The settings of the equipment do not follow the benchmark criteria, e.g.,

5



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.6: Infrastructure to Collect Data of Log Files and Job Sheets

for the X-Ray tube, the radiation dose should comply with certain stan-
dards.

• Certain system component is defective, e.g., hardware degradation and
aging, and there could also be bugs in the software.

As a result, the field service is carried out to fix the problems of CV products
in the hospitals. Corresponding to each type of problem, the corrective actions
carried out during the field service process can be classified as:

• Configuration: Re-configure the composition of hardware and/or software
appropriately.

• Calibration: Correct the abnormal settings according to the benchmark
standard.

• Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) Replacement : Replace the FRU which is
detected as faulty component with a new one.

In general, field service majorly involves Installation Activities, Planned Main-
tenance (PM), Corrective Maintenance (CM), and FCO (Field Change Order)
execution (i.e. software and/or hardware upgrades). Installation activities take
place when the customer buys the equipment, and includes work such as hard-
ware configuration and software configuration in the customer hospital. PM is
the arranged maintenance activity carried out at regular intervals, e.g., for every

6
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two months, and includes work like calibration of the X-Ray tube. CM handles
with system malfunctions, like certain functionality does not work as expected,
complaints by the customers, and usually is associated with FRU replacements.

Due to the complexity of the system, identifying the real cause of a malfunction
and fixing the problem is usually non-trivial. In this section, both the CM field
service process where the system diagnosis is carried out (Section 1.3.1), and
the current diagnostic issues (Section 1.3.2) will be discussed.

1.3.1 Corrective Maintenance Field Service Process

The whole process of CM is illustrated in Figure 1.7 and explained below.

1. When the customer is confronted with some problem with the equipment,
(s)he can contact the Call Center (CC), which takes care of after-sale
service requests for most of the Philips products.

2. The CC staff in Tier 1 registers the customer’s request in the call tracking
system, Clarify. Based on the nature of the problem, either the customer
is informed of solutions and the call is closed, or a FSE is dispatched to
the customer hospital providing local support. When the nature of the
problem cannot be determined by the CC staff, it will be forwarded to the
specialist in Tier 2.

3. The Customer Care Centers (CCC) offer Tier 2 support for the clinical
users. There are three CCCs in total around the world. The specialist in
Tier 2 has better knowledge about the systems compared to FSEs. Be-
sides, there is an online knowledge database, storing information about
known issues, hot-fixes etc., which can be accessed by the specialist as
reference. If the system is connected to RSN, the specialist can also ac-
cess the system remotely, and view the system log files through RADAR
System or Questra. Either the customer is informed of the solution to fix
the problem and the call is closed, or an FSE is dispatched to the hospital.

4. The local support by the FSE is arranged immediately if the CC staff or
Tier 2 specialist cannot handle it remotely.

5. The FSE carries out repair activity in the local hospital. Normally, a FSE
is responsible for systems in a limited number of hospitals, and as a result
is familiar with the environment. If the problem can be fixed, the call will
be closed. Otherwise, the FSE can ask CCC or ZTS in Tier 2 for help.

6. During the diagnosis process, CCC offers general assistance, while ZTS
offers more specialized help about particular aspects of the machines, such
as Geometry, and Acquisition.

7. If necessary, the ZTS can travel to the hospital to fix the problem. If ZTS
knows the solution of the problem, the FSE will follow the corresponding
instructions. Alternatively, the helpdesk in Tier 3 should be contacted
when un-documented issues occur.

7
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1.3. CURRENT SITUATION OF SYSTEM DIAGNOSIS

8. When there are new or incidental issues concerning design aspect identi-
fied during the repair activity, the FSE/ZTS can contact the helpdesk in
Tier 3, and typically issue a Field Problem Report (FPR) to notify the
development group.

9. The development organization handles with the reported design problems.
Typically, it will take a longer time to resolve the problem.

10. Based on the feedback from Tier 2 or Tier 3 support, the FSE follows up
on the advice and handles the issue.

11. When the customer’s problem is solved, the FSE will close the call regis-
tered in Clarify. The actions performed by the FSE are recorded in a SAP
system, and according to the related repair information recorded in SAP,
the bill will be sent to the customer hospital. Only in the United States
(US), the FSE is equipped with a laptop and a Smart Phone, which are
used for real-time reporting of the repair status. In other countries, the
original repair information is written down by FSE on paper, and that
information will be recorded in the SAP system later.

1.3.2 Issues in Current System Diagnosis

Due to the complexity of system architecture and the flexibility of system use,
the current diagnostic procedure is not always easy, and significant efforts are
needed to pinpoint a problematic FRU:

• Problems often could not be fixed correctly on the first time, and the
system behaves abnormally in an intermittent manner. Then the FSE
has to pay additional visits to the customer hospital to solve the prob-
lem. For example, the first-time-correct-fix-rate is as low as 50% for some
components.

• Sometimes FRUs are wrongly replaced. On one hand, it is because the
current diagnosis techniques are not able to pinpoint the root cause of
a problem. On the other hand, the time spent to solve the problem is
too long, which is beyond the extent the customer can bear. Due to the
pressure from customer, the FSE does not have enough time to diagnose
the problem thoroughly, and just replaces all the potentially faulty ones
according to his experience or the basic diagnosis done.

• For some FRUs, big variations in CM hours are observed, which implies
that some of the cases are not easy to diagnose. The CM duration is
defined as the sum of time consumed in fault isolation, repair, configura-
tion & calibration, and verification. Typically, the repair, configuration &
calibration, and verification time has a smaller variability, which indicates
that the fault isolation time varies a lot from case to case.

The motivation for this project arises out of the necessity to reduce the diag-
nostic time and efforts spent on pinpointing the defective FRUs. Solving the
diagnosis problem could help in improving customer service quality and cost

9



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

reduction, and more importantly in improving customer satisfaction.

There are two important data sources which the project relies on. One is the
system log file as mentioned before. The other one is the job sheet, which records
all repair-relevant information, like content of customer complaint, field service
type (e.g. CM, PM, etc.), customer call open/close date, replaced FRUs (if
applicable), corrective maintenance hours, and etc. Customer Support team
maintains a Customer Support Data Warehouse (CS DWH, see Figure 1.6) to
keep the job sheet information.

Since the log files, and job sheet data are available, there is an opportunity to
link the two data sources. The malfunctions of certain FRU can be indicated by
the job sheet records (the customer complained and the FRU was replaced). It
is assumed that in the corresponding log files (e.g., the ones before the problem
was fixed), the malfunction can somehow manifests itself through the events
generated. Besides, for a certain FRU, the manifestations of its malfunction in
the log files from different systems are expected to be similar with each other.
Consequently, it is possible to discover the signature patterns in the log files
which lead to certain FRU replacement. But there are still many challenges
(details are discussed in Chapter 2). In Figure 1.8, examples are given for the
log file and the job sheet respectively.

Figure 1.8: Data Sources to Discover Signatures

10



1.4. THESIS OVERVIEW

1.4 Thesis Overview

As mentioned earlier, the motivating question to address is “Is it possible to
discover signatures in the log files so that defective FRUs can be identified?”. A
framework is proposed and a corresponding toolkit is realized in this master’s
project. A signature refers to the manifestation of the defective FRU, which
can be observed from the log files. With the help of signatures, the time and
effort spent on problem diagnosis could be reduced, improvements of service
quality could be expected, and the customer is served better. Figure 1.9 shows
the framework/toolkit developed and consists of three parts:

1. Data Retrieval

According to the FRU selected for analysis, corresponding systems that
exhibited a problem with this FRU are identified and the corresponding
log files are retrieved.

2. ProMImport (Data Conversion)

ProMImport is a generic pluggable framework for converting data sources
in various formats into MXML format, developed by the Process Mining
Group at Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). A plug-in is built
in ProMImport, which is responsible for data conversion from original
XML-formatted log files into MXML-formatted ones according to certain
custom standards (like event filtering) for chosen FRU. Essentially, MXML
is an XML-based and extensible format. As the input for the framework,
it is assumed to consist of several independent processes. Each process
has its own goal, like ”discovering the signature for the replacement of
FRU1”. A process consists of several process instances. The definition of
the process instance is context-based. For example, in Philips, a process
instance can be seen as the sequence of events generated from system
starting up to system shutting down. In principle, a process instance is
assumed to pertain to a certain class label, e.g., in Philips, some extracted
process instances are related with system normal status; while others are
associated with system malfunctions.

3. ProM (Signature Discovery)

ProM is a generic framework supporting process mining work with a wide
range of plug-ins, also developed by the Process Mining Group. A plug-in
is implemented to discover the signatures observed in the log files, which
can pinpoint to a particular FRU replacement.

The plug-in is designed with two major modules, data preprocessing, and
rule generation:

• Given a MXML log file, data preprocessing module is responsible for
extracting and selecting interesting features. A feature consists of a
set/sequence of events, where an event is equivalent to a log entry
in the original log file. Different types of features are supposed to
be able to capture different kinds of manifestations of (ab-)normal
behaviors/malfunctions. So, given a certain feature set, the process
instances in the MXML can be represented as feature vectors.

11



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

• Rule generation module will discover the discriminate combinations
of tests on features, i.e. the signatures, which can pinpoint to the
FRU replacement or system normal status. The signature consists
of disjunctive rules, where each rule contains tests on features which
have the conjunctive relationships. The tests on features can either
be nominal (like “feature1 is present”, “feature1 is not present”) or
numeric (like “feature1 is present more than three times”, “feature1

is present at most three times”). An example signature based on
nominal tests on features can be:

“If feature1 is present and feature2 is present, then FRUx is replaced.

OR

If feature3 is present, FRUx is replaced; or if feature4 is present, then
FRUx is replaced”.

This signature pinpoints to the replacement of FRUx, and there
are three rules in it. The first rule contains tests on feature1, and
feature2, while each of the other two rules only has one test on the
corresponding feature. A rule is obeyed if and only if all the tests on
the features contained are satisfied. If the log file is found to com-
ply with one of the rules included in the signature, this signature is
present in the log file. If the example signature described above is
present in the log file of certain system, one of the interpretations is
that FRUx should be replaced in this system, while the other inter-
pretation is that one of the FRUs in the group is problematic. FRUx

can refer to a particular FRU (like the hard disk or the converter).
However, it can also refer to a group of FRUs, and the presence of
the signature either can mean that one of the FRUs should be re-
placed, or it can mean that several (all the) FRUs should be replaced
together. Apart from indicating FRU replacements, the signatures
can also be related with system normal status (i.e. no FRU replace-
ment), and an example is given below which has two rules:

“ If feature1 is not present, then system is normal; or if feature2 is
present and feature3 is not present, then system is normal”.

Two examples of signatures based on numeric tests on features are
listed below:

“If feature1 is present more than four times, then FRUx is replaced;
or if feature2 is present less than three times and feature3 is present
more than two times, then FRUx is replaced.”

“If feature1 is present less than three times, then system is normal;
or if feature2 is present more than two times, then system is normal.”

Details of the two major modules will be presented and discussed in Chap-
ter 4 and Chapter 5.

12



1.4. THESIS OVERVIEW

Figure 1.9: The Tools Developed Using the Log Files, and Job Sheets as Data Sources

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 explains the assignment in detail,
and gives a generic description of the research problem. Chapter 3 describes
process mining, and failure analysis along with related work, which serves as
the academic background. Chapter 4 explains the generic framework with two
high level modules, i.e., data preprocessing and rule generation. Based on the
generic framework proposed, Chapter 5 gives a description of the customized
design for CV. Chapter 6 discusses about the specific implementation together
with the visualization of the tool realized. Chapter 7 focuses on a case study of
the FRU, Converter 8e Velara using the tool implemented. Chapter 8 concludes
the contributions of the project, and points out some open issues.
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Chapter 2

Project Description

In this chapter, Section 2.1 explains the project from the perspective of Philips
Healthcare, while Section 2.2 generalizes the problem so that the work from the
project could be applied in dealing with similar problems.

2.1 Fault Diagnosis in Philips Healthcare

Current issues with diagnostics of CV systems have already been discussed in
detail in the introduction (Chapter 1). Below is the summary of the problem:

Currently, there are certain issues in the diagnosis of the malfunctions of CV
systems. The time spent on identifying the defective FRUs leading to the mal-
function varies a lot, and there is a need for first-time-correct-fix-rate to be
improved. Besides, wrong replacement of FRUs is not uncommon and is very
expensive. These diagnostic issues negatively impact service quality, and cus-
tomer satisfaction. A solution to improve the time and efforts spent on pin-
pointing the broken FRUs is desirable.

According to the problem, the project conducted within the Innovation Service
team of CV is defined as follows:

For a selected FRU, systems with the FRU replacement and the corresponding
logs are analyzed so as to gain insights into the signature patterns of the problem
which might be observed in the log files. A framework for the analysis and a
corresponding toolkit has to be realized with flexibility for new techniques to be
easily integrated in order to handle open issues left and new issues that might
arise.

2.1.1 Opportunities to Solve the Problem

On the one hand, the event logs, which record commands, warnings, errors
and other messages generated from operations of the CV systems, are collected
through the remote service network regularly, and stored in the data warehouse.
On the other hand, the repair information including replaced FRUs (if appli-
cable), open/close day of the customer call, customer complaints and etc. is
recorded as a job sheet. If a particular FRU is chosen to be focused on, all the
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customer calls related with replacements of this FRU can be found. For each
call, the CV system involved, and the open/close date of the call can be known
from the recorded repair information. According to the open/close day of the
customer call, the corresponding event logs and job sheets during a particular
time period around the call can be located for analysis. Linking the two data
sources implies that the behavior of the systems related with a particular FRU
replacement around the field service duration can be analyzed. It is assumed
that the system behavior related with FRU defect can somehow manifest itself
through the events recorded in the log file. For the same kind of malfunction
(e.g., certain FRU is defective) in different systems, its manifestations in the
log file are expected to be similar. As a result, there is a possibility to identify
the signatures of a particular defective FRU through the events in the log files
generated during system operations. Overall, it is hoped that there is an oppor-
tunity to find out which FRU is defective by discovering the signature patterns
in the corresponding log files.

2.1.2 Challenges to Solve the Problem

As described in the introduction section, the log files, and job sheets are stored
in RDWH and CS DWH respectively (see Figure 1.8 as a reminder). What
is worth mentioning here is that systems in RDWH are identified by RSN ID,
while in CS DWH they are identified by SAP configuration ID. These two IDs
are different, and there is no direct mapping relationship between them. To
find out the mapping relationship between RSN ID and CS DWH ID across
the two data sources, consistency has to be checked according to the system
code, system description, Product BaseLine (PBL1), and the location of the
installed system (including country, city and hospital name). There is a team
in Customer Services business division working on this subject, and currently a
match list for only 908 systems is available. This limits the richness of the data.
Besides, there are some other concerns:

• The logging mechanism of the systems differs from version to version.
However, these changes are not documented formally in the organization.
As mentioned earlier, the software release and service package define the
version of a particular CV system type, for example, for Allura Xper FD
10, two possible versions are 2.0.0, and 5.0.1. According to the system
software architecture, the whole system consists of several subsystems,
and these subsystems comprise of units, like Session Manager, Reviewing,
and X-Ray control. Each message in the log file is linked with a particular
system unit. The most important phenomenon is that the units appearing
in one version can disappear in another one. Along with the changes of
units, the ID used to uniquely identify the message generated by the unit
can change simultaneously. Consequently, there are inconsistencies of the
events logged across different versions.

• The timestamps of the messages in the log files are not accurate, i.e., it
is not the time when the message is generated, but the time when it is
written into the log file by the unit (before writing into a log file, it is

1PBL is the achievement of the large development program carried out in CV, which can
include both hardware and software changes.
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stored in the buffer). Often, the delay will be a few seconds. Though
the sequence of messages from the same unit (or from a group of related
units depending on how the logger works) is accurate regardless of the
time issue, there is no guarantee that the message sequence in the log file
is trustable as a whole, and that the unit interactions observed based on
message sequence is trustable. The worst case is if the sequence of the
messages in the log file tends to be in a random manner, it will be quite
difficult to find consistent abnormal behavior across logs.

• According to the system design and architecture knowledge, the system
units supposed to be related with a particular FRU are known more or less,
like the Archiving and Network unit will never interact with footswitch.
However, this knowledge is not formulated in a document, or in a machine-
readable way, but tacit. If the log file messages from all units are taken
as input data for analysis, messages from irrelevant units will turn out to
be noise, which will unnecessarily increase the complexity of the analysis.

• The repair information in the database also includes calls with false re-
placements. For a particular customer call, there can either be just one
type of FRU replacement (so-called “single replacement”), or several types
of FRUs replaced together (defined as “multiple replacements”). In real
life, false replacements are usually unavoidable; as such there is not enough
evidence to determine the nature of the problem. Especially for multiple
replacement cases, the wrong replacements are more likely to happen. Due
to the time pressure (from the customer), FSE may replace all the suspi-
cious FRUs which might have caused the problem. This is the main reason
why false replacement is involved in the multiple replacements situation.
The misleading information of false replacements will add noise into the
data for analysis, and might make the discovery of signatures complex and
also the signatures found may not perform well. However, distinguishing
those noisy data from correct ones is not trivial.

• The richness of the data available for a particular FRU or a particular
group of FRUs depends on how many replacements happened in the his-
tory records. For many FRUs, the number of single replacement cases is
quite small, e.g., for a certain board, there were only four calls in 2008.
For groups of FRUs replaced together, the situation is even worse. If
examining the cases according to per system type and per version, the
number available will further decrease. Consequently, the availability of
sufficient data is an issue.

• Counted in the finest granularity, there are more than 10,000 parts in-
volved in a machine. This makes the scalability of the solution a concern.

• The job sheet only records the time when customer complains about the
problem encountered, but not the exact time when the problem occurred.
Usually, there is a delay between the date when the customer complaints
and the date when the problem occurred.. The delay may even be long,
e.g., a month for an intermittent problem. This adds the difficulty in
locating event logs which are related with the problem, and which are
not.
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• For a cluster of FRUs which are closely related with each other (e.g. a
hard disk connected to a certain board through cables), current logging
mechanism tends to be unable to differentiate the events corresponding to
the behavior of different FRUs. It implies that the signature discovered
for one FRU may also pinpoint to the malfunctions of other FRUs, i.e.
the signature is not unique for a particular FRU.

2.1.3 Scope of the Project

In view of the opportunity of linking log files and job sheets to solve the problem,
and the difficulties to deal with the various challenges discussed above, the
requirements for the toolkit are defined as follows:

• Given a selected FRU, the related single replacement customer calls need
to be located (multiple replacements situation is left as an open issue). For
each call, repair information of the other calls around this one from the
same system are to be extracted and displayed for manual inspection, so
as to determine to what extent this call is related with false replacements
(e.g., the FRU is (not) supposed to be replaced to solve the problem). In
principle, only the calls which are not related with false replacements are
suitable for analysis.

• The signatures leading to the FRU replacement should be found per sys-
tem type (e.g. FD10, FD20) and per system version (e.g. 3.1.1 and 3.1.2)
based on the historical data.

The toolkit should be flexible enough to integrate new techniques so as to cope
with both open issues left and new issues that might arise.

There are several potential usages of the results from the project:

• FRU Replacement Knowledge Database: The knowledge of the signatures
found for the FRU replacement can be stored in the knowledge database,
and automatically updated at a regular time interval if new signatures
are discovered. On the one hand, it could serve as the data source for
applications in the company (like the system malfunction alert applica-
tion, and system diagnostics assistance application) using the signatures
as the input. On the other hand, the signatures in the knowledge database
reflect to what extent the logging mechanism is helpful to identify the
FRU replacement, in other words, how (field) service-oriented the logging
mechanism is. The development groups within CV may learn about what
should/should not be logged, how the events should be logged etc. to
further improve the mechanism from service perspective.

• System Monitoring and Alert : Given the signatures of the FRU replace-
ment, the log files of a system can be scanned through timely, and if
the signatures are observed, an alert could be trigged to report potential
problems of the system.

• Local System Diagnostics: When FSE goes to the customer hospital to
fix system problems, possible FRU replacement could be suggested by
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scanning the log files locally. The FSE could get some hints on how to
solve the problem.

2.2 Generalization of the Problem

Discovering signatures in the log files to pinpoint faulty FRUs in the CV system
is a generic type of problem that has a wide applicability in various organizations
and domains. The applicable scenarios can be classified into two categories:

• System (Hardware & Software) Monitoring

Fault analysis is an important aspect of system monitoring. No matter in
the manufacturing companies which produce (sophisticated) equipments,
or in the software companies, which develop software products, the system
event log can be used to discover signatures to pinpoint the occurrence of
fault/error/failure in the system or pinpoint the occurrence of a predefined
critical/target event” (this scenario will be explained in detail after an
overview is given about all the applicable scenarios).

For example, in ASML, which is a world leading manufacturer in the chip-
making industry, wafer scanners are produced to make semiconductors.
These semiconductors are widely used in the electronic products, such as
the processors in MP3 players, computers, mobile phones etc. The wafer
scanner can record the sequence of events occurring during the system
operation as the event log. So, it is possible to extract signatures from
the event log to pinpoint the fault/error/failure occurring in the wafer
scanners.

Also in Philips Healthcare, apart from CV systems, there are other medical
systems, like general X-ray systems, and magnetic resonance systems. All
of these systems generate event logs. There is an opportunity to discover
signatures in the event logs of these systems to pinpoint the hardware
(software) fault/error/failure as well.

Besides, in the operating system domain, system diagnosis has been an
important research topic. [36] proposes the Chronus tool to diagnose the
computer configuration errors based on the log recording the system states
over time. An example of the configuration error is installing incompatible
library. The system state in the log is from low level, and it is represented
by an event, like an update of a certain library. Once the system malfunc-
tions, the past states of the system in the log until the time when the fault
happens will be examined. So, the malfunction behaviors can be linked
with certain system state event. Microsoft also carried out significant re-
search on the system diagnostics. For example, [35] proposes an approach
called “Strider” to help with the configuration management and support.
It focuses on the system problem due to the Registry, which is a very
important configuration data in the Windows system. Strider compares
the snapshots of the Registry states before and after the occurrence of the
problem, so that the cause of the problem can be found. [37] proposed
a method to diagnose known problems, such as “Internet Explorer can
not display a Web page”, and “Can not open Outlook Express”, based
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on the log recording low-level system behavior information. The behavior
information (which is different from the system state information) could
be system calls, I/O requests etc, and the behavior pattern observed in
the log is correlated with the problem.

• Detection of Fraudulent Behaviors

Another interpretation of the general problem (e.g., in the context of the
insurance industry) is discovering the signatures to pinpoint a particular
type of fraud. A major problem for the insurance company (e.g. UWV2,
an insurance company in the Netherlands) is the fraudulent and dishon-
est claims to obtain the payment. The fraudulent cases can be classified
into various types, e.g., according to the characteristics of the cases, the
classification could be stealing, damage and etc., and based on the goods
involved, the category could be car-related, house-related etc. The assess-
ment of a customer claim is based on some human’s subjective judgments.
Evidence of lies, inconsistencies in the statements, etc. have to be col-
lected to prove that a claim is a fraud. Usually, it takes great effort and
time to make sure that fraud has taken place and the impressions of the
customer to some extent influence the judgments. Suppose the historical
records about various fraudulent cases are archived, including the claims
made by the customer. The claim statement often includes a story of what
happened. The sequence of activities used to process a claim may reveal
a fraudulent claim as it is different from that in the normal insurance
claim. The observation of such differences between fraudulent and normal
claims could be expected. As a result, it is most likely that the signature
pinpointing to a kind of fraud can be discovered.

The details of the system monitoring scenario will be discussed below. First, the
three closely related concepts, system fault, error, and failure, which are men-
tioned in the phrase “the signature of the fault/error/failure in the system”, will
be explained. Suppose there is a complex system consisting of many different
subsystems. The subsystems interact with each other to fulfill certain function-
ality. Each subsystem consists of several functional modules. These functional
modules can co-operate or just work separately. As a result, it can be seen that
the interactions among different functional modules/subsystems are quite com-
plicated. Figure 2.1 shows an example of the hardware/software architecture
of a hierarchical complex system. The subsystems in an upper level can invoke
the subsystems below to fulfill certain functionality. It is also possible that the
direction of the invocation is reversed depending on how the system is designed.

Deployed systems in the field can malfunction due to hardware and/or software
problems. There are three basic concepts in the cascading causality relationships
as shown in Figure 2.2 used for defining the problems of a system[10][21][22][14]:

• Fault : It refers to the incorrect values/decisions (selection path) etc. oc-
curring in the software programs and/or hardware. A fault could result in
an error. For instance, there can be some missing/wrong conditions at a
certain point in the software program, or the logic (sub-)structure in the
hardware logic circuit does not behave as expected.

2http://www.uwv.nl/
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Figure 2.1: An Example of the System Hardware/Software Architecture

Fault Error Failure
causes causes

Figure 2.2: Relationship among Fault, Error, and Failure [14]

• Error : The fault manifests itself by observing a discrepancy between the
system state observed and the target state.

• Failure: It refers to the scenarios where the system cannot perform accord-
ing to the specified functionality/performance requirements, for example,
part of the system does not work (i.e., it is broken down), or the response
time of the system is long.

What’s more, the fault/error/failure can be characterized as permanent, in-
termittent or transient according to the continuity and stability of its presence.
Permanent means the problem of the system continuously appears, intermittent
refers to the occasional pretense of the problem, while transient just reflects the
temporary occurrence.

According to the definitions of fault/error/failure, different states of a system
can be identified, and the state transitions are illustrated in Figure 2.3, where
the state labeled Ideal means everything within the system is ok.

Actually, there is no determined start state for a system, i.e., when starting
up, it may perform normally, or just encounter problems. The neighborhood
states can transform to each other directly. The system may have the ability to
tolerate fault/error/failure, and for example it is possible that the state of the
system moves from faulty to normal.
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Ideal Faulty Erroneous Failed

Figure 2.3: System State Transitions [21]

Normally, the system has a logging mechanism, which is responsible for record-
ing the events when the system is in operation. Information like the time when
the event is generated, which subsystem/functional module the event comes
from, and what the event is about is recorded. The sequence of the events in
the log is supposed to be ordered, e.g., according to the timestamp of occur-
rence of the event. The event log can be for the purpose of real time performance
monitoring, off-line performance analysis, error diagnostics, usage profiling, etc.

There are many ways of documenting the occurrence of system fault/error/failure.
For example, some events in the system logs could be defined to represent the
system fault/error/failure. Another example is, as in Philips Healthcare, when
the customer calls and complains about the problem encountered during the op-
eration of CV machines, corrective maintenance is initiated to fix the problem.
The information of the repair service is recorded in the job sheets, such as the
time duration spent, the solution carried out, and part replaced (if applicable)
in order to fix the problem. The job sheet information is independent from
the system event logs. The FRU replacement could be considered as a kind of
indication of system failure.

In summary, the “discovery of the signatures pinpointing the occurrence of
fault/error/failure in the system” is highly relevant in a wide variety of situa-
tions. The characteristics of these situations can be viewed from three perspec-
tives:

• Problem Severity : fault, error, or failure

• Where the Problem Occurs: hardware or software

• Continuity and Stability of the Presence of the Problem: transient, inter-
mittent, or permanent.

In the system monitoring scenario, “the signatures of a predefined critical/target
event” are also mentioned. The predefined critical/target event is not defined
as the fault/error/failure of the system, but it is usually closely related with
negative issues of system performance, functionality etc. So, it is also interesting
to explore the signatures which indicate the occurrence of these critical/target
events.

However, in the system monitoring scenario or in the detection of fraudulent
behaviors scenario, the generic problem makes assumptions about the input
data. Two kinds of data are required as input:

• Process (Instances)
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Figure 2.4: The Basic Structure of The Event Log

A process should be extracted from the original event logs. A process
(Figure 2.4 shows the basic structure of it) consists of a set of process
instances, and is related with a particular goal, e.g., for Philips, the goal
could be discovering the signatures of the replacement of FRUx; for Mi-
crosoft, the goal could be discovering the signatures to pinpoint to errorx.
The definition of the process instance depends on the specific context.
For example, in the system monitoring scenario, the signatures are ex-
pected to pinpoint to the error/fault/failure occurring in the equipments
(like Philips CV systems, ASML wafer steppers), or the software operat-
ing systems (like Microsoft Windows). So, the process instance can be
defined as the complete active session of the system, like from starting up
to shutting down, or from warm restarting to shutting down. These ses-
sions are independent from each other. While in the context of insurance
companies, the process instance can be seen as the sequence of activities
carried out to handle a certain customer claim. The process instance be-
gins when a customer makes a claim to the insurance company, and ends
when the claim is approved or rejected. Structurally, a process instance
consists of a sequence of events. Each event is required to have an ID and
timestamp. There might be other additional information, like the descrip-
tion. However, the timestamp can be obtained indirectly. An example is
the situation where an event log is stored on daily basis, all the events in
the daily log are recorded according to the time sequence, but there is no
timestamp available. The position of the event in the daily log file can
be considered as a replacement for the actual timestamp. Hence, a times-
tamp is not mandatory unless performance related issues (e.g. response
times) need to be investigated. In any case, a timeline with real logical
timestamps is extracted.

• Markers of the problem

The marker could either reside in the original event logs (as certain event),
or obtained through other data sources. The marker is expected to include
information like when the problem occurred, and the type of the problem,
so that the extracted process instances can be assign with class labels.
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For example, in the context of FRU replacements in CV systems, the
problem can be seen as the malfunctions of a certain FRU. Because the
customer call will be closed when the faulty FRU is replaced, it is expected
that the problem of the system is fixed after the call close date. So, the
job sheet information about the customer calls offers the markers of the
problem. The process instances generated before the call close date are
supposed to be related with either system malfunction or system normal
status3, while the ones after the call close are assumed to be associated
with system normal status.

In this chapter, motivated by the fault diagnosis issues in Philips, the scope of
the project is defined as discovering signatures pinpointing to the FRU replace-
ment. However, the work from the project can actually deal with signatures
discovery in a large variety of organizations and domains, like the software
operating systems, and insurance industry. In the next chapter, the academic
background of the proposed signature-discovery framework, i.e., process mining,
and failure analysis, is discussed.

3Usually the FRU malfunctions intermittently. Besides, if the functionalities related with
the faulty FRU are not used, the system can still operate normally, and the corresponding
instances in the event logs are related with system normal status.
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Research Background

This chapter gives an overview of process mining (Section 3.1), and failure anal-
ysis with event logs (Section 3.2). Both research disciplines form the academic
background for the project. Section 3.3 positions failure analysis within the
process mining domain.

3.1 Process Mining

Process mining combines techniques for process modeling and analysis with data
mining and machine learning, and it is used in various domains. For example,
in the context of Workflow Management (WFM) and Business Process Man-
agement (BPM), process mining can help to diagnose the business processes;
in the system test area, process mining techniques can be applied to extract
the test scenarios which originate from the actual system usages recorded in
the system event log. In general, process mining techniques aim at extracting
different kinds of knowledge based on event log data from the reality. Figure
3.1 gives an overview of the process mining domain. Using the event logs as
the original data source, process mining techniques deal with the discovery and
analysis of process models. Broadly, process mining deals with[32][33]:

• Discovery of processes

Construct the workflow model purely according to the information in the
logs.

• Conformance checking

Check whether the actual behavior observed from the event log conforms
to pre-defined behaviors in the a-priori process model or not.

• Extending models

Extend existing models based on information in the log. Extensions in-
clude insights on organizational relationship, data properties, and process
performance, which enhance the process model. They are used to answer
questions like what the handovers of the job are (organizational issue),
how cases are split into parallel sub processes in accordance with the data
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residing in the event (data aspect), what is the bottleneck in the process
(process performance) etc.

Figure 3.1: Overview of Process Mining Techniques Way to Work [33]

The AIS group in the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science of
TU/e has an active research group working on various aspects in process mining,
and has developed a standard process mining environment consisting of two
tools, ProM and ProMImport [3]. ProM is an open source framework supporting
various process mining techniques in the three aspects mentioned above using
event logs expressed in a customized XML format viz., Mining XML (MXML),
while ProMImport is responsible for converting the log files in other formats into
MXML. Both of them are pluggable in order to support functionality extensions
flexibly.

MXML is an extensible, XML-based format which can be used to store event logs
for process mining purposes. Figure 3.2 shows the structure of it, where a process
is instantiated as a collection of sequences of events. The corresponding schema
file can be found at http://is.tm.tue.nl/research/processmining/WorkflowLog.xsd.
In an event log, there can be many different kinds of processes. Each process
is a collection of process instances, which are related with the specific cases of
a process. Suppose the process is about the repair service in a telephone repair
company, a process instance could be a case which begins when certain customer
sent the broken telephone to the company and ends when the fixed phone was
returned to this customer. The basic element of a process instance is Audit
Trail Entry (ATE), and it is also called activity or event. The information of
an event includes several aspects:

• Workflow Model Element (Identifier of the Event): Usually it is human-
understandable textual description like “Receive A Broken Telephone”,
“Engineer Begins To Repair It”. But it can also be notations which are
meaningful in the specific organization context, e.g., “12050410” may rep-
resent the event “The Telephone Is Fixed”.
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Figure 3.2: The Schema of MXML

• Timestamp (When the Event Happened): One kind of time format is
“YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss.sssTZD”, which contains complete date (year,
month, and day), hours, minutes, seconds and milliseconds. TZD denotes
for the time zone designator. An example is 2008-11-20T15:17:57.000+01:00.

• Originator (Entity that Executes the Event): The executor could be people
such as repair engineer, system like ERP, and etc.

• Event Type (Type of Event): An event can just be started; it can have
already been completed, etc. For example, for the event “repair a tele-
phone”, the repairman may begin to repair the telephone or finish repair-
ing it.

The data attribute can be used to record some additional important properties
of the related element, e.g. for a process, the data attribute may contain a brief
description of what the process is about.

In the context of Philips, the goal of a process is discovering the signature
pinpointing to the replacement of a certain FRU. Every instance of the process
is defined as the sequence of events generated during the complete active session
of the CV system. For example, a process instance begins when the CV system
starts up, and ends when the CV system shuts down. The events generated
by the CV system from starting up to shutting down are the ATEs in the
instance. During this complete active session, the CV system may operate
normally1 or malfunction2. A process instance is assumed to relate with one of
these two system statuses, while the signature is expected to be present in the
instances associated with the system malfunction. So, the system status which

1Everything with the system is ok, the problem caused by the defective FRU is fixed, or
the functionalities related with the faulty FRU are not used.

2The defective FRU malfunctions.
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an instance is related with is quite important, and this information is kept as
the data attribute of an instance.

3.2 Failure Analysis with Event Logs

Mining system event logs to detect and/or predict abnormal behaviors of the
system, system breakdown etc. has become more and more popular nowadays
[17]. It is widespread in many areas, like telecommunication network, and web
service.

One type of the study focuses on building statistical models to discover depen-
dencies among the error/failure events or to predict failures, e.g., [28] estab-
lishes dependability models to analyze the correlated failures in multicomputer
systems, [16] has developed multivariate statistical models to detect the depen-
dencies between error and failure, and [29] focuses on prediction of transient
and intermittent failures by analyzing the error log.

Another type of study uses data mining techniques (various learning algorithms)
to extract knowledge from historical event logs. Data mining techniques usually
include3:

• Association Rule Learning [6]: Discovering the set of items that frequently
co-occur so that a subset of the items can be used to predict the occur-
rences of the ones left. For example, in a supermarket, it is interesting to
know when customer buys something, what else he buys. Here, the item
is any product, “{milk, bread} ⇒ butter” reveals the facts if a customer
buys milk, and bread, he will also buy butter (with a certain confidence
and support), too.

• Classification Algorithms [15]: Building learning models according to the
data set (i.e. a set of instances) which has predefined group information so
that any new instance can be assigned to a certain group using the model
as a reference. For instance, a learned model can be “if humidity is mild
and temperature is high, then weather is rainy”. This means that if some
day (in future) is mildly humid with high temperature, the prediction of
its weather is rainy.

• Clustering Techniques [13]: Grouping instances such that homogenous
instances are grouped together in a cluster and instances from different
clusters are dissimilar. A notion of similarity (or dissimilarity) needs to
be defined for this purpose. Unlike supervised techniques (e.g. classi-
fication) which contain the apriori group information (pertaining to an
instance), unsupervised techniques (e.g. clustering) do not have the group
information.

In the failure analysis domain, popular association rules learning techniques,
such as Apriori, have been adapted to identify frequent patterns (i.e. a set
of events frequently co-occur) from the event logs, and some also take the
event order into consideration (i.e. a set of events obeying partial orders co-
occur frequently, like a sequence of events). For example, [38] and [20] both

3Data mining is not restricted to failure analysis of the event log.
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do research in the telecommunication alarm area. The former one analyzes
the correlations among alarms, while the latter one focuses on the discovery
of order-based frequent patterns. [19] deals with the associations of events
during a flexible period to reflect the intermittent problem. Classification al-
gorithms also have been used to predict the critical/target event by extract-
ing patterns/signatures[26][11][34]. For clustering techniques, [31] proposes a
method to mine patterns in the event log. Besides, there is also work on com-
bining the benefits from both data mining techniques and statistical modeling
[17].

In this project, the focus is on data mining techniques rather than the statistical
modeling. Decision-tree classification and association rule learning algorithms
are used to find the signatures of the defective FRU in the event log. In Sec-
tion 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2, these two techiniques will be described in detail
respectively. Section 3.2.3 will focus on how to evaluate what has been learned
in a scientific way. Section 3.2.4 briefly introduces the open source Weka APIs
which are used for supporting the techniques discussed.

3.2.1 Decision Tree

Decision tree iteratively divides the instances according to the properties of
attributes in a top-down way for classification purpose. Figure 3.3 gives an
illustration of a decision tree example based on the dataset shown in Table 3.1.
In the dataset, there are 10 instances with three attributes, and a class label.
Attributes A1, and A2 are nominal, and A3 is numeric. The class value is either
C1, or C2. An internal non-leaf node of the tree corresponds to a test on a
particular attribute, and each leaf node denotes a class label. At each internal
node, the “best” (according to certain criteria, like information gain, which will
be discussed later) attribute is chosen to split the instances.

A1 A2 A3 Class
white no 0 C1

white no 1 C1

blue no 2 C1

blue no 3 C1

blue yes 1 C1

purple yes 5 C2

red yes 4 C2

red yes 3 C2

red yes 2 C2

red yes 2 C2

Table 3.1: An Example Dataset

Typically, the attributes can either be numeric or nominal. If the type of tested
attribute is numeric, the two-way split decision point is interpreted as “whether
the value of the attribute is bigger or smaller than a predetermined constant”
(e.g. attribute A3). There are many possible interpretations for a multi-way
split. If the tested attribute is of nominal type, the number of ways to split is
usually all the possibilities of the attribute value (e.g. attribute A2).

The path from the root to the leaf of the decision tree can be seen as a rule,
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Figure 3.3: An Example of Decision Tree

which indicates if the attributes of an instance satisfy all the conditions along
the path, it belongs to the class mentioned in the leaf. Take the leftmost path
in Figure 3.3 for example, “A2 = yes ∧ A3 < 2 ⇒ C1” is a rule. The tests
on the attributes, i.e. A2 = yes, and A3 < 2, have the conjunctive (AND)
relationship. Different rules leading to the same class type have the disjunctive
(OR) relationship, e.g. “(A2 = yes ∧ A3 < 2 ⇒ C1) ∨ (A2 = no ⇒ C1)”.
Consequently, the set of rules for the same class label can be considered as
disjunction of conjunctions of attribute tests.

To determine which attribute is selected as the decision point, the concepts of
entropy, information gain, and gain ratio are introduced. These concepts will
be explained using the dataset shown in Table 3.1.

Suppose A2 is taken as the decision attribute, initially, there are five instances
belonging to C1, and five instances belonging to C2 (see the root node of Figure
3.4, which display the tree view of splitting on A2). Entropy(E) evaluates the
amount of information contained, and it is calculated with the formula:

E(p1, p2, ..., pn)=
∑n

x=1
−px log px

where px is defined as the proportion of the instances belonging to a particular
class x out of all, and n represents the number of class types. As a result, for
A2, E(0.5,0.5)=−0.5× log 0.5− 0.5× log 0.5 = −0.5× (−1)− 0.5× (−1) = 1. In
the same way, the entropy of the leaf nodes can be calculated. According to the
mathematical properties of the formula, it minimizes when the node is pure, i.e.
only contains instances from one class.

Information Gain (IG) can be seen as the benefits obtained by splitting in-
stances using a particular attribute. The formula is:

IG=EparentNode −
∑m

y=1
pyEchildNodey

where py is defined as the proportion of the instances following a particular
branch y (leading to child node y) out of all (in the parent node), and m rep-
resents the number of branches (children nodes). For the branch A2=yes, the
proportion of the instances following it out of all is 6/10=0.6. The proportional
entropy of the corresponding leaf node takes this fraction 0.6 into account, i.e.
0.6× 0.6500. The information gain of splitting on attribute A2 can be obtained
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Figure 3.4: Initial Split on Attribute A2

by subtracting the sum of the proportional entropy of all the leaf nodes from
the entropy of A2, i.e. 1−(0.4×0+0.6×0.6500) = 0.6100. The larger the IG is,
the more discriminative the node is. However, information gain tends to favor
the attribute which is highly branching, and Gain Ratio (GR) (also known as
“relative information gain”) is introduced to compensate for this by taking the
number and size of the branches into consideration as well using the concept of
Information Value (IV):

IV =
∑k

z=1
−pz log pz

where pz is the number of instances in a branch z divided by total number of
instances before splitting, and k is the number of branches.

The gain ratio of an attribute is defined as GR = IG/IV . For A1, IV =
−0.2 × log 0.2 − 0.3 × log 0.3 − 0.1 × log 0.1 − 0.4 × log 0.4 = 1.8464, GR =
1/1.8464 = 0.5416. For A2, IV = −0.4 × log 0.4 − 0.6 × log 0.6 = 0.9710, GR =
0.6100/0.9710 = 0.6282. Similar to IG, the attribute with biggest GR is chosen
as split point.

It can be seen that IG, and GR may give different decisions. To decide which
attribute is used for the initial split, IG favors A1 ,while GR favors A2 (Figure
3.5 shows the different choices made by the two criteria).

There are many algorithms to build a decision tree among which ID3 [23] and
C4.5 [24] are very popular. ID3 is designed for constructing decision trees with
nominal attributes, and IG is used for choosing to-be-split-on attributes. C4.5 is
a general name for series of algorithms improving ID3. It enhances in capability
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of handling with missing values, numeric attributes (values in the continuous
value ranges), pruning, and etc, and uses better split criterion–GR.

3.2.2 Association Rules

First, we define the concept “item” as the attribute with a specific value, like
“A1 = white”, and “A2 = yes”. Association rule learning aims at discovering a
set of items frequently appearing together in a large dataset. Suppose there is
a set of items I ={i1, i2, ..., in}, an association rule is defined as an implication
of the form “X⇒Y”, where X, Y⊆I, and X∩Y=φ. “X⇒Y” means that the
occurrence of all the items in X implies that items in Y are also likely to occur.
There are two measurements usually used to evaluate the rules generated:

• Support (Coverage)

Support refers to the percentage of the number of rule-satisfied instances
out of the total number of instances in the data set, denoted by P (X).
An instance satisfies a rule if and only if both X and Y appear in it.

• Confidence (Accuracy)

Confidence is defined as the proportion for the number of instances sat-
isfying the rule versus the number of instances the rule can be applied,
denoted by P (Y ‖X). In other words, confidence is the fraction of instances
where X appears, and Y also co-occurs.

An interesting rule is expected to cover as many instances as possible, and be
with high accuracy. As a result, the focus is on the rules above a minimal
confidence threshold, and minimal support threshold. Apriori [5] is a popular
algorithm of association rule learning, and it can be adapted to build classifiers
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by focusing on the frequent item set containing class label [18][9][12]. Then the
rule is generated in the form {i1, i2, ..., in} ⇒ cx, which can be interpreted as
when items (attributes) i1, i2, . . . , in occur, the instance is of class cx.

The data set used in Section 3.2.1 (see Table 3.1) is made use of here again to
explain how Apriori generates the association rules. Suppose the requirements
of support and confidence is support≥3, and confidence≥90%. Figure 3.6 gives
the details of the steps, and in each step, the item sets satisfying the support
threshold, and rules (except step 1) meeting the confidence threshold are listed.
Initially, the focus is on the item set with only one item. Each time, when going
to the next step, the size of the item set increases by 1. In each procedure,
the item sets with support lower than 3 are filtered, e.g. in step 1, A1 =
white only happens 2 times, and it is not taken into consideration. Besides,
the rules with confidence less than 0.9 are omitted, e.g. in step 2, from item
set {A1 = red, Class = C2}, the possible rules are A1 = red ⇒ Class = C2

with 100% confidence, and Class = C2 ⇒ A1 = red with 80% confidence,
consequently, the second one is ignored. We can also focus on the class-based
association rules only, like the rule generated in step 3, A1 = red,A2 = yes ⇒
Class = C2, which indicates if the attributes A1, and A2 of an instance are 3,
and 1 respectively, this instance belongs to class C2.
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Figure 3.6: An Example of Apriori

The common use of the decision-tree-derived rules and the class-based associ-
ation rules is to decide whether an instance belongs to a particular class by
judging the values of the attributes, i.e. for classification purpose. “How good
are the rules?” This question can’t be answered simply, and the methodology
of evaluation will be discussed in the following section.
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3.2.3 Evaluation

To know how good the learned models perform, two basic elements are needed:
the evaluation data set, and the confusion matrix.

Training and Evaluation Data Sets

The learning model has to reach a state which is good enough to judge other
examples. Overfitting is a phenomenon that the learning model tries to work
well on the training set, but fails to describe the generalized relationship. As
a result, an artificial good performance is reported. Learning and evaluation
based on training set tend to cause overfitting problem, especially when the
learning lasts for a long time, and the number of instances in the training set
is limited. Preferably, an independent test set should be used to evaluate the
model, and there are several methods dealing with evaluation in this direction:

Hold-out (percentage split/ split-sample)

The whole data set is separated into training set (used for learning models), and
testing set (used for evaluating the performance of models learned).

Repeated random sub-sampling

Repeated random sub-sampling method splits the data set into training and
test data randomly, and repeats this kind of split. In essence, it is a variation
of hold-out by repeating it several times. A specific case of repeated random
sub-sampling is the equivalent repeated random sub-sampling, which refers to
iterative execution of hold-out with fixed split percentage.

K-fold Cross Validation

The whole data set is spit into k subsets with approximately equal size. The
learning algorithm iterates k times. For each time, one out of the k subsets is
left as the test set, and all the other k-1 subsets are used for training. In the
end, every subset is involved in training set k-1 times, and acts as the test set
once.

The three kinds of methods mentioned above can also have stratified cross val-
idation. Stratification means the split test/ evaluation set (hold-out, and re-
peated random sub-sampling) or each fold (k-folds cross validation) has the
proportions of class labels approximately the same as the initial dataset. For
the non-stratified evaluation method, a particular class label can be missing in
the training or test set, i.e. all the instances related with the class label are left
out. Stratification can help to overcome this problem.

Confusion Matrix

Before introducing the indicators for measuring the performance of a learned
model, the basic concepts of True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Neg-
ative (FN), and False Positive (FP) will be explained first. Take for example a
two-class classification (e.g. Table 3.2), for the class C1, TP, and TN are correct
classifications, while FN, and FP are incorrect ones. Their interpretations are
quite straightforward, e.g. FN means an instance with class label C1 is wrongly
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classified as class C2.

Predicted Class
C1 C2

Actual Class
C1 TP FN
C2 FP TN

Table 3.2: Outcomes of two-class prediction

Below, it is assumed that TP, FN, FP, and TN represent the number of in-
stances in a data set falling into the corresponding situation.

Specificity (Precision) = TN / (TN+FP)

Specificity is defined as out of the number of instances not classified as Cx, the
percentage of number of instances actually not belonging to Cx. It reflects how
accurate the classification is, with 100%, there is no instance wrongly classified
as Cx. However, it is still possible that FN is not zero, i.e. there are hidden
instances with label Cx.

Sensitivity (Recall) = TP / (TP+FN)

Sensitivity is defined as out of the number of instances actually with class label
Cx, the proportion of the number of instances with Cx correctly discovered. It
reveals how well the classification recognizes the instances with label Cx. 100%
indicates all the instances belong to Cx are discovered. However, there is still a
chance that some instances with other class labels are considered as belonging
to Cx.

F-measure tries to balance the two indicators, and one variant uses a parameter
β, where β ≥ 0.

Fβ = (1 + β2)× specificity× sensitivity/(β2× specificity+sensitivity)

Figure 3.7 shows an example of the distribution of F-measure with β ranging
from 0 to 6, where the specificity is 0.7, and sensitivity is 0.87. When β > 1,
along with the value of β getting bigger, the F-measure value is more close to
sensitivity, which means sensitivity is considered as relatively more important.
In the figure, it shows that the blue line (F-measure) nearly joins the yellow
line (sensitivity) when β=6. If it is more important to discover all the instances
belonging to a certain class label, and the situation that some instances are
mislabeled into this class is tolerant, it is appropriate to give sensitivity more
weight (i.e. a certain value bigger than 1). On the contrary, when β < 1, the
specificity is weighted more than sensitivity. In the figure, it can be seen that
when the value of β becomes smaller, F-measure is more close to specificity. The
blue line and the pink line merge when β=0, which means that the value of F-
measure is equal to the value of specificity at this point. If it is more important to
correctly discover the instances belonging to a certain class no matter how many
in total are found, it is proper to assign β with a value between 0 and 1. And
when β = 1, specificity and sensitivity are of equal importance. The parameter
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can be adapted according to the importance of specificity and sensitivity, and
F-measure is a more flexible and reasonable performance indicator.

Figure 3.7: F-measure Distribution with Different β Values

3.2.4 Weka

Weka (abbr. Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) [4] is an open
source system that supports various machine learning algorithms. Weka was
developed by the university of Waikato, and includes ID3, C4.5 (so-called J48
in weka), and (class-oriented) Apriori. Weka also offers the APIs for some
preprocessing techniques, such as discretization (discretize the numeric attribute
into nominal one), and evaluation methods, like stratified evaluation. In this
project, Weka APIs are used for building decision tree, finding association rules,
and etc.

3.3 Alignment of Process Mining and Failure
Analysis

Process mining uses system event logs for the process-related analysis. Data
mining techniques can be used for process mining. For example, clustering
techniques, so-called trace clustering in the context of process mining, are used
to group the homogenous process instances [27][8]. First, a set of features (fea-
ture matrix) is extracted from the process instances. There can be different
kinds of feature sets extracted. For a certain feature set, the feature in it either
consists of a sequence of events (like ab, where a and b each represent an event)
or consists of a bag of events (like the bag {a, b} which contains event a, and
event b) 4. According to a certain feature set, process instances can be profiled
in terms of the feature vectors. Second, the distance measure, such as euclidean

4Individual events naturally form a kind of feature set.
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distance, or hamming distance, is used to determine the similarity of the pro-
cess instances. Once the distance measure is selected, clustering techniques like
K-means, and Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) can be applied to
generate the group of homogenous process instances. The benefit of trace clus-
tering is that the process model can be built for every cluster respectively, and
the user can get better understandings and gain more insights into the pro-
cess. Moreover, [25] uses classification techniques to find out the decision point
which determine the route of a process instance according to data attributes of
it. Suppose in a process model, after event a, a certain process instance can
either go to event b or event c. So, here is a decision point to determine which
route the process instance will follow. The rule found could be after event a,
if a certain data attribute in the process instance is bigger than 4, this process
instance goes to event b, otherwise this process instance goes to event c. These
techniques have been implemented in ProM.

In essence, MXML is a format quite suitable for normalizing event logs from
different sources. All the information, such as the event id, time etc, in the
original event log can be stored appropriately in the MXML format. Taking
MXML-formatted event log as the input, ProM provides a generic framework
to deal with it with convenience and flexibility. What is more, ProMImport can
facilitate the conversion process, which is also a pluggable framework. Conse-
quently, it is quite attractive to normalize the original event log into MXML
format, and do analysis based on the ProM framework. As discussed in Section
3.2, using system (error) event logs to analyze system failures has already been
studied for years. The availability of ProM framework and input data used for
failure analysis (i.e. the event log) suggests positioning failure analysis using
event logs in the process mining domain.

Figure 3.8 shows the alignment of failure analysis and process mining. It is
shown that the doctors operate the CV system to do diagnostics on the patient’s
heart and vessels. Meanwhile, the system keeps recording the events occurring
during the operations, such as the commands evoked, the messages displayed on
the screen to the doctor, warnings/errors taking place in the system etc. The
recorded event log can be used for building failure-related process models5 (see
Appendix A), and discovering the patterns leading to the system failure. The
discovered signature can be used in the following ways:

• System Diagnosis: If the signature is observed in the event log, the cor-
responding system failure could be expected to happen. The signature
can help the engineers or specialists to determine the nature of the failure
(what kind of failure it is) purely through event log. So, they may not
have to collect information from various sources to give a judgment of the
problem.

• Performance Monitoring : Some statistics can be calculated to show the
performance of a (group of) system(-s), such as the (average) number of
occurrences of certain signature during a month. Also, the performance
statistics of a system can be compared with the average/benchmark level
to see the operation status of the system (e.g. better than the aver-
age/benchmark performance).

5The “failure-related process model” is drawn in dotted lines in the figure, and it is left as
the possible future work.
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Figure 3.8: Process Mining for Failure Analysis Purpose

• Alert Mechanism: An alert mechanism could be built based on the ob-
servation of the failure signatures. If the signature is observed in the
event log, an alert can be triggered to show the possible occurrence of the
corresponding system failure.

• Product Refinement & System Testing : The signature can help to repro-
duce the scenarios where the failure happens. This kind of scenario refers
to a sequence of actual system operations carried out to generate the sig-
nature. The signatures and/or the corresponding scenarios may give the
system developers hints to come up with a solution to fix the problem.
After fixing the problem, all of the scenarios can be used again to test
whether the problem is really solved or not. A more reliable and more
robust system can be expected through such a process.
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It can be seen that the combination of process mining and failure analysis of-
fers the opportunity of carrying out process analysis compared with the normal
failure analysis with event logs. In this project, the ProM process mining in-
frastructure is used for building the toolkit to discover the signature for FRU
replacement. Moreover, data mining techniques–decision tree and association
rules are integrated.

Regardless of the context, the signature discovery itself is essentially a classifi-
cation problem. So, a generic framework to deal with this classification problem
will be proposed in the next chapter, and this generic framework can be tai-
lored to fit in various domains and organizations, like discovering signatures for
failures of ASML wafer steppers.
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Framework

In this chapter, a generic framework for fault diagnosis is discussed. Section 4.1
describes the requirements of the MXML event log format (for process mining)
that serves as the input for the framework, while the framework is discussed in
detail in Section 4.2. In the next chapter, we will apply this generic framework
to fault diagnosis within Philips Healthcare.

4.1 Requirements of the Input MXML

The MXML is originally defined in the context of process mining, and the el-
ements contained (e.g. WorkflowLog, Process, and ProcessInstance) indicate
the related concepts of a workflow. The proposed generic framework for fault
diagnosis takes the MXML-formatted event log as the input. It aims at discov-
ering the signatures for the system error/fault/failure, predefined critical/target
events, or fraudulent behavior. So, when using it as the input for the framework,
the MXML should satisfy some additional requirements.

The processes in log is assumed to be independent from each other, and each
process is assigned with its own goal, such as “discovering the signatures of
failure1, and failure2 in a certain kind of system”. Each process instance in
this process is required to pertain to a class, e.g. failure1 or failure2. The class
information is stored as a data attribute of a process instance.

4.2 Framework Description

Using the designated MXML as input, the framework consists of two major
blocks (as depicted in Figure Figure 4.1):

1. Data Preprocessing (Section 4.2.1): This block is responsible for feature
extraction, and feature selection. Essentially, the process instance can
be considered as a trace/sequence of events. A kind of feature refers to a
type of correlation among the events. All the features of the same kind are
grouped into a so-called feature set. Because there is no apriori knowl-
edge about which feature set will be (the most) helpful to discover the
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Figure 4.1: A Generic Framework

signatures, in the feature extraction module, various kinds of feature sets
are extracted. Given a feature set, the feature selection module will filter
the ones of less interest according to certain criteria, such as filtering the
infrequent ones. In the end, the data preprocessing block will transform
all the process instances into feature vectors based on a given feature set1.
The feature vector can either be in the form of numeric representation
(i.e. based on how many times the feature is present in the correspond-
ing process instance) or in the form of binary representation (i.e. based
on whether the feature is present or not in the corresponding process in-
stance).

2. Rule Generation (Section 4.2.2): In the classification related techniques
module, Weka implementations of decision tree techniques (like ID3, C4.5)
and association rule technique (like class-based Apriori) are adapted to
discover the signatures for the classes involved in a process. The signature
for a certain class consists of disjunctive rules, and each rule contains con-
junctive tests on features. The tests on the feature can either be binary
(e.g. the feature is present) or numeric (e.g. the feature is present more
than twice). The signatures discovered for the classes involved in the pro-
cess can be considered as a classification learning model.

There are two factors which the learning model relies on:

1If several kinds of feature sets are provided, for each one of them, the process instances
are transformed into corresponding feature vectors.
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• the kind of feature set and the way of representation (numeric or
binary) used to transform the process instances into feature vectors

• the classification related technique and its corresponding parameters
(if any) selected

Many different kinds of feature sets, and classification related techniques
(some have parameters, e.g. C4.5) are available. So, various learning mod-
els can be generated. To determine the learning model that performs best,
an evaluation strategies module is introduced to measure the performance
of the learned model. An evaluation strategy contains two aspects: the
test option (like stratified hold-out), and the measurement metric (like
F-measure). Given a test option, the value of the selected measurement
metric can be computed for a learning model, which represents the perfor-
mance of the model. The feedback mechanism between the classification
related techniques module and the evaluation strategies module indicates
the process of “generating and comparing various learning models and
giving the best one in the end”.

In the reporting module, the best signatures discovered together with some
performance measurements (e.g. accuracy and precision) will be reported.
An example of the signature for classx based on tests on binary features
could be “if feature1 is present and feature2 is present, the process instance
belongs to classx; or if feature3 is present, the process instance belongs
to classx”. The corresponding performance measurements could be the
accuracy is 100%, for example.

Let us consider an event log L = {abcbiorabc, biabcabc, dboz, dberz, dbelm,
ghbimk,ghabckl,klmklmor,ghghghghlmklmk,orzghorz,orzbi}. Table 4.1 shows
the class labels pertaining to each instance. Below, the details of the frame-
work will be explained based on the event log L. There are eleven process in-
stances in total in the example process. Each process instance is represented as
a trace/sequence of events. Each character in the trace refers to an event. The
class label related with the process instances are listed in the right most column
in the table. There are five classes involved, i.e. class1–class5.

Instance ID Trace Class Label
1 abcbiorabc class1
2 biabcabc class1
3 dboz class2
4 dberz class2
5 dbelm class2
6 ghbimk class3
7 ghabckl class3
8 klmklmor class4
9 ghghghghlmklmk class4
10 orzghorz class5
11 orzbi class5

Table 4.1: Event Log L
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4.2.1 Data Preprocessing

Feature Extraction

Since there is no apriori knowledge/indication of what the constituents of the
signature might be (e.g. individual event or correlations among events), many
different kinds of features are introduced. These features can be classified into
two categories, sequential and alphabet :

• Sequential Features: individual event2, primitive tandem repeat, near su-
per maximal repeat, super maximal repeat, maximal repeat, and k-gram
constitute sequential features.

• Alphabet Features: primitive tandem repeat alphabet, near super maxi-
mal repeat alphabet, super maximal repeat alphabet, and maximal repeat
alphabet constitute alphabet features.

Sequential Features

The individual event is naturally a kind of feature. In the event log L , there are
fourteen events, i.e. {a, b, c, d, e, g, h, i, k, l, m, o, r, z}. This kind of feature
is suitable to be taken into consideration when the rules in the signatures are
expected to consist of individual events. An example rule could be “if event x is
present in a process instance, this process instance belongs to a certain class”.

However, the individual event itself cannot indicate the correlations among
events, which can also be an important kind of feature:

Example Signature: If the subsequence xy , where x and y are events, is (con-
tinuously) present more than once in a process instance, this process instance
belongs to a certain class.

In this signature, the subsequence of events xy should satisfy the requirement
of continuous occurrences so that the class which the corresponding process in-
stance belongs to can be determined. In general, the correlation-related feature
consists of event(s), and manifests itself in a special way in the process instance.
Below, various kinds of features intending to capture the correlations among
events in the process instance are explained.

• Loop Feature[7]

The loop feature is introduced to capture the system retry behaviors when
a failure is encountered. A simple signature containing one rule based on
this kind of feature could be “if some primitive tandem repeat feature is
present several times in a process instance, this process instance belongs
to a certain class”. One of its interpretations in the context of system
failure is “the warning of low disk space can be reported several times,
before the system malfunctions due to no more space to write”. Another
interpretation is “the system retries several times but it cannot recover,
so that the system failure happens”.

Tandem Repeat: Suppose α is an event or a subsequence of events in the
process instance. If α continuously happens k times, where k≥2, then, α
is defined as the tandem repeat. For example, in the 9th process instance

2In principle, the individual event feature can either be seen as sequential feature or al-
phabet feature.
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“ghghghghlmklmk”, we observe the number of occurrences of gh, hg, ghgh,
lmk to be 4, 3, 2 and 2 respectively. So, the tandem repeat set is {gh, hg,
ghgh, lmk}.

Primitive Tandem Repeat: A tandem repeat is called as a primitive
tandem repeat if and only if it does not contain any other tandem repeats
except itself. For example, in the tandem repeat set {gh, hg, ghgh, lmk},
the tandem repeat ghgh contains another tandem repeat gh. As a result,
it is not a primitive tandem repeat, while gh, hg, and lmk are primitive
ones.

The essence of the feature is an event or a sequence of events, which
continuously repeats several times without any other events in between,
i.e. a loop. However, in certain process instances, the loop may manifest
only once. For example, gh continuously occurs four times in the 9th
process instance, but it is present only once in the 6th, 7th, and 10th
process instance.

• Repeat Features[7][8]

The repeat features and the loop feature are similar, but they still have
significant differences. The loop feature requires a subsequence of events
continuously occurs several times in a process instance. Differently, though
the repeat feature also requires a subsequence of events to re-occur in a
process instance or a concatenation of several process instances3, there
could be other events in between these re-occurring subsequences. Be-
sides, the repeat feature will also extract the sequence of events as long as
possible4.

Maximal Pair: Two identical sub-sequences α and β in a process in-
stance are a maximal pair if and only if the event at the immediate right
(left) side of α is different from the one at the immediate right (left) side
of β. The notation for a maximal pair is 〈i, j, α〉, where i, and j are the
starting positions of α, and β respectively in a process instance with i 6= j.

Maximal Repeat: A subsequence α is a maximal repeat if and only if
it occurs in a maximal pair in the process instance.

Near Super Maximal Repeat: A maximal repeat α in a process in-
stance is defined as a near super maximal repeat if and only if at least one
instance of it shows up in some location in this process instance where it
is not a sub-sequence of another maximal repeat.

Super Maximal Repeat: A maximal repeat is called as super maximal
repeat if and only if it is not a sub-sequence of another maximal repeat.

Suppose M, NSM, and SM represent the set of maximal repeat, near su-
per maximal repeat, and super maximal repeat respectively. From the
definitions of the feature, it can be seen that the three patterns have the
relationship SM ⊆ NSM ⊆ M.

Take the 10th process instance “orzghorz” (the index of the first position
is 0) for example, the only maximal pair in this instance is (0, 5, orz).
The subsequence orz occurs both at the beginning and the end of this

3Several process instances can be connected to form an “integrated process instance”.
4The length of a sequence of events is the number of events it contains.
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instance. So, orz is a maximal repeat. It is also a near super maximal
repeat and super maximal repeat, i.e. M=NSM=SM={orz}. In Table
4.2, the maximal repeats, near super maximal repeats, and super maximal
repeats extracted for each instance are shown.

Instance
ID

Trace Maximal Repeat Near Super
Maximal Repeat

Super Maximal
Repeat

1 abcbiorabc {abc, b} {abc, b} {abc}
2 biabcabc {abc, b} {abc, b} {abc}
3 dboz - - -
4 dberz - - -
5 dbelm - - -
6 ghbimk - - -
7 ghabckl - - -
8 klmklmor {klm} {klm} {klm}
9 ghghghghlmklmk {ghgh, gh, lmk,

ghghgh}
{lmk, ghghgh} {lmk, ghghgh}

10 orzghorz {orz} {orz} {orz}
11 orzbi - - -

Table 4.2: Extracted Repeat Features Based on Each Instance in the Event Log L

According to the definition, the repeat features can help to capture the
common subsequence of events in a single process instance, but they can
also be used to capture common subsequences among two or more process
instances. In this situation, all the process instances will be connected
using different delimiters as a combined one, so-called a concatenation of
process instances. The patterns can be discovered over this concatenation.
It is believed that there exists some commonality in the manifestation of
events in process instances that exhibit a particular failure type. Thereby,
the repeat features extracted in the concatenation of process instances
can assist in discovering the commonality pertaining to failure manifes-
tations. For example, in the event log L (see Table 4.1), all the pro-
cess instances could be connected as a concatenation using numbers 0–9:
“abcbiorabc0biabcabc1dboz2dberz3dbelm4ghbimk5ghabckl6klmklmor7

ghghghghlmklmk8orzghorz9orzbi”. In this combined trace, the extracted
repeats are shown in Table 4.3.

Maximal Repeat

Set

{db, abc, lm, dbe, or, klmk, kl, rz, lmklm, gh,

bi, mk, ghghgh, orz, ghgh, b, lmk, o, l, m, k, r,

klm, z}
Near Super Maxi-

mal Repeat Set

{db, abc, lm, dbe, or, klmk, kl, rz, lmklm, gh,

bi, mk, ghghgh, orz, o, z}
Super Maximal

Repeat Set

{abc, dbe, lmklm, klmk, bi, ghghgh, orz}

Table 4.3: The Extracted Repeat Features Based on the Event Log L

Take dbe for example, it is a common subsequence in both the 4th instance
and the 5th instance. The set difference between feature set A and B is
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denoted by as “A\B”, and is defined as the features that exist in A,
but not in B. M\NSM= {ghgh, b, lmk, o, l, m, k, r, klm, z}, i.e.
maximal repeat “b” is not a near super maximal repeat, because in all
the places it shows up, it is a subsequence of db, dbe, bi, or abc. In
NSM\SM={db, lm, or, kl, rz, gh, mk}, take db for example, it is
not a super maximal repeat because it is a subsequence of dbe.

There are (potential) overlaps among primitive tandem repeat set (rep-
resented by PT) and the repeat feature sets, e.g., in the event log L,
PT= {abc, klm, lmk, hg, gh}, M is generated based on the combination of
all the process instances, so PT ∩ M={abc, klm, lmk, gh}. A particular
feature is both primitive tandem repeat, and also a type of repeat because
it only continuously occurs several times in certain process instance, like
gh only continuously occurs twice in the 9th instance “ghghghghlmklmk”,
while in some other instances the loop manifests with just one iteration,
which makes it both a primitive tandem repeat and a (super/near su-
per) maximal repeat5. Because the primitive tandem repeat feature gh

is present in the 9th instance several times, gh, ghgh, and ghghgh are all
discovered as maximal repeats, i.e. there are too many maximal repeats
extracted due to the presence of the primitive tandem repeat. So, be-
fore extracting the maximal/super maximal/near super maximal features,
if certain primitive tandem repeat feature continuously occurs more than
once in a process instance, all the occurrences of this feature (i.e. essen-
tially an event or a subsequence of events) are removed except only one
occurrence of it is kept. The event log L after removing the primitive tan-
dem repeat features is shown in Table 4.4. In the processed event log L’ ,
three instances are processed (instance ids are 2, 8, and 9 respectively).
For example, in the 2nd instance, only one occurrence of abc is kept. In
the combined trace of all the process instances based on the processed
event log L’ , Mprocessed= {db, lm, abc, dbe, b, or, o, l, m, kl, k, rz, r,
gh, bi, mk, z, orz}.

Instance ID Log Events Class Label
1 abcbiorabc class1
2 biabc class1
3 dboz class2
4 dberz class2
5 dbelm class2
6 ghbimk class3
7 ghabckl class3
8 klmor class4
9 ghlmk class4
10 orzghorz class5
11 orzbi class5

Table 4.4: Processed Event Log L’ after Removing the Primitive Tandem Repeat Features

5Though gh occurs once in the instances 6th , 7th, and 10th, its

manifestations in 9th instance are sufficient to determine the nature of it,

i.e. it is both a primitive tandem repeat feature and (near super) maximal repeat

feature.
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It is usually seen that a subsequence of events is related with certain
functionality. For example, abc/dbe/orz might indicate the sequence of
events “writing a file to the disk is requested, not enough free space for
the file is available, the request is rejected”. Those events are all related
with the disk writing functionality.

• K-Gram

K-gram refers to a subsequence of k events in a given process instance,
where k ≥ 1. When k is 1, k-gram is the same as the individual event.
Take the 1st instance for example, the 2-gram is the set {ab, bc, cb, bi,
io, or, ra}. K-gram can be applicable when the rules in the signatures are
expected to consist of a subsequence of a fixed number of events.

Alphabet Abstraction

The features discussed above are all sequential ones, which means the feature
consists of an ordered sequence of events6. The distinct individual events of a
sequential feature form the so-called alphabet, e.g. the alphabet of the prim-
itive repeat “gh”, is {g, h}. Different features can share the same alphabet.
Essentially, the alphabet is based on the sequential features, but it focuses on
the unique individual events regardless of how they are ordered and glued to-
gether. As a result, it represents a kind of consistency among all the sequential
variations. For example, for the primitive tandem repeats {klm, lmk}, the cor-
responding alphabet is {k, l,m}, and the alphabet abstraction captures these
variations. In the situation when the order of events in a feature is not impor-
tant, corresponding alphabet feature can be introduced to reduce the complexity
of the problem.

For extracting primitive tandem/near super maximal/super maximal/maximal
repeat features, we adopted Ukkonen’s algorithm [30] to construct the suffix
tree7 in linear time.

In order to process the data efficiently in the framework, the process instance
is normalized and given a concise representation through encoding. Figure 4.2
shows details about how the process instance is represented internally. The
process instance profile stores the start date, end date, the initial class label,
and the encoded sequence of events (ATEs). The encoded sequence of events
turns out to be a stream of characters. Each event is represented by a unique
string, and these strings have equal lengths. For example, the encoded process
instance can be abcbiorabc (like the 1st instance in the event log L ), where
each character (a, b, c, i, o, and r) represents an event.

For a process instance, according to a particular kind of feature set extracted,
a corresponding feature vector can be produced to represent it. The feature
vector can be numeric, like {(feature1, n1), (feature2, n2), ......, (featurem, nm)
}, where nx represents how many times the feature is present in the process
instance. The feature vector can also be binary, like {(feature1, yes), (feature2,
no), ......, (featurem, yes) }, where “yes/no” indicates the feature is present
in the process instance or not. For the processed event log L’ , based on the

6As indicated before, there could be the case the feature only has one event.
7The suffix tree is a data structure which allows many string operations to be done effi-

ciently, e.g. looking for fragment of the string complying with given regular expression.
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Figure 4.2: Encoding of the Process Instance

super maximal repeat feature set8, the corresponding numeric feature vectors
are shown in Table 4.5, and the binary feature vectors are shown in Table 4.6.

Instance
ID

Super Maximal Repeat Vectors Class
Labeldbe abc orz gh bi lm mk kl

1 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 class1
2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 class1
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 class2
4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 class2
5 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 class2
6 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 class3
7 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 class3
8 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 class4
9 0 0 0 4 0 2 2 1 class4
10 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 class5
11 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 class5

Table 4.5: Event Log L Represented by Super Maximal Repeat Vectors In a Numeric Way

The features from several kinds of feature sets of the same category (sequential
or alphabet) can be put together to form a new feature set. This new feature set
only keeps one instance of each unique feature. Though the individual event fea-

8This feature set is generated based on the combination of all the “processed” process
instances, i.e., if certain primitive tandem repeat manifests more than once in an instance,
only one manifestation of it is kept.
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Instance
ID

Super Maximal Repeat Vectors Class
Labeldbe abc orz gh bi lm mk kl

1 no yes no no yes no no no class1
2 no yes no no yes no no no class1
3 no no no no no no no no class2
4 yes no no no no no no no class2
5 yes no no no no yes no no class2
6 no no no yes yes no yes no class3
7 no yes no yes no no no yes class3
8 no no no no no yes yes yes class4
9 no no no yes no yes yes yes class4
10 no no yes yes no no no no class5
11 no no yes no yes no no no class5

Table 4.6: Event Log L Represented by Super Maximal Repeat Vectors In a Nominal Way

ture set is categorized as the sequential, in essence, it can be considered as either
sequential or alphabet, because the feature consists of only one event. So, it can
be mixed with any other kinds of feature sets. For example, the individual event
feature set can be mixed with primitive tandem repeat (alphabet) feature set.
According to the superset/subset relationships among maximal repeat feature
set, near super maximal repeat feature set, and super maximal repeat feature
set, it makes no sense to mix any two or three of them together. For instance,
mixing maximal repeat feature set and near super maximal repeat feature set
is equivalent to just consider the maximal repeat feature set.

Feature Selection

For a particular kind of feature set, there might be too many features generated,
also some features may be of less importance depending on the specific situa-
tion. The feature selection module is designed to handle this problem. For a
feature, there are some interesting aspects, e.g. which event(s) it has, how many
(distinct) events it has, how frequent it happens among all the instances, and
in how many instances it appears. Based on these aspects, filtering techniques
can be used, like removing the less frequent feature.

The signature of certain class is not expected to rarely happen in the process
instances actually belonging to this class. Consequently, two filters are involved
to remove infrequent features from the feature set: “minimal value of how fre-
quently the feature appears in all the instances”, and “minimal value of how
many instances the feature occurs in”. In addition, longer features tend to cap-
ture more correlations among events, so that “a minimal value of how many
events the feature has” is used to leave features with small lengths out. Figure
4.3 shows an overview of the feature extraction and feature selection discussed
above.

4.2.2 Rule Generation

Classification Related Techniques & Evaluation Strategies

Given an individual feature set (e.g. primitive tandem repeat feature set) or a
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mixed feature set, the data preprocessing block will output the process instances
as feature vectors, and each instance (feature vector) belongs to a certain class.
So, discovering signatures of different classes can be seen as a classification
problem. The signature of a particular class (e.g. a failure type) is expected to
distinguish the process instances belonging to it from the ones of other classes.
Two popular data mining techniques for classification task discussed in Chapter
3, i.e., decision tree and class-based association rules, can be used. The Weka
implementations of these techniques (i.e., ID3, C4.59, and class-based Apriori)
are adapted to generate the signature for a certain class as a disjunction of con-
junctive clauses, where the clause consists of tests on features. A conjunctive

9The implementation of C4.5 in Weka is called J48.
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clause can be seen as a rule. So, the signature pinpointing to a certain class
type consists of a set of rules, where these rules are disjunctive. The test on
a feature can be binary (like the feature is present) or numeric (such as the
feature is present more than five times).

As mentioned above, the signature for a certain class type consists of a set of
disjunctive rules. In the classification related techniques module (see Figure
4.1), the adapted version of ID3, C4.5, and class-based Apriori sets a minimal
threshold on the total number of rules in the signatures generated for all the
class types. These techniques are named with an extra prefix “top-n”, like top-n
C4.5, where n is the required minimal number of rules. The basic idea is the
original algorithm executes several iterations until at least n rules are generated
or no more “good” rules can be found. The rules generated in one iteration
(except the initial iteration) should not be added into the learning model if it
makes the performance of the learning model worse than before. To see the
performance of a learning model, an evaluation strategy has to be determined
first (in the evaluation strategies module). The evaluation strategy includes two
aspects: the test option, and the criterion to compare different leaning models.
The possible test option can be using training set only, using independent test
set, stratified hold-out, stratified equivalent repeated random sub-sampling, or
stratified k-fold cross validation, which have already been discussed in Chapter
3. The algorithm tends to generate overfitting learning model using the same
data as training set as well as test set, but when there is only limited data
availability, using training set only could be an appropriate choice. Using in-
dependent test set option allows the user to offer a data set different from the
training set to test the learning model. Stratified hold-out offers the opportu-
nity to use different data as training set and test set. Stratified k-fold cross
validation is suitable for the situation when there is a balanced representation
of all the classes in the data set, while stratified equivalent repeated random
sub-sampling deals with the unbalanced situation better. Next, the criterion to
compare the different learning models has to be determined. F-measure could
be a proper criterion, because it can balance the specificity and sensitivity flex-
ibly.

As an example, suppose the process instances are the ones transformed into
nominal or numeric feature vectors based on a certain feature set. The evalua-
tion strategy is determined, where F-measure is the default performance metric.
“Top-n C4.5” with certain parameter settings (e.g. the confidence factor used
for pruning the derived decision tree is 0.25) works iteratively in the following
way:

1. Construct a decision tree, and derive the signature, i.e. a set of rules,
for each class (if any). So, there is a set of signatures, the so-called Cur-
rentLearningModel. The F-measure of the CurrentLearningModel is set
as the performance benchmark, named as F-measureBM .

2. If the number of rules in the CurrentLearningModel is no less than the
total number of rules required (n), the algorithm ends, otherwise, go to
the next step.

3. Remove the features, which have already been involved in the rules in
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CurrentLearningModel, from the feature vectors of the process instances.
So, the dimensions of the feature vectors are reduced.

4. Remove the process instances (feature vectors) where none of the features
left is present.

5. Construct a new decision tree, and derive the corresponding signature for
each class (if any). This set of signatures is so-called IncrementLearning-
Model. If no decision tree can be constructed, the algorithm ends.

6. Assume a rule of a certain signature in the IncrementLearningModel is
added into the CurrentLearningModel, then a new candidate F-measure
called F-measureCDD will be computed based on the modified CurrentLearn-
ingModel. If F-measureCDD≥F-measureBM (i.e. F-measureCDD is no
worse than F-measureBM ), the CurrentLearningModel will be actually
updated by merging this new generated rule. Meanwhile, the value of
F-measureBM will be updated by the value of F-measureCDD. However,
if F-measureCDD is worse than F-measureBM , this new rule will not be
added into CurrentLearningModel. All the rules in the IncrementLearn-
ingModel will be tested in this way to determine whether it can be added
in the CurrentLearningModel or not. After all the rules are tested, if there
is no new rule added into CurrentLearningModel, the algorithm ends, oth-
erwise, go to step 2.

The computation process of top-n C4.5 (with confidence factor 0.25) is explained
based on the feature vectors shown in Table 4.5. At least 15 rules are expected
(n=15). The training set is also used as the test set to measure the performance.
The whole process is explained below:

Iteration 1 :

orz

presents ? times

abc

presents ? times
class5

class1

<=0>0

>1

lm

presents ? times

gh

presents ? times
class4

<=1>1

<=0>0

class3 class2

<=1

Figure 4.4: The Decision Tree Generated in the Initial Iteration
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Step 1: Figure 4.4 displays the decision tree constructed initially. The Cur-
rentLearningModel contains five signatures in total, and each of them is related
with a different class. For each signature, there is only one rule in it. The
signatures in the CurrentLearningModel are:

• Signatureclass1
: If orz is not present and abc is present more than 1 time,

then the process instance belongs to class1.

• Signatureclass2
: If orz is not present and abc is present no more than 1

time and lm is present no more than 1 time and gh is not present, then
the process instance belongs to class2.

• Signatureclass3
: If abc is present no more than 1 time and lm is present

no more than 1 time and orz is not present and gh is present, then the
process instance belongs to class3.

• Signatureclass4
: If orz is not present and abc is present no more than 1

time and lm is present more than 1 time, then the process instance belongs
to class4.

• Signatureclass5
: If orz is present, then the process instance belongs to

class5.

All the process instances can be correctly classified based on the CurrentLearn-
ingModel, and F-measureBM=1.0.

Step 2: Since there are only five rules generated, less than fifteen, go to step 3.

Step 3: Remove the features already exist in CurrentLearningModel, i.e., orz,
abc, lm, and gh. The reorganized feature vectors are shown in Table 4.7.

Instance ID
Super Maximal Repeat Vectors

Class Label
dbe bi mk kl

1 0 1 0 0 class1
2 0 1 0 0 class1
3 0 0 0 0 class2
4 1 0 0 0 class2
5 1 0 0 0 class2
6 0 1 1 0 class3
7 0 0 0 1 class3
8 0 0 1 2 class4
9 0 0 2 1 class4
10 0 0 0 0 class5
11 0 1 0 0 class5

Table 4.7: Reorganized Feature Vectors in the Initial Iteration

Step 4: Since process instance 3 and 10 have no feature(s) present, they are
removed. There are nine process instances now.

Step 5: A new decision tree is constructed based on the new feature vectors, and
shown in Figure 4.5. Similarly, there are three new signatures generated, and
each of them has one rule only. These signatures in the IncrementLearningModel
are:
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dbe
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Figure 4.5: The Decision Tree Generated as the IncrementLearningModel in the Initial
Iteration

• Signatureclass1
: If dbe is not present and bi is present, then the process

instance belongs to class1.

• Signatureclass2
: If dbe is present, then the process instance belongs to

class2.

• Signatureclass4
: If dbe is not present and bi is not present, then the process

instance belongs to class4.

Step 6: Only the addition of the rule for class2 into CurrentLearningModel will
make the F-measureCDD=1.0. Adding the rule pinpointing to class1, or class4
will make F-measureCDD=0.98, F-measureCDD=0.96 respectively. So, only one
rule can be included in the CurrentLearningModel, and F-measureBM is still
1.0. The total number of rules now is 6.

Iteration 2

Step 2: Since there are only six rules generated (i.e., less than n=15), go to Step
3.

Step 3: Remove features dbe, and bi, and reorganized the feature vectors.

Step 4: Since there is no features present in instance 1, 2, 4, 5, and 11, so they
are removed. The new feature vector is displayed in Table 4.8.

Instance ID
Super Maximal Repeat Vectors

Class Label
mk kl

6 1 0 class3
7 0 1 class3
8 1 2 class4
9 2 1 class4

Table 4.8: Reorganized Feature Vectors in the Second Iteration

Step 5: Based on the new feature vectors, there is no decision tree constructed
this time. So, the algorithm stops in this iteration. In total, there are five
signatures (six rules) in the CurrentLearningModel:

• Signatureclass1
: If orz is not present and abc is present more than 1 time,

then the process instance belongs to class1.
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• Signatureclass2
: If orz is not present and abc is present no more than 1

time and lm is present no more than 1 time and gh is not present, then
the process instance belongs to class2.

OR

If dbe is present, then the process instance belongs to class2.

• Signatureclass3
: If abc is present no more than 1 time and lm is present

no more than 1 time and orz is not present and gh is present, then the
process instance belongs to class3.

• Signatureclass4
: If orz is not present and abc is present no more than 1

time and lm is present more than 1 time, then the process instance belongs
to class4.

• Signatureclass5
: If orz is present, then the process instance belongs to

class5.

All the process instances can be correctly classified and F-measure is 1.0.

In the above discussions on top-n C4.5, the analyzed process instances are trans-
formed into the numeric representation using the super maximal repeat feature
set. Actually, given the feature vectors in certain form (numeric or binary),
the goodness of the signatures discovered depends on the selected algorithm to-
gether with the specific value(s) of its parameter(s) (if any). The algorithm may
have parameters, e.g. (top-n) C4.5 has confidence factor to control the pruning
of the decision tree, and (top-n) class-based Apriori has threshold for confidence
and support. To get good signatures (learning models), the parameters of the
algorithm have to be tuned. Take top-n C4.5 for example, since many learn-
ing models may be generated based on different parameter settings (e.g. the
confidence factor is 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0), we have to find out the one that per-
forms better than others. Based on certain evaluation strategy, the best learning
model discovered using top-n C4.5 with most appropriate parameter is so-called
the “locally best” one. So, top-n ID3, top-n C4.5, and top-n class-based Apriori
each can generate its own locally best learning model. Since different algorithms
have different internal mechanisms, the “locally” best learning models generated
from different algorithms are compared again to get a “global” best one.

The discussion above is based on a particular kind of feature set and representa-
tion form (numeric or binary). Actually, for each feature set and a representation
form, there are corresponding “global best” learning model. The characteristics
of different kinds of features can help to identify what kind of characteristics the
process instances belonging to a certain class have. So, these learning models
have to be compared as well to find the “final” best one.

In summary, the learning model generated depends on the feature set together
with the representation form used to transform the process instances into feature
vectors, and the classification related techniques used together with its param-
eter settings (if any). Based on the evaluation strategy, all the learning models
derived have to be compared to determine which one performs the best. Fig-
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Figure 4.6: Overview of the Design of Classification Related Techniques Module and Eval-
uation Strategies Module

ure 4.6 shows an overview of the design of the classification related techniques
module and evaluation strategies module.

Reporting

The reporting module includes displaying the (best) signature that has been
found with certain performance measurements, like accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity. In the classification related techniques & evaluation strategies sec-
tion, the computation process of the top-n C4.5 is explained in detail based
on the feature vectors in Table 4.5. Below, the reporting of the final result is
displayed:

Signatures:

• Signatureclass1
: If orz is not present and abc is present more than 1 time,

then the process instance belongs to class1.

• Signatureclass2
: If orz is not present and abc is present no more than 1

time and lm is present no more than 1 time and gh is not present, then
the process instance belongs to class2.

OR

If dbe is present, then the process instance belongs to class2.
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• Signatureclass3
: If abc is present no more than 1 time and lm is present

no more than 1 time and orz is not present and gh is present, then the
process instance belongs to class3.

• Signatureclass4
: If orz is not present and abc is present no more than 1

time and lm is present more than 1 time, then the process instance belongs
to class4.

• Signatureclass5
: If orz is present, then the process instance belongs to

class5.

Instance-Based Measurements (see Section 3.2.3)

• Total Number of Instances: 11

• Correctly Classified Instances: 11 (100%)

• Incorrectly Classified Instances: 0 (0%)

• Accuracy: 100%

• True Positive Rate10: 1.0

• False Positive Rate11: 0.0

• Specificity: 1.0

• Sensitivity: 1.0

• F-measure: 1.0

This chapter explains the generic framework for signature discovery. The frame-
work takes the designated MXML as the input, where each process instance is
assumed to be associated with a certain class type. It extracts various kinds
of features and transforms the process instances as feature vectors internally.
Each feature vector is related with a class label. Then, the top-n ID3, C4.5, and
class-based Apriori are applied to discover signatures for different class types.
At last, the performance of the signatures discovered is reported using measure-
ments like accuracy, specificity, f-measure, and etc.

However, in Philips, the generic framework has to be tailored according to the
specific situation. For example, some of the process instances in the MXML are
not related with class labels initially. So, a new module is introduced to handle
this problem. In the next chapter, the customized design of signature discovery
for FRU replacement in Philips will be discussed in detail.

10true positive rate = number of true positive instances / (number of true positive instances
+ number of false negative instances)

11false positive rate = number of false positive instances / (number of true negative instances
+ number of false positive instances)
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Chapter 5

Customized Design for
Philips Healthcare

In the previous Chapter, we have looked at the framework for solving the generic
failure analysis problem. In this Chapter, we will discuss the customization and
adaptation of the framework to fit into the context of CV. Figure 5.1 shows
the customized design. The modules in dotted line are either newly added or
adapted based on the modules in the generic framework. The details will be
discussed in the subsequent sections.

5.1 Data Preparation

The data preparation block is responsible for generating the appropriate MXML
for the adapted framework. In this block, first the event logs from the systems
pertaining to the single replacement calls of a selected FRU are retrieved (Sec-
tion 5.1.1). Then these event logs will be filtered, sliced into process instances
and converted into a MXML file for further processing (Section 5.1.2).

5.1.1 Data Retrieval

In Philips Healthcare, the focus is on discovering symptomatic signature pat-
terns in the log files that correlate to the need for a potential FRU replacement.
As a result, the job sheets about FRU replacements are used to identify the cor-
responding system event logs. The job sheet information is stored in different
tables in the Customer Support Data Warehouse (CS DWH). Appendix B shows
the requirements on the table schemas for supporting the queries such as “for
a given FRU, what are all the customer calls related with single replacement
cases”.

Considering the fact that the logging mechanism tends to be different for each
system type and version combination, event logs are retrieved separately per
system type and version for analysis. To get the corresponding log files for
analysis, a typical scenario for the data retrieval is:

1. Given a selected FRU, all the customer calls related with single replace-
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the Customized Framework

ment of the FRU (so-called single replacement calls) are collected. They
are grouped based on the system type and system version.

2. Since false replacements only add noise to the data, and make the analysis
more complex, it is better not to take them into consideration. In order
to identify whether a single replacement call potentially corresponds to a
false replacement, the calls around it from the same system are examined
according to the customer complaint, repair information, replacement de-
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tails, and etc. For example, if the customer could have made another call
to complain about the system malfunctions right after (e.g., 1 week) the
call under examination was closed, then this may indicate that the prob-
lem was not resolved by the first FRU replacement. Similar symptoms of
malfunctions were complained, but to fix the problem, a different type of
FRU was replaced. In this situation, the FRU might be wrongly replaced
in the call under examination, because the system malfunctioned again in
a similar way in a very short time, but another kind of FRU was replaced
to fix the arising problem. All such calls with potential false replacements
are filtered from our analysis. We refer to the single replacement cus-
tomer calls suitable for analysis as safe calls. The automatic identification
of false replacement calls is not trivial, and currently it is done manually.

3. An indication of the abnormality (malfunction/deterioration) of the faulty
FRU is expected to be present in the log files which are in certain time
window before the replacement (see Figure 5.2). If event logs outside this
time window are also taken into consideration for analysis, the complexity
of the problem will be unnecessarily increased, and it will be more diffi-
cult to discover the signatures. For a safe call, the corresponding system
event logs within a reasonable time window around the replacement are
retrieved. Choosing an appropriate time window for a particular part is
not trivial and most often is based on a trial and error basis. Domain
knowledge can assist in certain scenarios, e.g., the deterioration behavior
(wear-out model) of a particular part can assist in choosing an appropriate
time window. Besides, to make the signatures robust, it is important to
take some event logs when the system is normal as the benchmark. Most
of the time, it can be assumed that the system exhibits normal behav-
ior subsequent to the replacement of the part that malfunctions, and the
events logs subsequent to the call close date can be considered as normal.
Hence, for the analysis, the time window is defined to begin at a few days
before the call open date and end at a few days after the call close date.

The size of the time window may also depend on what kind of situation the
signature pinpoints to. For example, if the presence of the signature in-
dicates the permanent abnormal behaviors, since the permanent problem
will occur stably during a period of time, it may be suitable to consider
a wide time window. However, if the presence of the signature means the
occurrences of transient or intermittent problems, i.e., the absence of nor-
mal behaviors, considering a small time window might be better. Because
these problems are temporary or occasional, they will not continuously
happen during a long time. Wide time window tends to unnecessarily
increase the complexity of discovering the signature.

5.1.2 Data Conversion

The event log of CV systems is in XML format, and consists of log entries (see
Figure 5.3). The elements contained in a log entry are explained in Table 5.1:

According to its severity as well as the unique element it contains, a log entry
can be classified into five different types, i.e., Information (see Figure 5.4), User
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Elements of

Log Entry

Description

Index It refers to the index of the log entry. For each log file, the index
starts from 1.

Unit According to the system architecture, the CV system consists of sev-
eral subsystems, and these subsystems comprise of units, like Session
Manager, Reviewing, X-Ray control etc. The value for this element
corresponds to the unit that generated this log entry.

Date On which date the message was recorded by the logger
Time At what time the message was recorded by the logger
Severity The severity of a log entry. It can either be information, error, or

warning. Fatal is another kind of severity though uncommon.
EventID It uniquely identifies each message generated from a particular system

unit.
Description Description (information) of the event
Memo More detailed information about the event is included. Suppose a

log entry description field refers to the start of some service, then the
corresponding memo field could depict the software module related
with the started service.

SystemMode The system can have several modes, namely Startup, Shutdown, Shut-
down Completed, Warm Restart, Normal Operation, and Field Ser-
vice. “Startup” is the mode when the system is booting, and some
basic tests (e.g. Power-On-Self-Test(POST) which is a pre-boot se-
quence of the system) are carried out. “Shutdown” and “Shutdown
completed” are two system modes when the system is closing all the
services. “Shutdown” contains the actions like stopping certain ser-
vice, while “Shutdown completed” tends to do some simple tests, e.g.,
checking how much free disk space is left. “Warm Restart” is related
with the soft reboot of a system without removing power. “Field
Service” refers to the mode when the field service operations/actions
for system fixing purpose is carried out. Usually, only FSE is au-
thorized to log into the system in this mode. The FSE might do
some system tests to find out and make sure what the problem is,
and operates the system in a normal way after fixing the problem to
see whether everything is ok. “Normal Operation” is a mode when
the user (doctor) operates the system. For example, when the doctor
does a surgery on the patient, commands/events generated automati-
cally by the system, commands selected by the doctor, user messages
displayed to the doctor, error and warning messages are all recorded
in the log in this mode.

LogID They are about the logger. LogID refers to the identifier of the
logger, while line number and thread describes the properties of the
logger from the software perspective.

Line Number
Thread
Module They are related with source code of the software inside the system.

The module often records the directory of the executable file.SourceFile

Table 5.1: Descriptions of the Elements in a Log Entry
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Figure 5.3: A Fragment of Some XML Event Log File

Message (see Figure 5.5), Command (see Figure 5.6), Warning (see Figure
5.7), and Error (see Figure 5.8). Information, User Message, and Command all
belong to the severity “Information”, but User Message has the unique element
so-called “UserMessage” to record the message displayed to the end user, while
Command has the unique element so-called “Command” to record the name
and parameters of a command. For Warning, and Error, they are just named
after the corresponding severities.

• Information: This kind of log entry depicts the general status of the sys-
tem, e.g. how much free space is available on the hard disk, certain service
is started (see the example shown in Figure 5.4) etc.

• User Message: It records the message shown to the end user on the screen,
e.g., “Geometry restarting” (see Figure 5.5). Though it has the severity as
for information, there is an element called “UserMessage”, which actually
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Figure 5.4: An Information Log Entry about the Available Space on the Hard Disk

records the message displayed.

Figure 5.5: A User Message Log Entry Saying that the Geometry is Restarting

• Command : The command of the CV system can either come from the
user’s operations (e.g., when the user pressed some button to move the
table), or come from the system (e.g., to fulfill the command the user wants
to execute, there are some subsequent commands). It has the severity as
information, but an element called “Command” makes it different from
the information log entry (see Figure 5.6 for an example).

Figure 5.6: A Command Log Entry about the Startup of the Field Service Automatic Call
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• Warning & Error : While the above three types pertain to information
log entries, certain log entries are associated with a severity of warning
or error. When deviations from the expected behavior are observed by
the system, there might be some warnings reported, and often they are
followed by related errors. Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 shows an example
for each respectively.

Figure 5.7: An Warning Log Entry about the Parity Error of the Frontal Flat Detector

Figure 5.8: An Error Log Entry Saying that the Collimator Failed to be Started

The event logs in XML format needs to be converted into MXML format for
analysis using ProM. A process corresponds to the event logs retrieved from the
systems belonging to the same system type and version, and related with the
single-replacement safe calls of a particular FRU. So, the data attributes of a
process are designed to record this information: the related FRU, system type,
system version, and the nature of the data contained (i.e., from safe calls).

In order to define a process instance in a reasonable way, the system modes
are investigated. During the period from the system StartUp mode to the
system Shutdown (Completed) mode, there can be several Warm Restart modes
involved. When the system is not in the (re-)start or shutdown mode, it can
either be in Normal Operation mode or in the Field Service mode. These two
modes can be interleaved. Examples of successive changes of system modes are
shown in Figure 5.9 using an example.

A system session is defined as one of the following scenarios from the perspective
of the domain experts:
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Figure 5.9: An Example of Successive Changes of System Modes

• from StartUp to Shutdown (Completed)

• from StartUp to Warm Restart

• from Warm Restart to Warm Restart

• from Warm Restart to Shutdown (Completed)

Events in the same system session are closely related, but events crossing sessions
typically tend to have no correlations according to domain experts. It might
be the case that events in different sessions are related, and together might
indicate the need for replacement of a particular FRU. However, this situation
is not common and far more complex. Hence, it is out of the scope of this
project. Consequently, each of the four types of system sessions can be mapped
to process instances (Figure 5.10 shows an example of process instances from a
system along a time window). The time window is defined from two days before
the call open date until three days after the call close date. This time window
is common for every call. Since each process instance is related with a certain
customer call pertaining to some system, the data attributes of it are designed to
record the information of call id, call open date, call close date, system RSN id,
and system status (i.e. healthy, or unhealthy). Concerning the system status, in
the data retrieval block, the event logs from some systems are retrieved according
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to the customer calls pertaining to the single replacement of a particular FRU.
The status of these systems involved is so-called “unhealthy”1. This system
status information is necessary for computing the system-based performance
measurement introduced in the reporting module (see Section 5.2.3).

In the generic framework, the assumption is that the class label for every process
instance is available, and the signatures of different classes will be discovered
using classification related techniques. Consequently, in the converted MXML,
each process instance is expected to be associated with some class label (as
a data attribute). It is assumed that after the customer call close date, the
problem is fixed. So, the process instances after the call close date are expected
to be normal ones. However, the CV systems can either operate normally or
malfunction before the call close date. For example, the system malfunctioned
on some day. By restarting, the system worked normally on that day. But
it malfunctioned again the day after. As a result, it is not sure whether the
process instances before the call close date are faulty ones or not, so that these
instances are labeled as “unknown”.
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Figure 5.10: The Sliced Instances of a System In a Time Window

Apart from transforming the original event log into process instances, other
filtering options that can be controlled by the user are supported to reduce the
complexity of the log:

• Filter events from irrelevant units: A particular FRU interacts with a
defined set of units/subsystems. So the influence of any abnormality in
the FRU is felt in only those units related to the FRU. As a result, it
is better to ignore the events coming from irrelevant units. For instance,
for the FRU converter 8e velara, the five units closely related with it are
Acquisition, Geometry, Generation, X-ray Control, and Collimator, while
the other units like Vicomsoft IP Service can be considered as irrelevant.
Since the relationship between a FRU and its related units is not in a
machine-readable way, but tacit, the user is provided with an option to
choose the related units according to system architecture.

• Selecting interesting events: There are five kinds of log entries, i.e. infor-
mation, user message, command, warning, and error. Some kinds of log
entries could have more close relationships with the system fault than the

1However, the event logs from some systems, which are not related to any FRU replacement,
could be retrieved as well. The status of these systems is called “healthy”. Currently, the
data retrieval block is not designed to retrieve such event logs, but this could be a possible
extension in future.
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others, e.g., warnings and errors are designed to capture the deviations
from normal behavior in the system. So, the user is provided with an
option to choose the interesting events types for analysis.

• Selecting system modes in a process instance: Since operations on the sys-
tem done by the doctor and FSE are quite different, the system behavior
observed from Normal Operation and Field Service modes tend to have
different natures, i.e., the events recorded in these two different modes
would be expected to show different characteristics of system behaviors.
The signatures discovered in process instances when the doctor operates
the system, and the ones discovered when FSE operates the system might
be different. Consequently, selecting system modes involved in a process
instance is offered as an option. For example, the user can choose to fo-
cus on the process instances which only consist of events from Normal
Operation mode.

ATE within a process instance is naturally mapped to the log entry of the orig-
inal xml file. Since “Event ID” identifies every message in the event log, it
naturally becomes the candidate for the workflow model element in MXML. In
order to make workflow model element more understandable to the users, the
severity and unit are also included in it. So, the workflow model element is
defined in the format “EventID Severity from Unit”, e.g., “xxxxxx003 Warning
from X-Ray Generator”. The date and time information in the log entry to-
gether forms the timestamp of the MXML element. The index, unit, severity,
description, and memo information in the XML log entry are stored as data
attributes in MXML for enriching the context information of workflow model
element and helping in better understanding of it. Table 5.22 gives a brief
summary about the mapping relationship between XML log entry and MXML
ATE.

Elements of Log Entry from XML Elements of ATE from MXML

EventID+Severity+“from”+Unit WorkflowModelElement
Date+Time Timestamp

Index

Data Attributes
Unit

Severity/UserMessage/Command
Description

Memo

Table 5.2: Mapping Between XML Log Entry and MXML ATE

5.2 Adapted Framework

For Philips Healthcare, the generic framework needs adaptations to deal with
the new issues that might arise. While conducting our analysis, we identified
three additional issues:

2When the element UserMessage (Command) exists in the log entry, the severity of ATE is
set to be UserMessage (Command), though the severity of the log entry in XML is information.
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• Unlabelled Process Instances: As discussed in Section 5.1.2, the process
instances after the call close date are considered as normal ones since the
problem of the system is assumed to be fixed. The symptomatic patterns
for faulty behavior are not expected to be observed in these normal ones.
On the contrary, the process instances before the call close date may ei-
ther operate normally, or malfunction depending on whether the faulty
functionality (associated with the FRU) is invoked or not. They are not
sure to be normal or faulty. Figure 5.11 shows an illustration to describe
this situation. The process instances without class labels are problematic
for the generic framework. Because the generic framework requires that
every process instance is associated with a certain label, so that classi-
fication related techniques can be applied to discover signatures for the
classes included. To solve this problem, in the customized framework,
the data structure of the feature vectors output from the data preprocess-
ing block is adapted. A new element called “Actual Label” is added into
“process instance feature vector” (see Figure 5.12). If a process instance
is labeled, “Actual Label” stores this known class label; if the process in-
stance is unlabelled, “Actual Label” will be assigned with an appropriate
class label value later. The new module–labeling module, is introduced
(see Figure 5.1) to assign the unlabelled instances with appropriate class
labels (i.e. assign the “Actual Label” of a process instance feature vector
with a proper value). All the computations following (e.g. classification)
will be carried out based on the actual labels of the process instances.
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Figure 5.11: Healthy Process Instances and Unlabeled Process Instances

• Discovery of Signatures for Faulty FRU : On the one hand, in the generic
framework, the signatures are discovered for every class included in the
process. However, in Philips Healthcare, the purpose is to discover the
signatures indicating the FRU replacement. The normal instances are re-
lated with system normal status, while the faulty ones are related with the
malfunctions of the faulty FRU. So, in other words, the signatures pin-
pointing to the faulty instances can indicate the FRU replacement. On the
other hand, in the generic framework, the rules in a discovered signature
consist of tests on features, and the test can either be about the presence
of the feature (e.g., in the numeric representation, the test could be “the
feature is present more than twice”) or be about the non-presence of the
feature (e.g. in the numeric representation, a possible test is “ the feature
is not present”). However, the test on the presence of a feature is of more
importance and interesting in the context of Philips Healthcare because
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it is assumed that the malfunctioned FRU can manifest its abnormal be-
haviors through the events recording in the log files, and the signature is
expected to be able to capture these manifestations in the log files. Be-
sides, for practical uses, such as alerting system, detecting the presence of
the feature is much easier and efficient. Consequently, the classification
related techniques module is tailored to handle the two points discussed
above (see Section 5.2.2) .

• Performance Based on System Level : In the generic framework, the per-
formance of the signatures discovered is measured based on the instance
level, like the percentage of the number of correctly classified instances
out of the total number of instances. In Philips Healthcare, the process
instances might be pertaining to calls from different CV systems. Apart
from seeing how the signature performs to pinpoint to the faulty instances,
we can also figure out how good the signature is to pinpoint to the faulty
systems. For example, if the signature is present in any instances pertain-
ing to a certain CV system, whether the FRU is replaced in this system
or not can be judged. In order to do this, for a system, we have to know
its status, which calls are from this system, and which process instances
(feature vectors) are collected for each call (see Figure 5.13). With this
information, the reporting module for Philips Healthcare is tailored to in-
clude performance measurements based on system level as well (see Section
5.2.3).

In brief, in the customized framework for Philips Healthcare, the data structure
of the feature vector output from the data preprocessing block is expanded with
a new element “Actual Label”, so that the known class label (from the instance
after the call close date labeled as normal) or the to-be-assigned class label (from
the unlabelled instance) can be stored. In the rule generation block, the label-
ing module is newly introduced to assign the unlabelled process instances with
appropriate class labels, and the assigned class value is stored in the “Actual
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System
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Figure 5.13: Information Needed for System-based Performance Measurement

Label” of a feature vector. All the computations in the subsequent modules
are based on the “Actual Labels”; the classification related techniques module
is tailored to discover the signature pinpointing to faulty instances only, and
the basic element of the rules in the signature is the test on the presence of a
feature; the reporting module is adapted to include performance measurements
from system perspective as well; the evaluation strategies module is the only
one which does not change. Below, we will explain the newly added labeling
module, adapted classification related techniques module, and adapted reporting
module in detail.

5.2.1 Labeling

The labeling module is introduced to assign the process instances before the
call close date with appropriate labels (normal or faulty). The labeling strategy
used is called “set difference”. All kinds of feature sets discussed in Chapter
4 or the possible combined feature sets among them can be used in the set
difference strategy, e.g. primitive tandem repeat set difference. It first identifies
a Definite Normal set of features (DN), and a Potential Abnormal set of features
(PA). The Definite Normal set of features consists of features from the normal
instances, while the Potential Abnormal set of features is derived based on the
features from the unlabeled process instances. The Definite Abnormal set of
features (DA) is defined as the features that exist in the Potential Abnormal
feature set but not in the Definite Normal one, i.e. DA = PA\DN (the set
difference). As long as a feature from DA is present in a process instance, this
instance will be labeled as faulty. The intuition to use set difference is that if
a certain feature is closely related with the system failure, it is not expected to
appear again after the problem is fixed.

However, there are some deficiencies of the set difference strategy. One scenario
is when the number of times a feature occurs is critical to pinpoint to the FRU
replacement, the set difference strategy may not be able to identify the instances
pertaining to the system abnormal behaviors. Because when determining DA,
the set difference strategy does not take the frequency of the feature into ac-
count. Let us look at a simple example. Suppose the normal instance is either
abc (where each letter represents an event), or abcabc. The unlabelled instance
is in the format: α∧k (where α represents the sequence of events “abc”, and k
can be any positive integer), which means abc occurs k times. It is obvious that
the process instance, which consists of α∧m, where α represents the sequence
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of events “abc”, and m is greater than two, should be labeled as “faulty” (i.e.,
related with system abnormal behaviors). The expected signature is “if abc

occurs more than twice in a process instance, the FRU in the corresponding
system should be replaced”. However, no matter using which feature set, DA is
always φ (details see Table 5.3). So, all the unlabelled instances will be assigned
as the normal ones. It is not possible to identiy the process instances actually
related with system abnormal behaviors.

Feature Set DN PA DA

Individual Event {a, b, c} {a, b, c} φ
4-Gram {abca, bcab, cabc} {abca, bcab, cabc} φ
Primitive Tandem Re-
peat

{abc, bca, cab} {abc, bca, cab} φ

Primitive Tandem Re-
peat Alphabet

{[a,b,c]} {[a,b,c]} φ

(Near) (Super) Maxi-
mal Repeat

{abc} {abc} φ

(Near) (Super) Maxi-
mal Repeat Alphabet

{[a,b,c]} {[a,b,c]} φ

Table 5.3: DN/PA/DA Based on Different Kinds of Feature Sets Using Given Simple Ex-
ample

The set difference strategy may also label the “actually” normal process in-
stances as faulty ones due to the outlier features included in DA. An outlier
feature can be roughly considered as the feature rarely happens in process in-
stances, like among a hundred (normal and unlabelled) process instances per-
taining to five systems, the outlier feature may only be present in three (3%)
process instances. Suppose there are 45 normal instances, and 55 unlabelled
instances. One of the normal process instances, denoted by instancenormal, con-
sists of the sequence of event α including 75 events. One of the unlabeled process
instance, denoted by instanceunlabeled, consists of the sequence α with an addi-
tional subsequent event called eventx, i.e., it has 76 events. So, instancenormal

and instanceunlabeled share the same (sub-)sequence α, but instanceunlabeled has
eventx at the tail. Eventx only occurs in three unlabelled instances, including
instanceunlabelled, i.e., it rarely appears in process instances as a whole. Given
a certain kind of feature set (e.g., maximal repeat feature set), eventx could
be part of some features (like eventx itself could be a maximal repeat feature).
The features involving eventx are outliers. But since they only show up in unla-
belled instances, DA will include these outlier features. Consequently, instance

unlabeled will be assigned with a faulty label. However, it can be seen that
instanceunlabeled is almost the same as instancenormal, and the assigned label
is not proper. Recall the simple example used in the last paragraph. We will
modify this example a little bit to explain the above phenomenon. In this simple
example, the expected signature is “if abc occurs more than twice in a process
instance, the FRU in the corresponding system should be replaced”. Here let us
add three new unlabelled instances zzabc, abcz, and abcabcz into it. Table 5.4
shows the DA generated based on different feature sets. Because all the features
extracted involving event z are outliers (according to our assumption), and DA
includes the outlier feature(s). So, these three instances or two of them (i.e.,
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abcz, and abcabcz) will be labeled as faulty (depending on which feature set is
used), which are not the appropriate assignments.

Feature Set DN PA DA

Individual Event {a, b, c} {a, b, c, z} {z}
4-Gram {abca, bcab, cabc

}
{abca, bcab, cabc,
, abcz, zabc, zzab}

{abcz, zabc,
zzab}

Primitive Tandem
Repeat

{abc, bca, cab} {abc, bca, cab, z} {z}

Primitive Tandem
Repeat Alphabet

{[a,b,c]} {[a,b,c], [z]} {[z]}

(Near) Maximal
Repeat

{abc} {abc, abcz } {abcz}

(Near) Maximal
Repeat Alphabet

{[a,b,c]} {[a,b,c], [a,b,c,z]} {[a,b,c,z]}

Super Maximal Re-
peat

φ {abcz} {abcz}

Super Maximal Re-
peat Alphabet

φ {[a,b,c,z]} {[a,b,c,z]}

Table 5.4: DN/PA/DA Based on Different Kinds of Feature Sets Using Modified Simple
Example

Rather than labeling the process instances based on set difference of individual
feature set, another labeling strategy takes the majority voting among set dif-
ferences of different kinds of features. For each feature type, the set difference
method can generate a class label for the process instance. The final class label
of a process instance is determined by the common decision from a majority
number of feature types. To avoid the case of equal voting, an odd number of
feature types are involved for the voting. For example, Figure 5.14 shows the
process instances from two systems, where each character represents an event.
The majority voting could be carried out based on three different kinds of fea-
ture sets, i.e., individual event feature set, primitive tandem repeat feature set,
and the maximal repeat feature set. First, set difference is carried out according
to each feature set, and DA has to be computed. Table 5.5 summarizes DN,
and DA, and PA for each feature set. There are four unique process instances
in total, and Table 5.6 displays the computation of the final label of each of the
four unique instances according to the majority options of the set differences.
Except for process instance de, the three feature sets come to an agreement on
the class label of the other three process instances. What is worth mentioning
is that the majority voting does not guarantee a correct decision. There is still
a possibility that the process instances can be assigned a wrong label. For in-
stance, the process instance de can be related with system normal status, while
according to the majority voting, it is assigned with faulty label.

Apart from the set difference labeling technique, other techniques have to be
explored which can be used for labeling, e.g., one-class SVM and clustering.
An overview of labeling module is shown in the Figure 5.15, and new labeling
strategies can be added in future.
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Figure 5.14: An example to Show Majority Voting Labeling

Feature Set DN PA DA

Individual Event {a, c} {a, b, c, d, e} {b, d, e}
Primitive Tandem Repeat φ {abc} {abc}
Maximal Repeat {ac} {de, abc} {de, abc}

Table 5.5: DN/PA/DA for Three Different Kinds of Feature Sets

Labeling Strategy
Process Instance

Feature Vector

Process Instance

Feature Vector

Actual Label
(Modified)

1

1

Set Difference

Based On Individual

Feature Set

Majority Voting

Among Set Differences

<<depends>>

Figure 5.15: Overview of Labeling Module

Process Instance Individual
Event Vote

Primitive
Tandem
Repeat
Vote

Maximal
Repeat
Vote

Final Label

de faulty normal faulty faulty
abc faulty faulty faulty faulty
abcabc faulty faulty faulty faulty
ac normal normal normal normal

Table 5.6: Majority Voting Based on Three Different Kinds of Feature Sets
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5.2.2 Adapted Classification Related Techniques

In Philips Healthcare, there are two requirements on the signatures generated:

• The signature should pinpoint to the faulty instances, other than the nor-
mal ones, because only the faulty instances are related with the FRU
replacement.

• As the basic element of the rules in a signature, it could be the case that
the test on a feature is only about the presence of a feature, rather than
the non-presence of it. For example, “the feature is present at least once”
is a test on the presence of a feature, while “the feature is not present”
is a test on the non-presence of a feature. Because it is assumed that the
event logs have the potential ability to reveal the system malfunction and
the signature is expected to be able to capture the manifestations of the
system malfunctions in the event logs, the test on the presence of a feature
becomes quite interesting. So, removing the test about the non-presence
of a feature is offered as a supplement concerning the context in Philips.

To handle the above issues, the classification related techniques module was
tailored. In Chapter 4, the top-n C4.5 algorithm was discussed with an ex-
ample. Suppose there are two classes named “normal” and “faulty”, when the
user wants to filter the test on the non-presence of a feature, the tailored top-n
C4.5 works differently on one aspect: the learning model (i.e. CurrentLearning-
Model, and IncrementLearningModel) only contains the signature of the class
faulty, and each rule in this signature consists of tests on the presence of fea-
tures, i.e., if the test on a certain feature essentially conveys “the feature is not
present”, this test will be removed from the rule. For example, when the feature
vectors are represented in a binary way, the “filtered” signature:

“If feature1 is present, and if feature2 is not present, the process instance belongs
to the class faulty.”

will be modified as:

“If feature1 is present, the process instance belongs to the class faulty.”

When the feature vectors are represented numerically, the signature:

“If feature1 is not present, and if feature2 is present no more than three times,
the process instance belongs to the class faulty.”

will be modified as:

“If feature2 is present no more than three times, the process instance belongs to
the class faulty.”

The performance measurements will be carried out based on this “filtered” learn-
ing model.
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Suppose the test on the non-presence of a feature is required to be removed,
the tailored top-n C4.5 works in the following way (only step 1 and step 5 are
elaborated, because they are the only different steps compared with the top-n
C4.5 in the generic framework, see Section 4.2.2):

1. Construct a decision tree, and derive the signature, i.e. a set of rules, for
the class faulty (if any). For each rule in the signature, remove the test
on non-presence of a feature. This signature is so-called CurrentLearning-
Model. The F-measure of the CurrentLearningModel is set as the perfor-
mance benchmark, named as F-measurebenchmark.

2. ......

3. ......

4. ......

5. Construct a new decision tree, and derive the corresponding signature for
the class faulty (if any). For each rule in the signature, only keep the tests
on presence of features. This set of signatures is so-called IncrementLearn-
ingModel.

6. ......

5.2.3 Adapted Reporting

In Philips Healthcare, apart from gaining insights on the performance measure-
ments of the signatures discovered from the process instances perspective, it
is also interesting to know how the signature performs on system level (Figure
5.16 shows that the system-based performance measurement is introduced). On
the one hand, the signature may perform well on the system level but not on
the instance level. For instance, suppose there is a system related with FRU
replacement, and only one call from this system was involved). For this sys-
tem, there are several (normal/faulty) process instances related with it. The
signature may only appear in one or some of the faulty process instances but
not necessarily in every one of the faulty instances. The signature may also ap-
pear in the normal process instance(s). The signature correctly pinpoints to the
faulty system, but does not correctly indicate the faulty/normal instances. So,
the instance-based performance is worse than the system-based performance.
This phenomenon might be due to the fact that the class labels of the instances
are not appropriately assigned, i.e. there are mislabeled instances (the labeling
techniques need improvements). On the other hand, the signature may perform
well on the instance level but not on the system level. Assume that the training
data set is also used as the test data set. There is a system related with FRU
replacement, and only one call pertaining to the FRU replacement from this sys-
tem was involved. All the process instances related with this system are labeled
as normal ones in the labeling block3. The signature turns out to be not present

3Suppose there are process instances from several systems involved in the training data
set, and a signature is discovered. For the systems taken as example, all the related process
instances are normal. For each of the other systems, the signature not only can identify the
normal/faulty instances correctly, but also can identify the status of the system, i.e., healthy
or unhealthy, correctly.
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in any of the normal instances. The signature correctly indicates the normal
instances from this system, but fails to identify this system as an unhealthy
one. This makes the instance-based performance better than the system-based
performance. Apart from the possibility of mislabeling, another possible reason
is that the FRU was replaced wrongly in this system.

Meaturement

Specificity Others

(like Accuracy,

Sensitivity etc.)

Instance

based

F-Measure

11

1

1

1

1

System

based

Figure 5.16: Introduction of the System-Based Performance Measurement

As mentioned before (see the beginning of Section 5.2), the status of a system
can be healthy or unhealthy. From the system perspective, TP, TN, FP, and
FN are defined as follows:

• TP refers to the signature is present in certain process instance(s) from
an unhealthy system.

• TN implies the signature is not present any of the process instances from
a healthy system.

• FP refers to the signature is present in certain process instance(s) from a
healthy system.

• FN implies the signature is not present in any of the process instance(s)
from an unhealthy system.

The performance of the signature for Converter 8e Velara replacement in FD20
version 2.0.0. CV systems is reported as follows:

Instance-Based Measurements

• Total Number of Instances: 31

• Correctly Classified Instances: 31 (100%)

• Incorrectly Classified Instances: 0 (0%)

• Accuracy: 100%

• True Positive Rate4: 1.0

• False Positive Rate5: 0.0

4true positive rate = number of true positive instances / (number of true positive instances
+ number of false negative instances)

5false positive rate = number of false positive instances / (number of true negative instances
+ number of false positive instances)
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• Specificity: 1.0

• Sensitivity: 1.0

• F-measure: 1.0

System-Based Measurements

• Total Number of Systems: 4

• Correctly Classified Systems: 4 (100%)

• Incorrectly Classified Systems: 0 (0%)

• Accuracy: 100%

• True Positive Rate: 1.0

• False Positive Rate: N/A

• Specificity: N/A

• Sensitivity: 1.0

• F-measure: N/A

As we can see there are thirty-one process instances pertaining to four systems,
and the accuracy reaches 100% both from the instance perspective as well as
from the system perspective. Because in the data retrieval block, the original
log files are retrieved from the unhealthy systems only, and then in the data
conversion block, these log files are converted into MXML file, there is actually
no healthy system involved. So, both of TN, and FP are 0, and the false positive
rate, specificity, and F-measure are undefined.
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Chapter 6

Implementation

In the previous chapter, the generic framework was tailored for Philips Health-
care, and the data preparation module which is responsible for producing the
appropriate input for the framework was introduced. According to this design,
a toolkit has been implemented, and it consists of three separate tools–data re-
trieval tool, ProMImport (with a new plug-in), and ProM (with a new plug-in).
In this chapter, the usage and interpretation of the results of the tools will be
presented.

6.1 Data Retrieval Tool

The data retrieval tool is responsible for retrieving system event logs related
with the single replacement calls of the selected FRU. The normal scenario of
using the tool is:

1. The user selects an FRU according to its part name or number.

2. Based on the selected FRU, the system retrieves the related single replace-
ment calls and additional details pertaining to the calls, such as related
system information (type and version), call open date, call close date,
corrective maintenance duration, etc.

3. For a given single replacement call, the system displays the customer calls
from the same system around it for the user to determine whether the call
is potentially associated with false replacements or not. To what extent
a call is likely to be related with false replacement is represented by the
safety level (it will be explained in detail later).

4. Upon the assignment of a safety level, the calls are grouped according to
the system type, system version, and safety level.

5. For a selected group of calls, the event logs are retrieved during a particular
consistent time period, e.g. two days before the call open date, and four
days after the call close date. This time period has to be mentioned
explicitly by the user.
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Below the tool will be explained in detail. First of all, the user has to provide the
database which contains the six tables satisfying the basic schema of parts, calls,
jobs, customers, version, and match list as discussed in Appendix B. The tables
are required for retrieving job sheet related information dynamically. Through
the user interface (UI) shown in Figure 6.1, the user can setup the directory
of the database, and the names of the corresponding required tables in the
database.

Figure 6.1: Configure the Required Database and Tables

The main UI for data retrieval is shown in Figure 6.2. In the search panel, the
FRUs can be searched based on part number or name. The wildcard character
“*” can be used at the starting and/or ending position of the input search
keywords, where “*” represents zero or more characters, and the corresponding
FRU list will be displayed. According to the (part number of the) selected FRU,
all the customer calls related with the single replacement of it are displayed in
the single replacement tab. Since the data from false replacement calls will
add noise to the analysis, and may cause the signatures discovered not perform
well, a particular customer call is assigned a certain safety level–safe, medium, or
dangerous. In order to assign a safety level to a call, the other calls from the same
system around this one are to-be-examined by the user. When double clicking
the row pertaining to a call, other calls around it can be shown in a window
(see Figure 6.3), so that the user can scan the calls and the corresponding jobs
carried out, and the parts replaced. Based on the user’s understanding of the
context of a call, the user will explicitly assign this call with a safety level.

The “safety level” is introduced to represent how a call is likely to be related
with false replacements. It has three degrees:

• “Safe” means the single replacement carried out is correct.

• “Medium” indicates that it is not clear whether the FRU was genuinely
faulty (and thereby a replacement is required) or the FRU could be a false
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Figure 6.2: Data Retrieval Main Window

Figure 6.3: Call History of A System (A New Window Popped Up from the Main UI)

replacement. For instance, Table 6.1 shows two customer calls for certain
system sorted by call open date. One of them was a case about converter
replacement, and the other was about converter-related FCO execution.
It could be seen that there was a time overlap of these two calls. Since
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the FCO execution was also about the converter, it is not sure whether
the converter replacement was a required one or that it could have been
a false replacement, i.e., it might be possible that the problem was fixed
by the FCO execution carried out. As a result, the converter replacement
case is considered to be of safety level “medium”.

Call ID Open
Date

Close
Date

Complaint Type Solution

xxxxxx56 2008-08-21
22:03:00

2008-11-19
12:00:00

– FCO
execu-
tion

successfully carry
out FCO including
converter software
upgrade

xxxxxx70 2008-11-07
17:33:00

2008-11-10
17:00:00

Error messages ap-
peared during oper-
ations.

CM replace the con-
verter

Table 6.1: An Example Call with Medium Safety Level

• “Dangerous” implies that the FRU replacement was most likely a false re-
placement. For example, Table 6.2 shows three customer calls ordered by
call open date. The second one is about converter replacement. When ob-
serving the field service actions carried out around the call xxxxxx27, there
was a planned maintenance field service action carried out on 2008-03-20
for the X-ray tube, immediately on 2008-03-21 the customer complained
about the tube, and on 2008-03-24 the tube was replaced. The converter
was replaced quite suspiciously, because other field service actions closely
around it were related with X-ray tube, and even just after the converter
was replaced, the customer complained about the issues of the tube. It
is most likely that the blanka image was caused by a tube malfunction
rather than by that of a converter. So, the case of converter replacement
is classified as “dangerous”.

Call ID Open
Date

Close
Date

Complaint Type Solution

xxxxxx05 2008-03-20
09:00:00

2008-03-20
12:30:00

– PM adapt X-ray tubes
and etc.

xxxxxx27 2008-03-20
09:00:00

2008-03-21
12:00:00

The images are
blank.

CM replace the con-
verter

xxxxxx87 2008-03-21
14:00:00

2008-03-24
14:00:30

Arcing of the tube
is abnormal.

CM replace the X-ray
tube

Table 6.2: An Example Call with Dangerous Safety Level

Ideally, the focus should be on the safe replacement calls. However, the safety
level is based on the subjective judgements currently; i.e., there is no guarantee
that the assigned safety level of a call is correct. Based on the verification and
validation of the signatures discovered from different safety levels, it can be seen
whether the assigned safety level is appropriate, and whether it is necessary to
associate the calls with a different safety level.
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For a particular combination of system type, system version, and safety level,
the corresponding logs can be retrieved. The time window is defined by the user
for a group of calls with the same safety level, system type, and version. For
example, for the safe single replacement calls of a particular FRU, let us first
consider the system type and version combination–Allura Xper FD10 version
3.1.3, the corresponding event logs are retrieved during the time range from
two days before the call open date to four days after the call close date. In the
retrieval panel ((of Figure 6.2)), user also can choose the input directory where
the original system event logs are stored and the output directory where the
retrieved event logs are to be stored.

The summarized information of the single replacement related customer calls
are displayed in the summary tab, as well as some general statistics about data
as a whole (see Figure 6.4). The general statistics reveals the richness of the
data. It includes how many customer calls are related with (both single and
multiple) replacements of the selected FRU in total, how many customer calls
are single replacement ones, how many calls are multiple replacement ones, for
how many calls the corresponding system logs can be found etc.

Figure 6.4: Summary of Calls and General Statistics
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6.2 ProMImport

ProMImport is a generic framework/tool that assists in transforming data from
different sources to MXML. The new plug-in developed in ProMImport is re-
sponsible for converting the original system event logs into an appropriate
MXML file. The plug-in named “Failure Analysis Filter for PH” has been
implemented to handle the following issues:

• From the process instance perspective

The scope of a process instance, i.e., what system mode represents the
starting/ending of a process instance, and what kinds of system modes are
involved in a process instance. There are six system modes in the original
log file–StartUp, Field Service, Normal Operation, Warm Restart, Shut-
down, and Shutdown Completed. For example, “StartUp” could represent
the beginning of a process instance, while “Shutdown (Completed)” could
represent the ending. In between, there could be “Field Service”, “Normal
Operation”, and “Warm Restart” included. The process instance could be
defined as the sequence of events that are all from “Normal Operation”.

• From the event perspective

– What kind of event types in the original logs are to be considered.
There are five kinds of event type in the original system logs–Error,
warning, Command, Information, and User Message. For example,
the user can consider only errors and warnings.

– Select the events from the relevant units for analysis, e.g. only con-
sider the event from X-Ray control unit.

The properties of this plug-in (see Figure 6.5) are explained below:

• LogDirectory : The directory where the original log files are stored. All
the event logs in this directory will be considered for conversion.

• LogFileRegEx : The regular expression for the name of the event log file
(e.g., “Log.zip” is the default name used in Philips Healthcare).

• CallInfoDirectory : The call information related with the event logs in
the directory. The information will be used to describe the properties of a
process (e.g., corresponding system type, system version, and safety level),
and process instance (e.g., call id, system RSNID etc.) in MXML.

• Select Interesting Event Type: If the user wants to consider a particular
kind of event type, the value of it can be set as “TRUE”. For example, in
Figure 6.5, only the error and warning properties have the “TRUE” value,
which means only errors and warnings in the event logs will be considered.

• Select Interesting Units: Only the events generated by the units set as
“TRUE” are considered. For example, Figure 6.5 shows the situation for
considering the events from Collimator, Geometry, X-Ray Control, X-Ray
Generator, and Acquisition units only.
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Figure 6.5: PromImport Plug-in for Philips Part I

• Select the Starting/Ending of Process Instances : It defines the bound-
aries of a process instance, e.g. in Figure 6.5, “StartUp-WarmRestart-
ShutDown” means the system session is defined as the following scenarios:

– from StartUp to Shutdown (Completed)

– from StartUp to Warm Restart

– from Warm Restart to Warm Restart

– from Warm Restart to Shutdown (Completed)

• Select System Modes Involved in Process Instances: All the events in-
cluded in the process instance should be generated in the required system
mode(s), e.g., in Figure 6.6, only normal operation is set as “TRUE”, so
the sequence of events in a process instance should all come from Nor-
mal Operation mode. If any event in the sequence of events is from Field
Service mode or Warm Restart mode, this sequence of events will not be
considered as a process instance.

Figure 6.7 shows an example of how the original data is converted into the
MXML format:
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Figure 6.6: PromImport Plug-in for Philips Part II

• The data attributes of a process come from the provided txt file (through
CallInfoDirectory). The txt file can provide information like the FRU,
system type etc. In this example, the process is about discovering the
signature to indicate the potential needs for FRU Converter 8e Velara
replacement using data from Allura Xper FD20 version 2.0.0 systems,
which is related with safe customer calls.

• The data attribute of a process instance is also from the provided txt file.
The txt file contains information like the call open/close date, and system
RSN id as well. In this example, the process instance is pertaining to
system xxxx5, and the customer call xxxxx421. The call was open on
2008-04-21, and closed on 2008-04-23. Because this instance occurs (on
2008-04-19) before the call close date (i.e. 2008-04-23), its class label is
left as unknown.

• The ATE of a process instance is mapped to the log entry in the original
XML file. In this example, the first ATE of the process instance is shown.
The Index, Unit, Severity, Description are kept as the data attributes of
this ATE. In order to make the workflow model element more understand-
able to a user, the EventID together with the Unit, and Severity are kept
in it as “xxxxxx784 Warning from Xray Control”.

6.3 ProM

Taking MXML as input, the Failure Analysis plug-in has been implemented
in ProM, which goes through the modules in the tailored framework in order
to discover the signatures of a faulty FRU. This plug-in is implemented as an
analysis plug-in and can be invoked from Analysis in the menu (see Figure
6.8).

Figure 6.8 shows the initial UI when opening a MXML file. The dashboard
shows some general information of the log file. For example, there is only one
process in the log, and 31 cases (process instances) are involved. The total
number of distinct events (event classes) is 20, and 426 events are present in the
whole log. The distribution of the events per case, and the event classes in each
case are shown as histograms. It can be seen that on average a process instance
has 13 events, and 3 event classes. However, this UI does not show information
like which FRU, and the customer calls the process instances are related with.
Besides, the user cannot gain insight from the customer call (system) perspec-
tive, e.g. how many process instances are related with a certain customer call.
As a result, when starting the Failure Analysis plug-in, an overview of the
process is shown from the perspective of customer calls at first. In Figure 6.9, it
is indicated that the to-be-discovered signatures will pinpoint to the faulty Con-
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verter 8e Velara in Allura Xper FD20 version 2.0.0 systems. From the aspect of
customer calls, there are three kinds of information conveyed:

Figure 6.8: Initial UI When Opening A MXML

• How many process instances are present for a certain customer call, e.g.,
call xxxxxx82 has 11 instances.

• What event classes are involved in the selected customer call(s) (shown in
the summary tab).

• The histogram of the number of events on daily basis around the customer
call period along a timeline (shown in the visualization tab). For Philips,
the histogram is of great interest as it can provide some nice insights.
Suppose only warnings and errors are considered; since only relevant errors
and warnings are involved in the process, it is believed that for a certain
customer call, the number of error and warning messages tends to peak
somewhere around the time when the customer makes a complaint (call
open date), and decreases after the problem is fixed. If some customer call
does not follow this common sense, the corresponding process instances
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are quite likely to be noise data. The UI also offers the opportunity to filter
the instances which are potential noise data. So, these filtered instances
will not be passed to the next step. Take the histogram diagram in Figure
6.9 as an example, the number of error and warning messages dramatically
grows on 2008-03-18, and peaks on 2008-03-19, which is the call open date.
In the following days, the number of messages significantly decreases. This
is the phenomenon expected when the problem is resolved after the call.

Figure 6.9: UI of Process Overview From Customer Call Perspective

The user can select the process instances pertaining to a subset of the calls
displayed for analysis. Upon pressing the button “Go to Feature Extraction &
Selection”, the UI shown in Figure 6.10 will be displayed. Ten different feature-
sets are supported and they belong to two different types:

• Sequential Feature Set : Individual Event, K-gram, Maximal Repeat, Near
Super Maximal Repeat, Super Maximal Repeat, (Primitive) Tandem Re-
peat

• Alphabet Feature Set : Maximal Repeat Alphabet, Near Super Maximal
Repeat Alphabet, Super Maximal Repeat Alphabet , (Primitive) Tandem
Repeat Alphabet

Normally, the number of features extracted tends to be too large. Since the
process instance is represented by feature vector (Section 4.2.1), the feature
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vector space would have too many dimensions. When the feature vectors have
many dimensions, the computation costs of the classification related techniques
to find the desirable signature tend to increase. However, it is often the case
that not every feature is interesting. If the uninteresting features are involved
in the feature vectors, the computation complexity will unnecessary increase.
By filtering the features based on the minimum constraints from three different
perspectives: length, minimum frequency, and minimum instance occurrence
(corresponding to the three slider bars), the complexity of computation can be
reduced. For a certain feature set, if the Min Length slider (minimum feature
length) is set as two, it indicates that only the features which have at least three
events will be considered. For example, the sequential feature aba (length: 3)
will be considered, while ab (length: 2) will not; the alphabet feature {a, b}1

(length: 2) will not be considered, while {a, b, c} (length: 3) will be taken into
consideration.

In order to give the user an intuitive impression about how the process instances
are defined in a certain feature space, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is
used to visualize the process instances in a reduced two-dimensional space. More
specifically, the multi-dimensional feature vector space can be reduced to a more
concise two dimensional space (the two uncorrelated principle components, i.e.
the PC1-axis and PC2-axis as shown in the visualization panel). Each process
instance can be represented by a two-dimensional coordinate. As a result, the
PCA diagram can help the user to observe how the process instances are dis-
tributed in the space with ease, e.g., some instances tend to group together, an
instance tend to be an outlier and etc. Figure 6.10 shows the PCA diagram for
maximal repeat alphabet without any filters under the binary representation.
The number of dots displayed is less than 31 instances; this is due to some in-
stances being identical in the feature space. It can be seen that for example some
dots (process instances) on the right upper corner tend to cluster together, so
that the corresponding instances might share the same class label. The process
instance pertaining to normal class label is related with system normal status,
while the one pertaining to faulty class label is related with system malfunctions
caused by faulty FRU). It is expected that a cluster of dots would have the same
class label.

For comparison, Figure 6.11 shows the situation where every feature in the max-
imal repeat alphabet feature set is required with at least two events. This filter
reduces the number of features from 24 to 15. It can be seen that the distribu-
tion of the process instances in the PCA diagram changes dramatically. In the
PCA diagram, the process instances are expected to form some clusters, and no
outlier instances2 are expected. When moving to the following labeling UI, the
unlabelled instances are assigned with certain class labels. The instances in the
same cluster are expected to share the same class label.

The user can select several feature sets for further analysis. Upon pressing the
button “Start Labeling”, the user will proceed to the labeling procedure with
the selected feature sets. Figure 6.12 shows the UI for labeling the instances,

1It may have two sequential manifestations aba, and ab
2An outlier instance is the one does not belong to any cluster.
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Figure 6.10: Feature Extraction & Feature Selection UI without Any Filters

Figure 6.11: Feature Extraction & Feature Selection UI with Minimum Length Filter
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which is a subsequent screen of Figure 6.10. Only one feature set “Maximal
Repeat Alphabet” is selected in the feature extraction & selection step, so this
feature set is displayed in Figure 6.12. The available strategy for labeling is
set difference. If only one feature set is selected, the set difference labeling
strategy based on individual feature set will be applied. When pressing the
button “Generate Labels”, all the unlabelled instances will be assigned with
labels based on the chosen labeling strategy. In the PCA diagram, the faulty
instances are colored with red and normal instances with green, which can
help the user to gain insights in the appropriateness of the labeling. Based
on the binary representation, it can be seen that the instances clustered in the
top right corner are all faulty ones. However, there are also two red crosses
and one green dot close to each other. One of the possible reasons for this
phenomenon is mislabeling (due to the deficiencies of the current set difference
labeling strategy). Another possibility could be the faulty instances and normal
instances are quite similar expect certain critical features (which is related with
the signature), which makes them different.

Figure 6.12: Subsequent Labeling UI of Figure 6.10

Figure 6.11 shows the situation in the feature extraction & selection step. The
feature set “Maximal Repeat Alphabet” is selected and filtered. So, in the
subsequent labeling step, the set difference labeling is carried out based on
the filtered maximal repeat alphabet feature set. After pressing the button
“Generate Labels”, all the unlabelled instances will be assigned with labels, and
Figure 6.13 shows the PCA diagram based on the binary representation. The
faulty instances and normal instances reside in two distinctive clusters. This
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implies the filtered maximal repeat alphabet feature set may perform better
than the original one.

Figure 6.13: Subsequent Labeling UI of Figure 6.11

In the labeling UI, “set difference based on mixed feature set” and “majority
voting among several feature sets:” are also available as the variations of the set
difference strategy:

• Set difference based on mixed feature set

Mix several feature sets and then apply the labeling strategy based on
the integrated feature set. Only feature sets of the same type (sequence
or alphabet 3) can be mixed together. For example, if the individual
event feature set is {a, b, c} and maximal repeat alphabet feature set is
{a, ab}; when mixing these two feature sets, the integrated feature set is
{a, b, c, ab}. Figure 6.14 shows the situation when three alphabet feature
sets, individual event, maximal repeat alphabet, and tandem repeat alpha-
bet are selected and mixed. The PCA diagram shows the corresponding
set difference result of the combined feature sets.

When “mix those feature sets” is selected, the data transferred to the
next step (by pressing “Go to Signature Finder.” button) is: each process
instance is represented by the combined feature sets in binary (numeric)
form, and with the corresponding assigned labels.

• Majority voting among several feature sets

3individual event can be considered as either a sequence or an alphabetical feature set.
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Figure 6.14: Labeling UI with Mixing Feature Sets

When an odd number of feature sets are selected (excluding the situation
where only one feature set is selected), labeling strategy is applied based
on each feature set. So, there are several labels voting for each instance.
Then the label for an instance is the one having the most votes. However,
there are some feature sets not suitable for voting for the instance labels
together. For example, tandem repeat alphabet feature set is based on
tandem repeat feature set; labeling strategies using these two feature sets
tend to give the same label for an instance. As a result, it is better not
to include both of the feature sets together when applying the majority
voting strategy. In summary, when applying the majority voting strategy,
the sequence feature sets and corresponding alphabet feature sets are not
allowed to be selected at the same time.

The result of set difference based on a particular feature set (which is also
a voter) may deviate from the majority voting result, e.g. according to
this feature set, the label is normal, but based on the majority voting, the
label is faulty. The deviation can be simply measured by the number of
instances where the assigned label from the feature set and the assigned
label from the majority voting are different. The feature set based on
which the set difference strategy gives the least number of different labels
from the majority voting ones is so-called closest feature set. The process
instances displayed in the PCA diagram are represented by the closest
feature set, but the labels are assigned with the majority voting result.

When proceeding to the signature finder step with “Majority voting among
feature sets” option, each process instance is represented in binary (nu-
meric) form by several feature sets depending on how many feature sets
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are selected. But the assigned class label of an instance is consistent, i.e.
the majority opinions of these feature sets.

Other than the user interaction with the UI to choose the feature set, the way
of labeling (based on individual feature set, mixing, or majority voting) and
observe the generated labels through PCA diagram, the “Choose Automati-
cally” radio button offers the opportunity to automate the rest of the steps,
and give the best signatures that can be discovered. When “Choose Automati-
cally” is selected, upon pressing the button “Go to Signature Finder”, a dialog
will pop up to ask the user to choose a test option (see Figure 6.15), which
is necessary to measure the performance of signatures discovered by classifica-
tion techniques. There are five test options that can be chosen. Except “Use
training set”, which will use the original training set also as the test set, the
other four methods (supply test set, stratified k-fold cross-validation, stratified
random sub-sampling cross-validation, and stratified percentage split) offer test
set(s) different from the training set. The percentage setting of stratified per-
centage split and stratified random sub-sampling cross-validation shown in the
figure (i.e., 66%) is the proportion of the total number of process instances used
for training, while the rest of the instances are used for testing. What is worth
mentioning is that the “supply test set” option requires the user to provide the
test set in MXML format and every process instance should have a class label.
After the user chooses one test option, the labeling will be carried out in all
the three ways of set difference labeling, i.e. based on individual feature set,
mixing several feature sets, and majority voting among feature sets. Suppose
the “Feature Set List” contains several feature sets, the process instances will
be prepared for the classification procedure in the following ways:

Figure 6.15: The Popped Up Dialog for Selecting A Test Option

• For each feature set, the set difference labeling based on the feature set will
be carried out. As a result, the process instances can be represented by a
feature set in binary (numeric) form, and assigned with the corresponding
labels. If there are m feature sets, the process instances can have m feature
spaces.

• There might be several possible mixtures of feature sets (of the same char-
acteristics, sequential or alphabet). For each possible combination, there
are corresponding labels generated for all the instances. Suppose there are
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four feature sets, individual event, tandem repeat, maximal repeat, and
tandem repeat alphabet, the possible mixtures are: {individual event,
tandem repeat}, {individual event, maximal repeat}, {tandem repeat,
maximal repeat}, {individual event, tandem repeat, maximal repeat},
and {individual event, tandem repeat alphabet}. Consequently, the pro-
cess instances will be represented by 5 (the number of mixed feature sets)
× 2 (the number of different forms, i.e. binary or numeric) =10 different
feature spaces, and assigned with corresponding labels.

• There may be several possibilities to apply the majority voting. For exam-
ple, there are four feature sets, individual event, tandem repeat, maximal
repeat, and tandem repeat alphabet. The majority voting will be carried
out in two subsets of feature sets, i.e. {individual event, tandem repeat,
maximal repeat}, and {individual event, tandem repeat alphabet, maxi-
mal repeat}. While the subsets involving both tandem repeat and tandem
repeat alphabet are ignored. For each subset, the process instances can be
represented by three individual feature sets, and assigned with the same
labels from the majority voting. So, the process instances can be repre-
sented by 6 (the number of elements containing in the two subsets under
consideration) ×2 (the number of different forms, i.e. binary or numeric)
=12 different feature spaces in total with corresponding class labels.

In summary, the process instances will be expressed by various kinds of feature
spaces, and with corresponding labels. In the classification procedure, these
different feature spaces will compete with each other, and competition among
different classification algorithms will be carried out as well. The best signa-
tures discovered together with related measurements will be displayed in a new
window to the user. This computation process is identical to what happens in
the following scenario:

When pressing the button “Go to Signature Finder.”, the user will proceed to
the signature discovery step. The UI shown in Figure 6.16 deals with using
classification techniques to discover signatures. For decision tree techniques,
the top-n ID3 and top-n J484 are available, while for the class-based association
rule technique, the top-n class-based Apriori is available. The user can set the
value of n with a preferred value which is greater than 0. Otherwise, if n is
set as 0, it means that there is no constraint on the minimum number of rules
generated in total. So, the algorithm will internally set the minimal threshold of
total number of rules generated with a sufficient large integer, i.e., 1000. Apart
from the parameter n, ID3 does not have any parameter; J48 has several param-
eters, which majorly focus on whether pruning a decision tree or not, and if the
decision tree is to-be-pruned, which method is to be used for pruning; Apriori
has only one parameter to control the minimal confidence of a rule. In order
to discover the signature pinpointing to faulty instances, the maximal support
is the percentage of the number of faulty instances out of the total number of
instances. Given any support value above this maximal threshold, there will
be no rules pinpointing to the faulty instances, because the expected number
of faulty instances is bigger than the actual number of faulty instances in the

4J48 is the Weka implementation of C4.5 algorithm.
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data set. As a result, the support value is controlled internally in the top-n
class-based Apriori instead of exposing to the user.

The test options here are the same as those shown in the popped up window
in the labeling step. What is worth mentioning is that cross validation strat-
egy with k folds will perform the evaluation k rounds. For the F-measure (or
any other measurement like specificity, accuracy and etc), in each round, there
is a corresponding value. The ensemble value of the F-measure (or any other
measurement) is the average value of all the rounds. Since the F-measure is the
criteria of evaluation among different learning models, based on the ensemble
F-measure value, the algorithm (having certain parameter settings), and the
used feature set, which together gives the best learning model, can be deter-
mined. Corresponding ensemble specificity, accuracy etc. can be known as well.
However, the signatures will be generated based on this algorithm (with the
corresponding parameter settings) and this feature space using the whole data
set as the input data. It can be seen that cross validation helps to find the
algorithm and feature set which together gives the best learning model apart
from generating the signatures.

The user can choose to interact with the tool other than letting it compute
automatically. In this situation, the user has to choose a test option and a
particular algorithm with corresponding parameter settings. The labeling step
can prepare the feature vectors based on an individual feature set (when only a
feature set is chosen) or based on a mixed feature set (when the mixing feature
sets strategy is used). Based on an individual or a mixed feature set, the process
instances can be represented by the binary feature vector and numeric feature
vector. Then in the signature finder step, the signatures generated from these
two kinds of feature vectors will be compared according to F-measure (default
β is 1). The output signature is the one with the largest F-measure. Another
situation is the labeling step prepares the feature vectors based on several fea-
ture sets (when the majority voting strategy is used). In order to find the best
signature, first of all, for each feature set, among the binary and numeric feature
vectors, the one that gives a better signature will be kept. Then the signatures
discovered from different feature sets will be compared, and the best one will
be displayed.

The “choose automatically” radio button offers the opportunity to compare the
signature generated from different algorithms (top-n ID3, top-n J48 and top-n
class-based Apriori). It is assumed that the user has to choose a test option
then let the tool automatically compute the best result. If the mixing feature
sets option is used or only one individual feature set is selected in the labeling
UI, there will be just one (integrated) feature set available. Based on the binary
or numeric feature vectors, the parameters of the decision tree/association rule
algorithm (if applicable) will be tuned to generate the best signature. Then the
signature from the binary feature vector and the one from the numeric feature
vector will be compared, and the better one will be kept. Finally, the signatures
from different algorithms are compared to give the final best one. If majority
voting is used in the labeling UI, there will be several individual feature sets
involved. For each feature set, based on the binary or numeric feature vectors,
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the parameters of the decision tree/association rule algorithm (if applicable) will
be first tuned to give the best signature. Then the signature generated from
the binary feature vector and the one generated from the numeric feature vector
will be compared to find out the better one. So, for a feature set, there is a best
signature based on a particular algorithm. Based on a particular algorithm,
the comparison will be carried out among different feature sets, so that each
algorithm will report its best signature pertaining to a particular feature set.
Finally the signatures from all the algorithms will be compared to give the best
one.

For ID3 there are no parameters for tuning. For J48, one parameter–the con-
fidence factor is tuned. The confidence factor is critical to control the pruning
of a decision tree. When the confidence factor becomes smaller, the decision
tree is pruned more, i.e. the number of rules pertaining to the faulty instances
tends to be fewer. Tuning the confidence factor actually means choosing a value
from a candidate series of discretized values (e.g., 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.75 and 0.9).
If the difference between two confidence factor values is very small (e.g., 0.25
and 0.26, the difference between them is 0.01), the derived decision trees based
on these two confidence factors tend to be the same or quite similar. So, in the
candidate ascending series of discretized values, a reasonable interval between
every adjacent two of them is expected. An equal interval of 0.25 could be a
reasonable and feasible choice5, and the corresponding ascending series is 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, and 1. So, the confidence factor of J48 is tuned by choosing one out
of the four possible values. However, there is no guarantee that the signature
generated using a certain confidence factor (e.g., 0.25) is different from the one
derived using another confidence factor (e.g., 0.5). For the class-based Apriori,
the confidence of a rule is tuned. When the confidence becomes higher, the
number of rules in a signature pinpointing to the faulty instances tend to be
fewer, but the performance of the signature tends to be better. However, there
might be no rules derived if the confidence is set too high, e.g. 0.9. So, a series
of discretized confidence values sorted in descending order is tried, i.e. 0.9, 0.8,
0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1. Starting from 0.9, if there is no rule found with
a chosen confidence value, the next candidate value in this series will be tried.
This iteration stops if certain rule(s) is (are) found, since there is no need to
continue with the subsequent confidence values.

In Figure 6.16, the signatures discovered based on the unfiltered maximal re-
peat alphabet feature set is shown. Based on test option “use training set”, J48
with confidence 0.25 is used to discover the signatures. There is no minimal
constraint on the total number of rules discovered (“Number of rules to-be-
discovered” is set with 0). So, the algorithm internally iterates until no more
good rules can be added into the signature. The discovered rule set contains two
rules in total: if “[xxxxxx003 Warning from X-Ray Generator]” or “[xxxxxx271
Warning from Xray Control]” is present in a process instance, this instance is
faulty, which means that there would be Converter 8e Velara replacement in the
corresponding Allura Xper FD20 version 2.0.0 system. The instances-based and

5The intervals are not necessarily equal, and other intervals could also be reasonably good,
e.g., 0.2, and 0.3.
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Figure 6.16: Subsequent Signature Finder UI of Figure 6.12

system-based6 measurements both show that the accuracy is 100%. It implies
the discovered signatures have good performance. However, this good perfor-
mance might be due to overfitting, since the training set is also used as the test
set.

Figure 6.17 shows the discovered signatures based on filtered maximal repeat
alphabet feature set. The same settings are used as in the example discussed
above. The signatures still consists of two rules “[xxxxxx788 Error from Ac-
quisition, xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray Control] is present” and “[xxxxxx014
Warning from X-Ray Generator, xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray Control] is
present”. In a single rule, there are two events contained. These two rules share
a common event xxxxxx271. Since the feature set is alphabetical, the sequential
manifestation of it depends on what actually exists in the process instances. For
example, “[xxxxxx788 Error from Acquisition, xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray
Control]” may only manifest as “xxxxxx788 Error from Acquisition, xxxxxx271
Warning from Xray Control”; or it may only have one sequential manifestation
as “xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray Control, xxxxxx788 Error from Acquisition”;
or it may manifest in both ways. The presence of (either one of) the related
sequential manifestation(s) in a process instance indicates that the instance sat-
isfies the rule. It can be seen that this set of rules also have good performance

6In the data retrieval block, data is only retrieved from the systems where the converter
8e velara was replaced. So, all the systems involved are unhealthy ones.
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Figure 6.17: Subsequent Signature Finder UI of Figure 6.13

with 100% accuracy. What is worth mentioning is that the faulty instances
are 11, and the normal ones are 20, which is different from the situation with
unfiltered feature set (the faulty instances are 13, and the normal ones are 18).
This is because the set difference labeling strategy is carried out based on dif-
ferent feature sets (the filtered maximal repeat alphabet feature set is different
from the unfiltered maximal repeat alphabet feature set), and the same process
instance can be assigned with different class labels.

By observing the signatures discovered in these two situations (based on the
unfiltered/filtered maximal repeat alphabet feature set), it can be seen that
“xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray Control” is the common event present in both
signatures. This may indicate this event is quite important to pinpoint to the
faulty FRU. Besides, since these two signatures both give quite good perfor-
mance (with 100% accuracy), the verification and validation process discussed
in Chapter 5 should be applied. So, how well these two signatures can pinpoint
to the need for FRU replacement in an entirely different test set can be judged,
and the ambiguity of which signature performs better might be removed. For
example, according to the verification and validation results, one signature may
perform much better than the other one. However, if these two signatures still
have the same performance, one possibility is to generate an integrated signa-
ture which combines all the four rules. So, four kinds of manifestations of the
faulty FRU in the event logs are captured by the integrated signature.
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Chapter 7

Case Study

In this chapter, a case study of using the proposed framework/toolkit for discov-
ering the symptomatic patterns is presented and discussed. Converter 8e velera
was chosen as the Field Replaceable Unit (FRU) for this case study. We need
to discover the signature patterns in the event log that can indicate the need
for the converter replacement and also assess the goodness of the discovered
signatures. The reason for choosing converter 8e velara is that its mean time to
repair (MTTR) is much longer than expected, and it also has a large variation
in the MTTR across different calls. This indicates that there is an issue in the
diagnostics for this FRU. Besides, converter 8e velara is an expensive part, and
it is closely related with X-Ray generation. If it malfunctions, the system will
have problems with the fundamental function of generating X-Ray. As a result,
it provides a good case study for evaluating the framework presented in this
thesis.

7.1 Input Data Description

There are 752 customer calls related with the replacement of converter 8e velara
across all systems within CV from 2004 to 2008. Out of these 752 calls, 510
calls are associated with single replacements. Around 60% of these calls (in total
323) belong to the years before 2008. Philips Healthcare (RADAR) has started
retrieving system log files from hospitals since 2006/2007 on an experimental
basis and initially only a few systems were connected as a pilot. Until now, 1160
CV systems around the world are connected with RADAR. This makes none of
the calls before 2008 usable. Further as mentioned before, the system ID used
in the job sheet (i.e., Configuration ID) is different from the one used in the
logging system (i.e., RSN ID), and there is a mapping list available for only 908
systems. For the remaining 187 (510-323=187) customer calls in and after 2008,
when mapping the system Configuration IDs to the RSN IDs, the corresponding
systems IDs have been found for only 40 single replacement customer calls. The
event logs of some systems may just start to be uploaded remotely to the Philips
data warehouse some time after the call close date. Also, certain systems may
still not be connected to Philips remote data warehouse. So, it is possible that
the event logs are not available during the call period. This situation further
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System Type System Version Number of Calls

Allura Xper FD10

1.2.0 2
3.1.3 1
3.1.5 1
5.0.3 2

Allura Xper FD20

2.0.0 4
4.3.0 1
4.3.2 1
4.3.4 1
4.3.5 1
6.0.2 1
6.0.3 2

Total 17

Table 7.1: Available Input Data Related with Allura Xper Systems

reduces the available number of calls to 21, while 17 out of them are related with
Allura Xper systems. Table 7.1 gives an overview on the distribution of these
17 calls per system type and version. As we can see, out of 11 combinations
of system type and version, 7 combinations only have one customer call. The
maximum number of calls available for a particular system type and version
is 4. This indicates that the data available to generate signatures for a certain
system type and version is quite limited. In order to build the leaning model, the
algorithms for signature discovery require a reasonable amount of input data.
However, in the current situation, there tends to be inadequate data for analysis.
Especially, when there is only one call available, it will be a question whether the
signature discovered can also work for other systems (which are not connected
with RADAR) of the same type and version with converter replacement.

7.2 Signatures From Safe Calls

Below, the signature discovery process is presented in detail for Allura Xper
FD20 2.0.0 systems as an example. The signatures are generated for other sys-
tem types and versions in a quite similar way.

There are four calls pertaining to Allura Xper FD20 2.0.0 systems. First of all,
to what extent each call is related with faulty replacement has to be ascertained,
i.e. to determine whether a call is safe, medium, or dangerous one. For each
call, all the other customer calls of the corresponding system occurring during
the period from seven months before this call until seven months after are re-
trieved for manual examination. This time range is supposed to be sufficiently
long to give the user enough evidence to determine whether the replacement is
likely to be a faulty one or not. After inspection, these four calls are ascertained
to be safe ones, which mean that the replacements have been done correctly.
As a result, event logs from systems pertaining to these four calls will be ana-
lyzed to discover the signatures for converter 8e velara replacement. A common
time window from which the event logs should be retrieved has to be decided.
Though there is no guideline about the size of the time window, according to
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the domain experts, the customer tends to complain immediately about the
malfunction because it is related with X-ray generation. So, the time window is
set as from two operation days before the call open date to four operation days
after the call end date, which is based on the domain expertise.

After retrieving the corresponding logs, the original system event log files are
converted into MXML file using ProMImport. To get better understanding of
the FRU, discussions with domain experts have been carried out, and their
inputs are incorporated in converting the event logs into MXML:

• Though there are five different kinds of events in the original system logs,
warnings and errors are more likely to reflect the abnormal behaviors of
the system than the others. The logging mechanism is also designed to
capture the errors and warnings originating from converter 8e velara. The
clue of the signatures is expected to reside in the errors and warnings. As
a result, only these two kinds of messages are considered for analysis.

• According to the system design and system architecture knowledge, the
converter is connected with the generation of X-ray. There are five units
closely related with converter 8e velara, i.e. Acquisition, Geometry, X-ray
Generation, X-ray Control, and Collimator. Hence error/warning events
from these five units only were considered.

In summary, only errors and warnings from the related five units are converted
into MXML. Regarding the definition of a process instance, as discussed in
Chapter 5, there are typically four scenarios defining the starting/ending system
mode of it (the events from the system modes StartUp/Warm Restart/Shutdown
(Completed) are not considered):

• from StartUp to Shutdown (Completed)

• from StartUp to Warm Restart

• from Warm Restart to Warm Restart

• from Warm Restart to Shutdown (Completed)

According to the defined boundary of a process instance, the contained events
can purely come from Field Service mode/Normal Operation mode, or from
both of these two system modes. Because Field Service mode indicates the FSE
is at the hospital and is working to diagnose the problem, the process instance
is defined as the sequence of events satisfying one of the four scenarios, where
the contained events are purely from the Normal Operation mode.

In the process related with the replacement of converter 8e velara in Allura Xper
FD20 2.0.0., there are 31 process instances. The number of process instances
extracted for each call is displayed in Table 7.2. Actually, there are 45 process
instances identified based on the original XML log files, but 14 out of them
do not include any events1. The process instances without any events are not

1We only consider the warning and errors from the units closely related with converter.
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Call ID Number of Process Instances
xxxxxx09 8
xxxxxx11 6
xxxxxx82 11
xxxxxx21 6
Total 31

Table 7.2: Process Instances Extracted Per Customer Call

Feature Set Name Number of Features
Individual Event 20
K-Gram (k=3) 60
Maximal Rpeat 30
Maximal Rpeat Alpahbet 24
Near Super Maximal Rpeat 17
Near Super Maximal Repeat Alphabet 10
Super Maximal Repeat 20
Super Maximal Repeat Alphabet 16
Primitive Tandem Repat 15
Primitive Tandem Repat Alphabet 11

Table 7.3: Feature Sets Extracted

useful for the analysis at all and they will be ignored. So, 45-14=31 process
instances are shown in Table 7.2. Besides, the number of instances extracted
is closely related with the size of the chosen time window. For each of these
four customer complaints, after the customer made a call, converter 8e velara
was replaced within 3 days, which was a short period of time. Since we define
the time window from 2 operation days before the call open date to 4 operation
days after the call close date, the size of the time window is 7-9 operation days.
This also explains why the number of process instances extracted is low.

Next, the features present in the process instances need to be extracted. Table
7.3 shows all the feature sets generated. According to the domain knowledge,
before converter 8e velara totally breaks down, it usually retries. The primi-
tive tandem repeat (alphabet) feature can capture the system retry behaviors.
Since the alphabet feature overcomes the drawbacks of inaccurate timestamp,
the primitive tandem repeat alphabet is explored using ProM in the converter 8e
velara case. The set difference labeling strategy based on the primitive tandem
repeat feature set is used (Figure 7.1 shows the PCA diagram for the labeled
instances).

Except the evaluation strategy using training set also as the test set, all the
other strategies have obvious disadvantage if the data is quite limited2. Sup-
pose the data is split into training set and test set, where there are no overlaps
between these two sets (i.e. no process instance is in the training set and test
set at the same time). Since the available data is limited, it is quite possible
that the process instances in the test set contain certain rule, which can not be

2Using another test set is not realistic because the data available is quite limited.
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discovered in the current training set. This situation will cause the model learnt
perform not very well. More important, one cannot comment on the signatures.
Consequently, the training set is also used as the test set.

Figure 7.1: PCA Diagram for the Labeled Instances

Table 7.4 gives the signatures discovered for Allura Xper FD20 2.0.0 using prim-
itive tandem repeat alphabet feature set. Each event involved the features being
tested from a rule follow the format: ¡event id¿ ¡severity¿ “from” ¡unit¿, e.g.,
xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray Control. Four rules have been discovered in
total, while two of them are quite similar:

• [xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray Control, xxxxxx784 Warning from Xray
Control, xxxxxx785 Error from Xray Control, xxxxxx014 Warning from
X-Ray Generator, xxxxxx788 Error from Acquisition]

• [xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray Control, xxxxxx786 Warning from Xray
Control, xxxxxx787 Error from Xray Control, xxxxxx014 Warning from
X-Ray Generator, xxxxxx788 Error from Acquisition]

The common events present in these two rules are xxxxxx271, xxxxxx014,
and xxxxxx788. The difference is, in the former rule, events xxxxxx784, and
xxxxxx785 are present, while in the latter one, events xxxxxx786, and xxxxxx787
are present instead. The reason for this similarity is that there are two convert-
ers in the machine. Events xxxxxx784 and xxxxxx785 are related with one of
the converter, and events xxxxxx786 and xxxxxx787 are related with the other
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one. So, the signature discovered captures the malfunctions of both the convert-
ers. Three out of the four rules discovered contain several events. These events
come from the units Xray Control, X-Ray Generator, and Acquisition. It indi-
cates that during a system retry, these three units will report related errors and
warnings together. For the signature discovered, the accuracy is 100% from the
instance perspective and also the system perspective. This indicates the signa-
ture performs very well when using the training data set also as the test data set.

Table 7.5 shows the distribution of the calls based on different safety levels.
Regarding to the safe calls, for Allura Xper FD20 2.0.0., the data is available
from four systems; while for the rest of the system type/system version combi-
nations, the data is only available from one system. Though using data of only
one system for signature discovery is not encouraged, the ability to discover
signatures from these systems is explored since the data available currently is
inadequate (i.e. it is better to explore all the available data). Table 7.6 shows
all the signatures discovered for the different combinations of system type and
version of Allura Xper systems which has data from only one system per system
type/version.

For Allura Xper FD10 1.2.0 and 3.1.5, there is only one rule in the signature dis-
covered respectively, while for Allura Xper FD20 4.3.0, and 6.0.3, two rules are
involved in the signature discovered respectively. What’s more, in the signature
of FD20 6.0.3, one of the rules contain events “xxxxxx782 Warning from X-
Ray Generator”, and “xxxxxx783 Error from X-Ray Generator”, and the other
rule contains similar events “xxxxxx786 Warning from X-Ray Generator”, and
“xxxxxx787 Error from X-Ray Generator”. But “xxxxxx786”, and “xxxxxx787”
reflect a different kind of problem of the converter from “xxxxxx782”, and
“xxxxxx783”. So, for the faulty converter, the manifestations of its malfunctions
in different ways are captured in this signature.

It can be seen that for all the system type/version combinations related with
safe replacements (except for FD20 4.3.5 and FD20 4.3.4), the signatures found
performs with 100% accuracy both on the instance level and on the system level.
Since the alphabet-based signatures perform well, it may imply that in a group
of events, the partial order among them are of less importance. The timestamp
issue of the logging mechanism discussed in Chapter 3 potentially could be
handled using alphabet features. But it could also be the case that there is
only one sequential manifestation of the alphabet feature. In this situation, the
partial order may also be important.

For the two safe cases of FD20 4.3.5 and FD20 4.3.4, there are no signatures
generated. One possibility is that the time window chosen (two days before the
call open date and four days after the call close date) is not sufficiently large.
The signature may be present m days before the call open date, where m ≥ 3.
As a result, three larger time windows were tried, with m=3, m=4, and m=5
respectively. However, there were still no signatures found. This observation
to some extent removes the doubt on the size of the time window, and makes
the justification of the safety level more questionable. Another possibility is
that the labeling strategy is not good enough as mentioned before in Chapter 6.
There are several situations where the labeling strategy does not work properly.
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FD20 2.0.0

If [xxxxxx271 Warning from
Xray Control, xxxxxx784
Warning from Xray Control,
xxxxxx785 Error from Xray
Control, xxxxxx014 Warning
from X-Ray Generator,
xxxxxx788 Error from
Acquisition] is present

31 12 19 100 1 4 4 0 100 -

OR

If [xxxxxx271 Warning from
Xray Control, xxxxxx786
Warning from Xray Control,
xxxxxx787 Error from Xray
Control, xxxxxx014 Warning
from X-Ray Generator,
xxxxxx788 Error from
Acquisition] is present
OR

If [xxxxxx271 Warning from
Xray Control, xxxxxx272 Error
from Xray Control, xxxxxx014
Warning from X-Ray
Generator, xxxxxx788 Error
from Acquisition] is present

OR
If [xxxxxx692 Warning from
Acquisition] is present

Table 7.4: Signatrues of Allura Xper FD20 2.0.0
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Safety Level System Type System Version Number of Calls Total

Safe

FD10
1.2.0 1

11

3.1.5 1
5.0.3 1

FD20

2.0.0 4
4.3.0 1
4.3.4 1
4.3.5 1
6.0.3 1

Medium

FD10
3.1.3 1

4
5.0.3 1

FD20
6.0.2 1
6.0.3 1

Dangerous
FD10 1.2.0 1

2
FD20 4.3.2 1

Table 7.5: Classified Input Data According to Safety Level
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FD10

1.2.0 If [xxxxxx014 Warning from
X-Ray Generator, 510020500
Error from Acquisition,
xxxxxx272 Error from Xray
Control] is present

2 1 1 100 1

1 1 0 100 -

3.1.5 If [xxxxxx271 Warning from
Xray Control, xxxxxx784
Warning from Xray Control,
xxxxxx785 Error from Xray
Control, xxxxxx014 Warning
from X-Ray Generator,
xxxxxx788 Error from
Acquisition] is present

10 1 9 100 1

5.0.3

If [xxxxxx787 Error from
X-Ray Generator, xxxxxx786
Warning from X-Ray Genera-
tor] is present

10 3 7 100 1

OR
If [xxxxxx788 Error from
Acquisition, 010027272 Error
from X-Ray Generator] is
present

continue on the next page
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FD20

4.3.0

If [xxxxxx692 Warning from
Acquisition] is present

15 4 11 100 1

1 1 0 100 -

OR
If [xxxxxx786 Warning from
Xray Control, xxxxxx787
Error from Xray Control,
xxxxxx014 Warning from
X-Ray Generator, xxxxxx788
Error from Acquisition,
xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray
Control] is present

6.0.3
If [xxxxxx782 Warning from
X-Ray Generator, xxxxxx783
Error from X-Ray Generator,
xxxxxx770 Error from
Acquisition] is present

11 5 6 100 1

OR
If [xxxxxx786 Warning from
X-Ray Generator, xxxxxx787
Error from X-Ray Generator,
xxxxxx770 Error from
Acquisition] is present

4.3.5 - 11 0 11 – – – – – – –
4.3.4 - 14 0 14 – – – – – – –

Table 7.6: Signatures of Safe Single Replacements
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7.2. SIGNATURES FROM SAFE CALLS

Verification &Validation Using the Test Data Set From a Large Scale
of System Event Logs

Different from the data set used to generate signatures, a large scale of system
event logs can be used as the test data set to verify the presence of the signa-
tures, and then the presence of the signatures will be further validated against
the replacement records in the job sheet.

The verification of the signatures is carried out in the process instances extracted
in the system event logs, but these instances are not assigned with class labels.
The verification is based on the system level. For each system involved, there is a
verification result about whether the signature is present in the process instance
of it or not. Then for a certain system, this result is validated using the related
job sheet information to see whether the corresponding FRU was replaced or not
in it or not. For example, TP basically refers to the scenario where signature is
present in the process instances from certain system and the corresponding FRU
is replaced. However, the concept of “valid time window” is quite important to
define TP. When the signature is present in the process instances of a certain
system, according to the job sheet, the corresponding FRU could be replaced
“some day” after the presence of the signature is observed. On daily basis, this
“some day” could be any number of days after the signature is present, e.g.,
one day, three days, thirty days etc. However, when the time difference between
the presence of the signature and the FRU replacement becomes longer and
longer, TP tends to be less convincible, because there might be other corrective
maintenances3 before the replacement of the FRU. So, a predefined valid time
window t on daily basis is introduced to define TP, TN, FP, and FN (see Figure
7.2):

FRU is

replaced

Timeline of

System1

(by day)

Valid Time Window t

Signature is

present

Timeline of

System2

(by day)

Signature is

present

FRU is

replaced

Timeline of

System3

(by day)

Timeline of

System4

(by day)

TP

FP

TN

FN

Figure 7.2: An Example of the Valid Time Window

3they might include replacements of other FRUs
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• TP refers to the scenario where signature is present in the process in-
stances from certain system and the corresponding FRU is replaced in
this system within time window t.

• TN implies the signature is not present in the process instances from
certain system and no corresponding FRU is replaced in this system within
time window t.

• FP refers to the scenario where the signature is present in the process
instances from certain system but no corresponding FRU is replaced in
this system within time window t.

• FN indicates the FRU is replaced in certain system, but there is no cor-
responding signature observed in the process instances from this system
within time window t.

The goodness of this verification and validation process is to gain insight how
the signature actually performs on large scale of event logs, e.g., whether the
signature tends to give false alarms or not, the signature uniquely pinpoints the
need for the replacement of a FRU or pinpoints the need for the replacement of
several FRUs etc.

Since the signatures are generated for a combination of system type, version,
and safety level, for the signatures pertaining to a certain safety level (e.g., safe
signatures), the verification can be done in two ways:

• Exact Version Match: The signatures are verified only using the logs from
the systems of the same type and version, e.g., if the signatures are for
Allura Xper FD10 2.0.0., they will be verified in the event logs from other
Allura Xper FD10 2.0.0 systems.

• Close Version Match: The signatures are verified using the event logs
from the same type of systems, but closely related version. For example,
4.3.0, and 4.3.2 are close versions, since only the last digit is different. If
the signatures are for Allura Xper FD20 4.3.0, they will be verified in the
event logs from Allura Xper FD20 4.3.2 systems.

Input Data Selected from Highly Sick Systems

In 2008, 6548 systems made service request calls, and 36809 replacements were
done. It was observed that 33% of the systems (i.e., 2153) contributed to 70% of
the FRU replacements (i.e., 25545) in this year. So, these 2153 highly sick sys-
tems are selected as the candidates for the verification and validation analysis.
Because the mappings between Configuration ID (used in the job sheets) and
RSN ID (used in the logging mechanisms) are only available for 908 systems.
The number of candidate systems is reduced to 233.

The log files from the second quarter of 2008, i.e. from April to June, are used
for analysis. In the snapshot of RADAR DWH, the logs files are available for
only 114 systems during this period. In these 114 systems, 16 systems have
changed the system version. As a result, the number of systems available for
analysis is 98 (see Table 7.7 for details). This data set is different from the one
shown in Table 7.1, and it contains much more data.
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System Type System Version No. of Systems

FD10

1.2.0 15
3.1.3 3
3.1.4 1
3.1.6 2
5.0.2 1
5.0.3 7
5.0.4 1
5.0.5 1

FD20

2.0.0 12
4.0.0 1
4.3.0 1
4.3.1 1
4.3.2 22
4.3.4 26
6.0.1 3
6.0.2 1

Total 98

Table 7.7: Details of Available Systems

System
Type

Version TP TN FP FN Accuracy
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

FD10
1.2.0 1 13 1 0 93.33 100 92.86
5.0.3 1 5 0 1 85.71 50 100

FD20
2.0.0 2 8 2 0 83.33 100 80
4.3.0 1 0 0 0 100 100 -

Table 7.8: Safe-Call Signature Performance Based On Exact Version Match

These event logs are also sliced into process instances according to the four
scenarios (e.g., from StartUp to Shutdown (Completed)). The signatures are
verified in the process instances. Besides, the valid time window t is set as two
months4, which means when the signature is present in the log files of a certain
system, the replacement is expected to be carried out in this system within the
next two months.

Exact Version Match

Table 7.8 shows the verification and validation results of the safe-call signatures
5. It can be seen that the signature of FD20 4.3.0 performs quite well with 100%
accuracy. The signature of FD20 2.0.0 has the lowest accuracy, i.e., 83.33%. It
can pinpoint to all the systems with converter replacement (i.e. sensitivity is
100%), but there are two systems, where the signature is present but no con-
verter was replaced within the following two months.

4In fact, based on the experiment result shown later, it is observed that for the most of the
time the signature can be expected to be present within four days before the call open date.
While the actual number of operation days can be even smaller than four.

5Out of the 98 selected systems, there is no system belonging to FD10 3.1.5, or FD20 6.0.3.
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The signature of FD20 2.0.0 consists of four rules. It is quite possible that some
of the rules have strong ability to pinpointing to the converter replacement (so-
called strong rules), while some not (so-called weak rules). Among the four
rules, there is one rule quite special, i.e., “If [xxxxxx692 Warning from Acqui-
sition] is present, then the converter 8e velara will be replaced”. It is the only
rule which contains test on a single event. Each of the other rules tests on a
feature which consists of several events. What’s more, “xxxxxx692” is from the
unit Acquisition. This unit is at a relatively higher level compared with Xray
Control, and X-Ray Generator. The rule may also capture the manifestations
of the malfunctions caused by other FRUs. Consequently, this rule tends to
be too general, and not specific for indicating the converter replacement. As
a trial, this rule was removed from the signature for FD20 2.0.0 to generate
a so-called “revised signature” (with the other three rules only). The verifica-
tion and validation is carried out using this revised signature, and the accuracy
turns out to be 100%, much better than before. This observation means that
the rule removed tends to be useless to indicate the converter replacement. This
rule also appears in the signature for FD20 4.3.0. We also removed it from the
signature of FD20 4.3.0 to generate a corresponding “revised signature”. The
performance of the “revised signature” is still with 100% accuracy. This ob-
servation confirms that there is no strong relationship between the presence of
feature “xxxxxx692 Warning from Acquisition” and the converter replacement.
Table 7.9 shows the performance based on revised signature. Since there are
strong rule(s), and weak rule(s) in a signature, the framework could be improved
by discovering the best subset of rules.

The signature of FD10 1.2.0 performs with 93.33% accuracy. Though it can pin-
point to the system with converter replacement (i.e. sensitivity is 100%), but
one system falls into the false positive situation, i.e., the signature is present
but no converter was replaced. Since this signature is discovered based on the
event logs from one system only, it could be the case that the data for analysis
tends to be not sufficient. There might be not enough faulty or normal process
instances to generate a signature with strong indication of converter replace-
ment. The signature is expected to be improved when more data can be used
for analysis.

For the signature of FD10 5.0.3, one of the two systems with converter replace-
ments cannot be identified. By examining the corresponding customer call of the
false negative system, it is found that converter 8e velara was not the only FRU
replaced. Another part “cardio flat det. PX4800” was replaced as well. The
system actually turns out to be related with multiple replacements customer
call. If the training data is from the multiple replacements calls, the signature
to pinpoint the multiple replacements in the system can also be expected.

Close Version Match

Since the (revised) safe-call signatures perform well as a whole, the verification
and validation was also carried out based on the close version match (see Table
7.10, where the original signature and the revised signature of FD20 4.3.0 have
the same performance). For example, the signature of FD10 3.1.5 was assessed
using the event logs and job sheets from the systems pertaining to FD10 3.1.6.
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System
Type

Version TP TN FP FN Accuracy
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

FD20
2.0.0 2 10 0 0 100 100 100
4.3.0 1 0 0 0 100 100 -

Table 7.9: Revised Safe-Call Signature Performance Based On Exact Version Match

System

Type

Signature

Version

System

Version

TP TN FP FN Accuracy
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

FD10
3.1.5 3.1.6 0 2 0 0 100 - 100

5.0.3
5.0.4 0 1 0 0 100 - 100
5.0.5 0 1 0 0 100 - 100

FD20 4.3.0
4.3.1 0 1 0 0 100 - 100
4.3.2 1 20 1 0 95.45 100 95.24
4.3.4 0 25 0 1 96.15 0 100

Table 7.10: Safe-Call Signature Performance Based On Close Version Match

Most of the time, the signatures found are not present in the event logs, and
there is no converter replacement. When assessing the signature of FD20 4.3.0
against the system of FD20 4.3.4, there is a false negative system observed.
As mentioned before, there are two converters in the CV system. Because the
signature for FD20 4.3.0 is only related with one of the converters6, it is quite
likely that the other converter was replaced in this false negative case. Besides,
it is interesting to see that the signature of FD20 4.3.0 correctly pinpoints to
the converter replacement in a FD20 4.3.2 system, though the presence of the
signature does not necessarily indicate the converter replacement (i.e., there is
one false positive system). This implies that it is possible to scale up the solution
by combining data from different versions, which are quite close to each other,
i.e., only the last digit is different.

7.3 Signatures From Medium and Dangerous Calls

Apart from the safe calls, there are four calls related with “medium” safety
level, while two calls belong to “dangerous” safety level (see Table 7.5). On the
one hand, there are no signatures available for certain system type and version
combinations. Considering only safe calls may make the rest of available data
(6/17=35%) unusable. So, the assumptions on the safeness of the customer
calls are relaxed to offer the opportunity to analyze “medium” and “dangerous”
calls, and discover signatures for the system type and version combinations
where there are no signatures available. Table 7.11 and Table 7.12 show the
signatures discovered for medium and dangerous calls respectively.

For all the medium and dangerous calls, the signatures discovered perform well,
with 100% accuracy on the instance level, as well as on the system level based
on the training data. The signature from the medium calls (i.e., FD10 3.1.3,
and FD20 6.0.2) consists of one rule, and the rule contains the test on a feature

6Events “xxxxxx786” and “xxxxxx787” are related with one of the converters.
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FD10

3.1.3 If [xxxxxx784 Warning from
Xray Control, xxxxxx014
Warning from X-Ray
Generator, xxxxxx788 Error
from Acquisition, xxxxxx785
Error from Xray Control,
xxxxxx271 Warning from Xray
Control] is present

9 2 7 100 1

1 1 0 100 -
FD20 6.0.2 If [xxxxxx784 Warning from

X-Ray Generator, xxxxxx785
Error from X-ray Generator,
xxxxxx770 Error from
Acquisition] is present

8 1 7 100 1

Table 7.11: Signatrues of Single Replacements with Safety Level “Medium”
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FD20 4.3.2 If [020028782 Warning from
Xray Control] is present

13 4 9 100 1 1 1 0 100 -

OR
If [xxxxxx310 Warning from
Acquisition, xxxxxxx309
Warning from Acquisition,
xxxxxx513 Warning from
Acquisition] is present

Table 7.12: Signatures of Single Replacements with Safety Level “Dangerous”
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CHAPTER 7. CASE STUDY

System
Type

Version TP TN FP FN Accuracy
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

FD10 3.1.3 0 2 1 0 66.67 - 66.67
FD20 6.0.2 0 1 0 0 100 - 100

Table 7.13: Medium-Call Signature Performance Based On Exact Version Match

System
Type

Version TP TN FP FN Accuracy
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

FD20 4.3.2 1 19 2 0 90.91 100 90.48

Table 7.14: Dangerous-Call Signature Performance Based On Exact Version Match

with several events. For the signature from the dangerous calls (i.e., FD20
4.3.2), there are two rules involved but in a rule, the tested feature only consists
of one event.

Similar to the signatures from the safe calls, the goodness of these discovered
signatures is also assessed using the selected 98 systems (see Table 7.7). The
verification and validation results for the medium-call signature and dangerous-
call signature based on exact version match are shown in Table 7.13 and Table
7.14 respectively.

As we can see, the signature for FD20 4.3.2 pinpoint to two systems which
do not have converter replaced. This signature has two rules, and one of the
rule contains a test on the events “xxxxxxx309”, “xxxxxx310”, “xxxxxx513”,
all from the unit Acquisition. As mentioned before, Acquisition is a high-level
unit, and it also captures the manifestations of the malfunctions caused by other
FRUs. As a result, this rule is removed from the signature to get a “revised”
one. The performance of the revised signature of FD20 4.3.2 is shown in Table
7.15. It can be seen that one false positive system turns out to be true negative
one. This confirms if there are several rules contained in a signature, some of
them tend to be strong, while others weak. Discovering the best subset of rules
is a potential improvement of the framework.

System
Type

Version TP TN FP FN Accuracy
(%)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

FD20 4.3.2 1 20 1 0 95.45 100 95.24

Table 7.15: Revised Dangerous-Call Signature Performance Based On Exact Version Match

As a whole, the problem of the (revised) signatures is that their presences do
not indicate the necessity of the converter replacement. Since these signatures
are from the medium and dangerous calls, there might be false replacements in
the job sheets, which make the quality of the data not good enough to gener-
ate well-performed signatures. Consequently, using data from the medium and
dangerous calls for analysis is not encouraged.
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7.4 Hints

Safety level tends to be important

From the experiment results, it can be seen that though the signatures gener-
ated from safe, medium, and dangerous calls perform quite well when evaluating
using the training set (i.e., all with 100% accuracy), the verification and vali-
dation results varies a lot. The safe-call signatures tend to perform better than
the medium and dangerous ones. So, the safety level of the customer calls still
has to be taken into consideration, but it is better to identify the safety level of
a call in a systematic way rather than according to human judgements.

There are strong rules and weak rules in a signature.

A signature may contain several rules, and some of the rules have the ability to
pinpoint to the converter replacement precisely (i.e., strong), while others are
not (i.e., weak). So, identifying the best-performed subset of rules in a signature
tends to be a potential enhancement of the framework.

There is a possibility to scale up the solution.

By observing all the signatures discovered (from safe, medium, and dangerous
calls), some commonalities among the signatures of different system type and
version are found. For example, the signature of FD10 3.1.5 is “xxxxxx271
Warning from Xray Control xxxxxx784 Warning from Xray Control xxxxxx785
Error from Xray Control xxxxxx014 Warning from X-Ray Generator xxxxxx788
Error from Acquisition”. It is also the signature found for FD10 3.1.3. Besides,
the close-version-match assessment result shows that systems with the same
type, and close versions may share the same signature. These facts confirm that
there is a possibility to cluster the calls from different system type, and version
combinations based on the similarities of the logging mechanisms. However, the
logging mechanism does have significant changes in the event ids in different
versions where the first digits of them are different. For example, among the
safe type signatures, the signature discovered for FD20 4.3.0 includes the event
“x2xxxx786 Warning from Xray Control”, while the signature discovered for
FD20 6.0.3 contains a similar event “x1xxxx786 Warning from X-Ray Genera-
tor”, i.e., only the second digit differs. Between these two event ids, only the
second digit is different, i.e. they both follow the format “xxxxxx786”. Accord-
ing to the logging mechanism documents, the first two digits represent the unit
id. Actually, Xray Control is not used any more in the higher versions, and
X-Ray Generator takes over its responsibilities. Consequently, while generating
signatures, it is still necessary to take version issue into consideration, but the
signature could be generated for the combination of close versions with a rea-
sonable good performance.

This chapter discussed the proposed approach using converter 8e velara as a
case study. It can be seen that the approach is promising, but lack of data
hampers the validation of the discovered signatures.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Summary

The CV business unit in Philips Healthcare produces medical systems to help
the doctor discover and treat diseases in the heart and vessels. Because the ma-
chine is sophisticated, if it malfunctions, usually significant time and efforts are
needed to diagnose and fix the problem. One of the reasons for the abnormal
behaviors of the system is the malfunctioning of a FRU. If a certain FRU is
found faulty, it is usually replaced and the corresponding repair information is
recorded in the job sheet. Currently, for certain FRUs, the fault isolation time
seems longer than necessary, and the total corrective maintenance time varies a
lot. Also it is not uncommon that certain FRU, which is not faulty, is replaced
wrongly. Besides, many problems cannot be fixed immediately, and FSEs need
to revisit the customer hospital. All these issues indicate that there are diagnos-
tic problems with FRU replacement. During the operations of the system, event
logs are generated. However, currently, the potential ability of using the system
event logs to help the diagnostics of the problem has not been explored yet. Mo-
tivated by this potential ability, a framework is proposed and a corresponding
toolkit is implemented to facilitate the whole process of mining the system logs,
which aims at discovering the signatures (symptomatic patterns) pinpointing to
the faulty FRU. It can help to improve the customer service quality and cus-
tomer satisfaction, and reduce the costs caused by faulty replacements, revisits,
and etc. The framework/toolkit is a modularized solution with considerations
about flexibility and extensibility. New techniques can be integrated with ease.

Not limited to discovering signatures pinpointing to the defective FRU, the
proposed framework actually deals with a generic type of problem in various
domains–discovering signatures of system fault/error/failure, and discovering
signatures of the critical/target event in the system monitoring domain; discov-
ering signatures of the fraudulent behaviors in insurance industry etc.

Figure 8.1 shows how the generic framework is tailored for Philips Healthcare,
as well as how the customized design is implemented. In the customized design,
the modules drawn in dotted line are either newly introduced (i.e., data re-
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trieval module, data conversion module, and labeling module) or adapted (i.e.,
classification related techniques module and reporting module) into the generic
framework according to the needs of Philips Healthcare. This customized design
is implemented using three separate tools: a data retrieval tool (corresponding
to data retrieval module), a new plug-in in ProMImport (corresponding to data
conversion module), and a new plug-in in ProM (corresponding to the whole
tailored framework).

The contributions of the project are summarized as follows:

• The proposed framework is generic, and modularized. It has the potential
ability to handle signature discovery in various domains, and new plug-ins
can be integrated easily as improvements or extensions.

• The generic framework is tailored for Philips Healthcare to discover sig-
natures in event logs, which indicates the potential needs for replacing a
certain defective FRU. Besides, a corresponding toolkit has been imple-
mented to facilitate this whole process of signature discovery.

8.2 Open Issues

This project is the initial effort in CV on discovering signatures in event logs to
pinpoint to the faulty FRU. In the case study of converter 8e velara, the frame-
work/toolkit can discover well-performed signature for a certain combination of
system type and version to pinpoint to the converter replacement in the mal-
functioned systems. The signatures perform quite well from both the instance
perspective and the system perspective based on the limited training data, and
it also performs decently well when verifying and validating them based on an
independent test set comprising of large scale of logs and corresponding job
sheets. The developed toolkit contains three individual tools to support the
steps from data retrieval, data conversion, to signature discovery. It can save
the efforts and time of the end user to discover reasonably well performing sig-
natures. These signatures can help to build up several practical applications in
the company, like the FRU replacement knowledge database, which can facil-
itate FSEs to do the system diagnostics more efficiently in the local hospital,
the alerting mechanism for system monitoring. As a result, the costs due to
diagnostics problem will be reduced as a whole, and the customer satisfaction
will be improved. However, there are several issues which cannot be handled
currently and that require further research:

• Identifying False Replacements: False replacement of an FRU tends to be
unavoidable in the repair work. As a result, it is sure that the job sheet
includes the noise data from false-replacement calls. Currently, whether a
call is related with false replacement of parts or not is determined subjec-
tively, i.e. according to the human’s understandings of the repair history
of the customer calls around this call. However, the identification of the
false replacement has to be done in a more scientific way.
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Figure 8.1: Mapping from Generic Framework, Customized Design for Philips Healthcare
to Implementation of the Customized Design

• Labeling the Process Instances: When a FRU is defective, the system can
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either operate normally or malfunction. Consequently, for the process
instances, which occur before the problem was fixed (i.e. the call close
date), it is not sure whether they pertain to the system malfunctions
caused by the defective FRU or not. So, a labeling technique is introduced
to deal with this problem. The set difference labeling strategy currently
in use has some obvious drawbacks. New techniques, like one-class SVM,
and clustering, should be explored to get a better labeling strategy.

• Scaling Up the Solution: On the one hand, current solution only deals
with the single replacement cases. When using the toolkit to discover the
signatures pinpointing to a certain defective FRU, human interactions are
needed. However, there are a huge number of FRUs in the CV system.
It is not realistic to discover the signature of each FRU by involving hu-
man interactions. On the other hand, the co-replacements of FRUs is not
uncommon. But the current solution cannot handle this situation. Conse-
quently, the solution has to be scaled up in order to handle the signature
discovery for a huge number of FRUs, and for a group of FRUs.

Apart from the issues discussed above, there are four possible extensions of the
solution:

• Bringing Benefits to More Users: The user of the toolkit is expected
to have some basic knowledge about the techniques used, so that (s)he
can interact with the tool efficiently. However, people who lack of the
basic knowledge, like the specialists from Tier 3, are also interested in
the discovered signatures, and want to benefit from it. How to tailor and
adapt the framework/toolkit to non-expert users is an issue.

• Mining Fault-Related Processes: The current framework brings the pro-
cess mining knowledge into the fault analysis domain. This offers the
opportunity of building process models about the fault-related system us-
ages. In principle, process mining techniques can help to gain insights in
two kinds of processes:

– System usages by doctors before the problem is fixed : This kind of
process can show how the doctor operates the system, and how the
system reacts when the system is in the abnormal/malfunctioning
status.

– System usages by FSEs to fix the problem: This kind of process is
interesting because the operations carried out by the FSE can reveal
how they try to diagnose, and fix the problem.

• Improving the Logs Using Semantics: Essentially, the names of the events
in the process instances are strings. They are labels for the events with-
out conveying much meaningful information. The current failure anal-
ysis is actually at the syntax level. The end user has to interpret the
signatures discovered using the domain knowledge in their mind to fig-
ure out what the signatures actually conveys. To improve the failure
analysis, involving domain knowledge is quite attractive. The domain
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knowledge can be revealed using ontology, which is defined as a set of con-
cepts and their formalized relationships. Process Mining Group has pro-
posed an extended semantics version of MXML, so-called SA-MXML (see
http://is.tm.tue.nl/research/processmining/SAMXML.xsd), and it can help
to involve the ontology knowledge necessary for analysis in the logs. SA-
MXML introduces an additional attribute modelReference for all the ele-
ments in MXML (except for AuditTrailEntry and Timestamp) to capture
the concepts and their relationships in the defined ontology. Consequently,
using SA-MXML as input offers the opportunity to carry out failure anal-
ysis semantically, and semantics analysis a quite promising extension of
the current solution.

Besides, there is an opportunity to improve the current logging mechanism
in Philips by introducing semantics. The concepts of the events and their
relationships can be defined through ontology. Then the logging mecha-
nism could follow the defined ontology, and automatically document the
events in a more meaningful way. The system event logs can be more
understandable for analysts, FSEs, etc.

• Applying in Other Domains and Organizations: Discovering signatures
to pinpoint to the FRU replacement in CV systems belongs to a generic
problem, which is also applicable in other organizations and domains. For
example, the discovered signatures, which pinpoints to the system fail-
ure/error/warning, can be used to monitor system hardware state and
software state. Also, by observing how the handling procedures of a claim
(in the insurance companies) deviates from the normal procedures, signa-
tures can be discovered to detect fraudulent behaviors. The framework
proposed is generic, and it can be tailored according to the specific sce-
narios.
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APPENDIX

Appendix

A Failure-Related Process Models

Building failure-related process models and doing process analysis are also wor-
thy to investigate. The process models related with system failure can be built,
e.g., to show how the system is operated by the user before the problem emerges,
and how the signature manifests in the failure-related process model. The typ-
ical process-related analysis, like conformance checking and extending models
with data attributes etc. can be carried out. Also, the process model can give
deep insights in the operations of the doctors (the actual system usage). Con-
sequently, the failure-related process model could be helpful for understanding
the system usage better and designing more user-friendly system (i.e. avoid-
ing/tolerating failures).

B Requirements of the Table Schemas

Below the requirements of the table schemas are listed. Some optional fields are
also included for displaying additional interesting information to the end user.
The fields both underlined and in bold are the primary keys.

Calls: This table records the information about complaint calls made by the
customer. The fields are explained in table B1

Field Description
Call ID The identifier to recognize a call
Configuration ID The identifier of the CV system as used by SAP
Open Date The date when the customer call was opened
Close Date The date when the customer call was closed
Customer Complaint
(Optional)

The textual description of the problems of the system
as complained by the customer

Table B1: Fields of Calls Table

Jobs: The corrective actions that are performed to resolve the issue(s) reported
by the customer are stored in the jobs table1. There can be multiple jobs related
with a customer call. This table records all the jobs carried out, and the fields
of it are explained in table B2.

Parts: An FRU can also be referred to as a part. This table stores the infor-
mation of the parts replaced (if any) for a customer call. Table B3 describes
the fields of this table.

Customers: This table keeps all the information about the customer hospitals
that have installed CV machines. Table B4 describes all the needed fields.

1Job is related with all kinds of field service, including CM, PM, and etc.
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Field Description
Job ID The identifier for a job performed
Start Date The date when the job was started
Close Date The date when the job was closed
Repair text (Optional) The textual description of what the FSE perceived as

a problematic issue in the system, how the problem is
fixed, and etc.

CM Hours (Optional) The time spent on CM measured in hours, e.g., 4.5
hours1

Call ID The call for which this job corresponds to
1Currently, the focus is on CM hours, but there are also other time

measurements, like PM hours, FCO hours, and remote service hours.

Table B2: Fields of Jobs Table

Field Description
Part ID The identifier of the parts of CV medical systems
Call ID The customer call for which the part replacements

correspond to
Part Description (Optional) The name of the part
Quantity (Optional) The number of parts replaced for a particular call

Table B3: Fields of Parts Table

Field Description
RSN ID The identifier to distinguish a CV machine as used in

RADAR DWH
System Type The type of the CV system, such as Allura Xper FD10,

and Allura Xper FD 20/20
System Reference The identifier of the medical systems of CV, which is

different from the RSN ID, and Configuration ID. This
reference identifier is the bridge to link Configuration id
and RSN id of the same system

Table B4: Fields of Customers Table
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Match List : In order to link the identifier used by RADAR DWH and that
used by CS DWH, a mapping is needed. This table provides the one-to-one
mapping between configuration ID and System Reference (see Table B5):

Field Description
Configuration ID The identifier of the CV system as used by SAP
System Reference The identifier of the medical systems of CV, which is dif-

ferent from the Configuration ID

Table B5: Descriptions of Match List Table

Version : For the purpose of generating signatures per system type, and per
version, the system version status should be known. This table has the fields
(as shown in Table B6).

Field Description
RSN ID Systems connected with RADAR are identified by this iden-

tifier
Version The version information of the CV system during a partic-

ular period
Begin Date The date when the version of the system is first observed

End Date The date when the version of the system is last known,
which means after this date, the system version might have
changed

Table B6: Descriptions of Version Table

The relationships among these tables are depicted in Figure B1, where PK refers
to Primary Key.

Calls

PK Call ID

Configuration ID

Open Date

Close Date

Customer Complaint (Optional)

Jobs

PK Job ID

Start Date

Close Date

Repair Text (Optional)

CM Hours (Optional)

Call ID

Customers

PK RSN ID

System Type

System Reference

Parts

PK Part ID

PK Call ID

Part Description (Optional)

Quantity (Optional)

Match List

Configuration ID

System Reference

Version

PK RSN ID

PK Begin Date

Version

End Date

1 1..*

1

1

1

1

11..*

1

1..*

Figure B1: The Relationships among the Tables

C List of Acronyms
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C. LIST OF ACRONYMS

AHC Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
ATE Audit Trail Entry
BPM Business Process Management
BU Business Unit
CC Call Center
CCC Customer Care Center
CDF Common Data Format
CM Corrective Maintenance
CS DWH Customer Support Data Warehouse
CV Cardio/Vascular X-Ray
DA Definite Abnormal set of features
DN Definite Normal set of features
E Entropy
FCO Field Change Order
FN False Negative
FP False Positive
FPR Field Problem Report
FRU Field Replaceable Unit
FSE Field Service Engineer
GR Gain Ratio
GXR General X-Ray
IG Information Gain
M Mamximal repeat
MXML Mining XML
NSM Near Super Maximal repeat
PA Potential Abnormal set of features
PBL Product BaseLine
PCA Principle Component Analysis
PM Planned Maintenance
PRS Philips Remote Service
PT Primitive Tandem repeat
R&D Research and Development
RADAR Remote Analysis, Diagnostics And Reporting
RSDW Remote Service Data Warehouse
RSN Remote Service Network
SM Super Maximal repeat
TN True Negative
TP True Positive
Weka Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
WFM Workflow Management
ZTS Zone Technical Specialists
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